Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Transportation Funding and Reform Commission

November 13, 2006

Dear Governor and Members of the General Assembly:
In an Executive Order dated February 28, 2005, Governor Rendell directed the creation of a
nine-member commission to study and make recommendations concerning operations,
structure, and funding of public transportation, highways, and bridges in Pennsylvania. Since
July 2005, the Commission has worked diligently to meet its mission with extensive study,
audits, and listening sessions to gain a broad understanding of the challenges facing
transportation.
In August 2006, the Commission delivered to the people of Pennsylvania, a report on initial
findings to garner as much public response and discussion as possible to the conditions we
found. At six (6) public hearings held throughout the state in September, participants
delivered a clear message that the issues are serious and demand action.
The Commission now respectfully submits for your consideration its final report. It lays out a
challenging course of action that requires tough decisions by you and everyone with an
interest in putting transportation on solid ground. The report lives up to the Governor’s
charge and lays out a specific roadmap for corrective steps and additional revenue. With this
document, people can understand the scope of the transportation issues facing Pennsylvania
and realize that ignoring these problems will have adverse consequences.
The commission thanks the Governor for the opportunity to serve the people of Pennsylvania
on this vital topic.
Sincerely,

Allen D. Biehler, P.E., Chairperson
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Introduction
Transportation is vital to the way of life in Pennsylvania.
The
Transportation Funding and Reform Commission heard this common theme
during its 16-month assignment. A sampling of statements includes:
“We must find a solution to the longstanding funding crisis. Viable transit is
critical to the economic well-being of the Philadelphia region.”
Mark Schweiker, former Governor, CEO Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce
“The trucking industry is completely dependent on Pennsylvania’s highway
system. Pennsylvania’s highways and bridges have gotten better over
time, but there is much more left to be done.” Jim Runk, President and CEO,
Pennsylvania Motor Truck Association
“The funding crisis affects agencies large and small. Because of public
transit’s widespread benefits spurring job growth and helping to ease
traffic congestion, solving the funding crisis will benefit everyone.”
Mary Wolf, Mayor, City of Williamsport
“Pennsylvania’s roads and bridge conditions are a major problem for
Pennsylvania’s 58,000 farm families. Many rural roads are in poor
condition … and many bridges remain closed, impacting the ability of
milk trucks and ag providers from quickly reaching many farms.”
Dave McElhaney, Farmer, Beaver County
“Without transit in York, 25 percent of my workforce would not have
transportation to get to work.”
Steve Brodeur, Owner, McDonald’s
Restaurants, York County
“Our location decision was driven by the (highway) infrastructure
improvements.” Ed Eckman, Site Manager, Cabelas, Berks County
The economic and social consequences of a failing transportation system would
be enormous. Transport of goods would become more difficult and costly to
Pennsylvania farmers, truckers, manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Small businesses and large corporations would find it increasingly difficult to
move to or expand within the state without access to a sound transportation
network. Businesses throughout the state supporting the transportation
industry would suffer. Access to jobs, healthcare, and other essential services
would be lost to many Pennsylvanians. Many senior citizens and persons with
disabilities would lose mobility.
Executive Summary
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The Commission’s Charge
By Executive Order, Governor Rendell established the Pennsylvania
Transportation Funding and Reform Commission (Commission) to:
1. Conduct operational audits of Pennsylvania transit agencies to determine if
opportunities exist to implement cost efficiencies, revenue enhancements,
and service improvements.
2. Study and recommend appropriate levels and sources of funding for transit,
road and bridge operating, and capital investment needs.
3. Evaluate and recommend adjustments to transportation funding structure,
including the relationship of state and local funding shares.
4. Assess the structure of Commonwealth transit agencies and their boards
and options for asset ownership and operation, including competitive
contracting.
5. Examine the relationship of growth and development patterns and policies
to the Commonwealth’s transportation systems.
6. Identify opportunities to implement policies and programs employed across
the country to encourage development patterns easily served by transit.

A Crisis Exists
The Commission confirmed that Pennsylvania’s public transportation and
highway and bridge systems are in crisis, both in terms of inadequate funding
for operations, capital improvements, and maintenance, as well as decaying
physical conditions. The Commission believes that this funding crisis needs to
be addressed before the condition of our system further deteriorates.
Recent studies and public input obtained throughout the Commission
proceedings have drawn similar conclusions.
A recent House of
Representatives’ audit concluded the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority’s (SEPTA) operating cost indicators are comparable to its peer
agencies across the country, but it is weakly financed. The audit recommended
that SEPTA should pursue dedicated funding to implement other
recommendations in the report. A recent study by the Pennsylvania Economy
League (PEL) was sponsored by the Associated Pennsylvania Constructors,
10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania, the William Penn Foundation, the Allegheny
Conference on Community Development, and the Pennsylvania Environmental
Council. PEL found that Pennsylvania faces a large gap between available
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funding and transportation needs. The study also offers several broad
approaches to begin to address the funding need. These approaches are aligned
with the Commission’s Guiding Principles. Finally, public testimony to the
Commission highlighted the overwhelming concurrence that deteriorating
highway and transit infrastructure must be addressed now. In addition, the
public testimony acknowledged that the solution will require additional
revenue. All of these studies and public input have called for immediate
action to solve the funding crisis.
With regard to highways and bridges, the state’s dedicated funding sources are
not keeping pace with construction cost increases, and the growth in federal
funding in recent years has not been as robust for Pennsylvania as it has for
most other states. While the physical condition of state highways has improved
over the last 10 years, a significant number of highways are still in poor
condition. Pennsylvania has more than twice the percentage of structurally
deficient bridges than the national average, and more than a third of the 21,000
miles of state-owned secondary roads are rated “poor.” Pennsylvania’s stateowned bridges are on average 50 years old. The state’s highway and bridge
system has been sustained by preventive maintenance investment, though
much of the network infrastructure is approaching an age that more significant
rehabilitation or replacement is required. The longer it takes to find a funding
solution, the more costly the repairs and replacements will be.
The transit funding crisis has been caused by a complex set of issues. It has
been building for the last 10 years and has become acute over the past four (4)
years. Stopgap funding for transit over the last 18 months has avoided sharp
fare increases and extensive service cuts. However, this temporary transit
funding runs out at the end of December 2006.
The loss of federal operating funding, the reliance on limited state revenue
sources, and the impact of inflation have resulted in operating shortfalls. The
effects of these revenue shortfalls have been exacerbated by the long-term
dramatic growth in costs for items such as fuel and healthcare, and financial
market conditions that have reduced interest income and increased pension
costs.
Similarly, shortfalls in transit capital improvement funding have produced an
investment backlog. Federal and state capital funding have been insufficient to
maintain a state-of-good-repair for transportation assets and to invest in
technology and other high return-on-investment projects. This has led to less
reliable, less attractive and less efficient service, which results in lower
ridership, lower revenues, and higher operating costs.

Executive Summary
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Unless a long-term solution is found, transit system users throughout the state
will face significant service reductions and fare increases. In addition, this will
reduce mobility for all Pennsylvanians, especially senior citizens and persons
with disabilities. The economic competitiveness of our cities will suffer.
Overall, congestion will increase, air quality will suffer, and the condition and
performance of our vast highway and bridge network will deteriorate.

Guiding Principles
As the Commission began its discussions, it articulated the following Guiding
Principles that would be used as the basis for its deliberations and
recommendations:
1. Transportation must be integrated with land use, economic development
and environmental policies, programs, and goals.
2. The highest priority is to provide for the mobility of all Pennsylvanians,
including traditional groups who are transit dependent such as senior
citizens and persons with disabilities. Optimizing the core transportation
network and infrastructure is key to improving mobility.
3. Stringent criteria must be used to evaluate proposed increases in capacity of
the transportation network.
4. Funding sources must be reliable, dedicated, inflation sensitive, and
adaptive to changing environmental factors.
5. Funding level, structure, and distribution must be responsive to
performance, reforms, and needs.

Funding Coupled with Reform
The Commission concludes that no additional funding should be provided for highways,
bridges and transit unless a series of parallel actions are taken to reform funding
structure and a number of transportation business practices. Structural program
reforms and operational efficiencies are critical elements of a long-term financial
solution.
A “partnership of actions” must be taken to produce structural program
changes. Reform alone will not be enough to solve the state’s transportation
ills. Sufficient annual dedicated funding is required to place Pennsylvania’s
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transportation systems on solid financial and operational footing. Comparative
analysis shows that Pennsylvania transit agencies receive less public funding
on a per passenger basis than the average of peer agencies across the country.1
Similarly, Pennsylvania’s spending per linear mile on highways is less than
peer and neighboring states.2
The Commission has pursued its charge through the use of audits, research,
internal analysis, expert testimony, and public input. The Commission’s
findings, conclusions, and recommendations are presented in this report to the
Governor, the General Assembly, and the citizens of Pennsylvania.

Highways and Bridges
The Commonwealth’s highway and bridge program is fundamentally sound, but is not
keeping pace with inflation. Revenue streams need to be increased.
The Commonwealth’s Highway and Bridge Program is not keeping pace with
growing investment needs due to infrastructure size, age and dramatically
escalating maintenance and construction costs for items such as steel, cement
and petroleum. Since the last increase in highway and bridge funding in 1997,
PennDOT has lost approximately $350 million of its purchasing power due to
inflation. This has significantly reduced the number of highway and bridge
improvement projects that can be completed on the state-owned network at
existing funding levels.
Infrastructure repairs, safety and operations
investments and targeted capacity improvements are backlogged.
Left
unfunded, an increasing number of structurally deficient bridges will result in
more weight postings and closings, which disrupt commerce and mobility.
Revenue streams need to be increased to keep pace with inflationary costs and
to meet aging asset needs. Similar problems are being faced by county and
municipal governments on their locally owned highways and bridges.

Quantifying the Additional Highway and Bridge
Funding Need
Highway and bridge needs were examined using PennDOT’s extensive system
condition and performance databases. Alternate investment scenarios to
improve mobility were constructed for both system preservation and capital
needs.

1Source:
2Source

National Transit Database

data - 2004 Highway Statistics, Federal Highway Administration
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As a result of this work, the Commission believes an annual increased
investment of $1.013 billion is needed with a heavy focus on system
preservation and targeted capital investments.
This new investment in the state’s transportation systems will:
•

Eliminate poor ride quality on all highways carrying over 2,000 vehicles a
day and on 50 percent of highways carrying less than 2,000 vehicles a day in
five (5) years.

•

Reduce the percentage of structurally deficient bridges to the national
average in 17 years.

•

Modernize 66 percent of all traffic signals over 10 years.

•

Install real-time traffic information and management systems in major
urban areas in 10 years.

•

Implement additional safety features targeted to reduce fatalities by 25
annually.

•

Add targeted capacity expansion projects.

The Commission believes that goals, such as eliminating poor ride quality on all
highways, modernizing all traffic signals, and reducing the percentage of
structurally deficient bridges to the national average in 15 years, are ideal and
desirable. However, when a scenario was constructed to accomplish these
goals, the resulting cost required a revenue increase totaling $1.34 billion
annually.
Through much deliberation, the Commission selected as its
recommendation the aforementioned $1.013 billion investment as the most
prudent option for improvement to the state's system.
In the course of examining the highway and bridge program, the Commission
also focused on identifying opportunities for reform and spending efficiencies
and determined that approximately $120 million in cost reductions could be
generated. Therefore, the Commission recommends that the Commonwealth:
Provide additional funding for state-owned highways and bridges in the
amount of $900 million per year.
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Reform Recommendations
The Commission recommends several key highway and bridge business
practice improvements that would realize savings totaling $120 million per
year. These reforms are focused on continuing existing and instituting new
management and financial practices at PennDOT.
Implement more disciplined asset management practices by performing
preventative maintenance and preservation treatments to avoid more costly
reconstruction.
Accelerate implementation of Smart Transportation and right-sizing
initiatives to deliver cost-effective transportation solutions in the context of
community needs driven by public input and within fiscal constraint.
With the Smart Transportation initiative, the Commission believes that public
involvement in new and innovative ways is necessary to determine community
needs and to ensure that communities are receiving improvements that last
long into the future.
Streamline the project delivery process by actively engaging resource and
regulatory agencies in performing preliminary impact studies and
narrowing alternatives in the planning process. This would reduce overall
project delivery duration and costs.
Reduce capital costs and delivery duration by greater use of the design/
build delivery method and aggressively exploring Public-private
Partnerships. For example, design/build projects can allow construction to
begin sooner and also produce cost savings by matching specific designs
with contractor strengths.
Link land use and transportation through the implementation of Smart
Transportation practices and preconditioning major capacity
improvements on a community land use/transportation vision to
complement community vision and provide sustainable investments.

Executive Summary
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As growth and development patterns change over time, so does the demand for
transportation. The Commission firmly believes that the optimization of the
state’s transportation network and the economic vitality of our communities are
reliant upon strong links between transportation and land use planning and
that incentives should be provided to coordinate land use development with
transportation investments. Therefore, the Commission recommends that
PennDOT:
Develop an incentive based funding program to link land use and
multimodal community investments through collaboration with partners
including municipalities, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Rural
Planning Organizations and other interested parties.
This program should encourage investment in existing and emerging town
centers and regionally significant corridors. Consideration of pedestrian and
bicycle use should be included for transportation investments that promote
sustainable development. Capital improvements funded through this program
would be predicated upon local implementation of necessary land use policy/
ordinance changes to support established investment goals.

Funding Recommendations
The Commission found that other states finance transportation in different
ways. The Commission favors the longstanding user-fee approach that has
stood the test of time and, according to a number of assessments, including the
Transportation Research Board, will continue to provide a solid revenue base
over the next ten to fifteen years. Much attention is currently focused on new
revenue-generating techniques, such as vehicle mile-based levies.
The
Commission believes that user-based fees, such as motor fuels taxes and motor
license fees, continue to be the best way to finance our highway and bridge
system, as new techniques are being further developed. An individual’s choice
to drive less or drive a fuel efficient car is rewarded using this system of fees.
The Commission recommends the following mechanisms to finance the
additional needs of highways and bridges and generate an additional $900
million per year:

Raise approximately $750 million by adjusting the Oil Company
Franchise Tax wholesale price floor and ceiling to a rate reflective of
current prices and/or adjusting the millage rate. This would translate to
an increase of approximately 11.5 cents per gallon.
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Raise approximately $150 million by increasing various motor vehicle
and driver licensing fees.
The Commission also examined the use of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) as
an opportunity to reduce the need for increasing taxes. P3s encompass a broad
range of possibilities, including leasing existing assets such as the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, tolling existing roadways, constructing critical capacity expansion on
high priority congested corridors, or constructing new facilities.
The
Commission believes that all such options should be explored, but that
principles must be established to guide the analysis and structure of any such
arrangements. These principles should include restricting the use of the
proceeds to transportation-related activities, guaranteeing the state-of-goodrepair of the facility, controlling toll increases, and ensuring a long-term view of
the management of the proceeds. Therefore, the Commission recommends that
the Commonwealth:
Aggressively explore the use of P3s as a way to reduce the need for
increasing taxes.

Additional Annual Funding for County and Municipal
Highways and Bridges
Although the Commission’s charter directed review and funding consideration
for state-owned highways and bridges, the Commission received testimony
confirming that counties and municipalities are faced with the same funding
crisis for their roadways and bridges. Therefore, the Commission recommends
that the Commonwealth:
Provide an increase of $65 million annually for county and municipallyowned highways and bridges. If the Oil Company Franchise Tax were
used for this source of funds, an increase of an additional one cent per
gallon would be required.
This represents nearly a 20 percent increase over the $332 million currently
rebated from the Motor License Fund annually.

Executive Summary
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Transit
The financial underpinning of the Commonwealth’s transit program is inadequate and
the program structure is dysfunctional. The program and revenue streams need to be
completely revamped.
The overall financial underpinning of the Commonwealth’s transit program is
weak and the program structure is dysfunctional. Past modifications to the
Commonwealth’s transit subsidy programs have produced structural failures,
disappointing revenue results and unintended consequences. These include
nonsensical fare structures, weak asset maintenance practices, and the inability
to expand service in growing areas. In some cases, service in core transit
markets often is not optimized.
Components of Pennsylvania’s Existing Public Transit Program
Fixed Route Transit Systems
Class 1 – Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
Class 2 - Port Authority of Allegheny County (PAAC)
Class 3 - 24 Small Urban Systems
Class 4 - 20 Rural Systems
Community Transportation Systems (customarily referred to as Class 5)
35 other systems providing shared ride service
Programs of Statewide Significance
16 intercity bus routes
Keystone Corridor AMTRAK Line – Philadelphia to Harrisburg
43 Counties Rural Transportation for Persons with Disabilities Program
30+ Job Access Reverse Commute (JARC), Welfare to Work (W2W), and
Transportation Management Association (TMA) projects
Federal Transit Administration Commuter Rail Safety Program
Research projects and system technical assistance.

The program, including current revenue sources, needs to be totally
overhauled. Sufficient funding must be provided to stabilize and expand
public transportation service in Pennsylvania. The new program should
reflect a new state-local partnership, where local communities and transit
agencies manage their operations using effective performance measures and
solid business practices.
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Quantifying the Additional Transit Funding Need
The Commission conducted transit audits of seven (7) transit agencies that
represent over 93 percent of the state’s transit ridership. These audits are the
most comprehensive ever undertaken by the state, analyzing both operating
and financial issues, and incorporating comparisons to peers. They are the basis
for forecasting the financial need of transit in Pennsylvania. During the course
of the audits, the Commission found efficiencies that could be implemented by
both the state and local transit agencies. Despite the opportunities for
efficiencies identified, the Commission found there is still a significant funding
gap that needs to be closed.
Benefits of Additional Investment
The Commission, in consideration of its Guiding Principles and the financial
audits, determined that additional funding in the amount of $820 million
would sustain and improve the transit system in the following ways:
•

Stabilize transit services across Pennsylvania so that citizens can rely on
transit as a customer-focused, affordable, cost-effective means of
transportation.

•

Establish a Service Stabilization Program for community transportation
systems.

•

Bring all transit systems to a state of good repair within 12 years through a
planned capital program.

•

Expand service in targeted areas and provide some fixed guideway
expansion.

•

Expand the rural Persons with Disabilities Fare Reimbursement Program
to the remaining 22 counties.

•

Replace funding for redirected federal dollars for the Job Access Reverse
Commute (JARC), Welfare to Work (W2W) and Transportation
Management Association (TMA) programs.

•

Provide increasing support for intercity passenger rail and continuing
support for intercity bus services.

Net Funding Needs
In the course of examining transit operations, the Commission also focused on
identifying opportunities for revenue enhancements and expenditure
reductions. Many Pennsylvania transit agencies have successfully executed
productivity initiatives, particularly in recent years as the financial challenges
have increased.
The Commission believes that additional efficiency and
revenue generating opportunities exist.

Executive Summary
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Reform opportunities include:
•
•
•
•

System right-sizing.
Labor/management productivity
contracting.
Purchasing pools.
Fare policy adjustments.

and

evaluation

of

competitive

The Commission estimates that the reforms/efficiencies outlined above
totaling $60 million3 can be achieved in FY 2007-08 and that the value of these
opportunities could grow to $100 million by FY 2010-11. By implementing
such a series of efficiencies, the Commission estimates that the net need for
additional funding will be reduced from $820 million to $760 million as
reflected in Exhibit E-1.
Exhibit E-1
Transit Funding Needs FY 2007/2008 ($ Millions)

Operating

Capital

Total

Additional Need Transit Classes 1-4

$290

$401

$691

Reforms/Efficiencies Transit Classes 1-4
Adjusted Funding Need Transit Classes 1-4

-$55

-$5

-$60

$235

$396

$631

$23

$6

$29

$0

$100

$100

$258

$502

$760

Programs of Statewide Significance
Fixed Guideway Initiatives/Expansions

Net Funding Need

Reform Recommendations
The Commission finds that the complete replacement of the Class 1 – 4 program and
major restructuring of the remaining program is necessary. The Commission also finds
that local communities should have additional taxing powers to finance transit. Fare
and service choices should be left to local communities.
In summary, the Commission recommends a complete replacement of the
Commonwealth’s transit subsidy program for Class 1-4 systems with a new
streamlined program based on good business practices, performance-based
support, and sufficient, dedicated funding. Additionally, local communities
should be provided additional taxing powers to increase their support of transit
and to provide funding flexibility with regard to fares and offered services.
3Reforms and efficiencies valued at approximately - $33 million (SEPTA), $22 million
(PAAC) and $5 million (other systems).
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Program Structure Reforms
The Commission recommends that the state’s public transportation program
structure be reformed in four (4) ways:
Establish New Dedicated Transit Trust Fund
Include all current state transit funding sources to ensure stable transit
funding is provided annually (similar to the Motor License Fund for
highways and bridges).
Streamline Transit Funding Structure
Repeal applicable current legislation and create new legislation to
streamline the complicated transit funding structure by:
•

Consolidating all programs into one operating program (including asset
maintenance) and one capital program; movement of funds between
capital and operating must be approved by PennDOT.

•

Providing a hold harmless level of operating funding based on dollars
received today and a limited phase-in period to allow transit providers
time to meet new performance criteria.

•

Integrating the Free Transit Lottery program into the new transit operating
program, eliminating the current fare reimbursement mechanism.
Link Transit Funding to Need and Performance
Link transit funding to need and performance through changes in the
conditions for and distribution of funds as follows:

•

Require each transit provider to meet basic performance standards
established by PennDOT, such as subsidy per passenger, passengers per
vehicle hour, revenue per vehicle hour and costs per vehicle hour, to earn
the full amount of operating funds available.

•

Distribute operating funds based on a formula using passengers
(performance) and vehicle hours (need), and provide incentives for
increasing ridership, improving financial efficiency and increasing local
contribution.

•

Provide for the discretionary distribution of capital funds (a) pursuant to
multi-year plans; (b) focusing on safety, asset replacement and state-ofgood-repair investment and priority new initiatives; and (c) requiring
Return on Investment (ROI) and life-cycle financial analysis.
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•

A transition program is envisioned for the new operating and capital
programs. This transition will be developed in consultation with transit
agencies and planning partners.

•

Create PennDOT oversight and management controls to hold transit
agencies accountable to performance standards.
Strengthen Transit Accountability
Strengthen the state’s role in the audit and performance review of transit
agencies and provide for increased accountability on the part of transit
agencies and local governments by:

•

Shifting performance review responsibility from transit agencies to
PennDOT.

•

Distributing results of review and audit findings.

•

Incorporating in annual agency financial audit reports and periodic
performance reviews accounting standards, meaningful performance
measures, validation of key data and new reporting requirements.

Business Practice Improvements
In parallel to the program structural changes, a series of reforms that encourage
sound business practices has been identified. Transit business practices are the
result of a number of factors including internal management practices,
government administrative requirements and legislation. The Commission has
determined that improved efficiencies are possible with changes in each of
these areas:
Transit Agency Actions
The transit audits revealed actions that can be taken across the state by all
transit agencies to improve financial efficiency. These actions include:
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•

Adjusting system service to reflect market demand which may include
restructuring and/or eliminating poor performing routes.

•

Reducing labor/management costs with the use of technology, analysis and
improved labor productivity.

•

Increasing revenues by instituting regular fare policies that mirror
inflation, with an allowance for incremental local contribution, above the
local match requirement, which could be substituted for fare increases.
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•

Implementing Smart Transportation principles in transit projects. Transit
systems should work with local governments to develop land use plans that
are supportive of transit stations and intermodal centers/hubs. In addition,
the systems should provide regional leadership on creating transit friendly
development patterns. Transit systems are also encouraged to consider
Transit Revitalization Investment District (TRID) opportunities and other
related financing mechanisms.

•

Evaluating competitive contracting, as well as insourcing opportunities,
for transit system operations. The Commission reviewed existing practice
and found that private competitive contracting has produced cost
efficiencies in some but not all cases. The Commission recommends that
SEPTA and PAAC be required, and other transit agencies be encouraged, to
evaluate competitive contracting opportunities through a formal
procurement process at least once every four years and/or at the expiration
of a contract, whichever is shorter. The assessment must consider the
system’s labor costs compared to the private marketplace and provide
opportunity for existing labor union bargaining units to participate in the
competitive process in a fair and equitable manner. No advantages should
be given to either the private marketplace or the existing bargaining unit in
making the assessment. Should a transit agency elect to use a private
contractor, any displacement of existing represented employees should be
by attrition. To receive state funds, a transit system may not have labor
agreements that preclude competitive contracting of revenue service.
When transit agencies have developed unique skills (such as vehicle
overhauls) and could provide these services to other public sector agencies,
insourcing opportunities should be considered. Insourcing opportunities
should be analyzed to ensure that both the provider and recipient of
services financially gain in the arrangement and that costs are fully
allocated.

Agency-specific efficiency opportunities and anomalies were also identified.
SEPTA – reduce costs by improving average system speed. In addition,
SEPTA should streamline and simplify fare structures, including
implementation of an electronic fare box system.
PAAC – right-size routes and the system and improve labor productivity.
The Commission also notes that the PAAC has the highest wage rates in
the country when adjusted for cost of living and an extraordinarily high
expense structure for healthcare and pension. In fact, retirees (who
outnumber active employees) receive lifetime medical coverage and
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vote on union leadership, making it difficult to change the benefit
structure at PAAC. These legacy costs, unless constrained, will grow
faster than inflation and erode potential network savings.
Class 3 and 4 – improve labor productivity including part-time labor and
fare restructuring.
State Administrative Action
Expand opportunities for transit participation in state purchasing pools
including transit vehicles.
State Legislative Actions
By amending existing law and creating new legislation, productivity can be
increased, costs decreased and revenues increased.
The following bullets highlight key legislative changes recommended by the
Commission:
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•

Enable project delivery alternatives, such as P3s, “Design-Build” and
“Design-Build-Operate-Maintain,” to reduce capital project delivery times
and decrease capital investment costs.

•

Eliminate labor protection for non-represented SEPTA employees to
improve operational productivity.

•

Modify SEPTA enabling legislation to remove state fare hearing
requirements to make SEPTA consistent with federal requirements.

•

Prohibit benefit double-dipping, such
compensation, to reduce labor related costs.

•

Eliminate historical performance bond requirements for goods and
materials to encourage vendor competition and reduce operating and
capital costs.

•

Eliminate local match waivers for transit systems. For both the capital and
operating funding, local governments currently have the ability to self
declare or to use legislative remedies to avoid some of their local match
responsibilities.
The Commission believes this practice should be
eliminated and that a consistent local match program should be put into
place.

as

pension

and

workers
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Governance Structure
As part of its work, the Commission examined the governance structures of the
transit agencies in Pennsylvania, as well as a number of peer agencies outside
Pennsylvania. Numerous forms of governance are used to direct and manage
transit agencies in Pennsylvania and throughout the United States. They range
from departments of local government to various forms of authorities. The
Commission’s transit audit found that:
•

Of the seven (7) audited agencies, governance is typically comprised of
boards whose members have a direct correlation to the amount of local
subsidy provided by the local appointing entity and ridership population
served by the transit agency.

•

Governance success of the agencies both in and outside Pennsylvania is
more dependent on the cooperation and diligence of the board members or
management team than the specific governance structure.

As a result no single form of governance was determined to be, nor is recommended, as
a “best model.”
The governance structure of SEPTA, however, is an anomaly and worth citing. The
composition of SEPTA’s 15-member Board of Directors does not correlate with
either its ridership base or the local funding subsidies provided by the political
jurisdictions SEPTA serves. Eighty (80) percent of the locally appointed members
of the SEPTA Board represent geographic areas which generate only 20 percent of
the ridership. This same 80 percent of local members are appointed by counties
that contribute only 20 percent of the local funding.
The governance structure of two (2) large peer systems outside Pennsylvania
provides enlightening comparison. The transit agency serving the Washington
DC4 metropolitan area is governed by a board comprised of six members – two
(2) each from the District of Columbia, Virginia and Maryland.
The
5
metropolitan Houston transit agency board is comprised of nine members –
five from Houston, two (2) from Harris County and two (2) from other cities
within Harris County. In both peer agency cases, board composition closely
tracks with the portion of riders in each geo-political area. SEPTA Board
membership deserves reconsideration both in terms of the proportional
representation issues raised as well as its overall size.
The governance structure of SEPTA should be examined by the Governor
and General Assembly. The size and composition of the SEPTA Board
should be reviewed for correlation to the system’s ridership base and local
subsidy contributions.
4Washington

Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Transit Authority of Harris County

5Metropolitan
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Funding Recommendations
The public transportation funding recommendations are broken into two (2) key areas. The
first recommends stabilizing the existing funding base, and the second recommends providing
additional funding.
Existing Public Transportation Funding
One of the Commission’s Guiding Principles is that “funding sources must be reliable,
dedicated, inflation sensitive and reactive to changing environmental factors.” This principle
must be applied to any additional funding as well as the existing funding base. With this
definition in mind, the Commission’s first funding recommendation for the transit program is
to:
Replace all of the existing public transportation program funding sources, the General
Fund, Public Transportation Assistance Fund and Act 3, with one broad-based
dedicated tax that grows with inflation. The Commission recommends a revenue
neutral swap of either the Sales Tax or Personal Income Tax to stabilize the funding
base of the current transit program. For FY 2007-08, this amount is estimated to be $589
million.
Exhibit E-2 provides an overview of the current funding sources for the public transportation
programs.

Exhibit E-2
Current Public Transportation Funding Sources*
Current Funding
FY 2007-08 Estimate

PROGRAM FUNDING
(In Millions)
State
Local
Total

General Fund Operating

$310

$103

$413

PTAF

$182

$6

$188

Act 3

$74

$3

$77

$566

$112

$678

$23

$0

$23

$589

$112

$701

Subtotal Class 1 – 4
Programs of Statewide
Significance

Total

* Except Capital Bond and Lottery Fund Programs
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The Commission also recommends that the Commonwealth:
Retain existing funding sources for the Free Transit Lottery Program ($80
million), the Shared Ride Lottery Program ($75 million) and the Capital
Bond Program ($125 million).
Additional Public Transportation Funding
As already established, the Commission has found that the public
transportation system needs additional funding to maintain the current base of
services and sustain future growth of viable public transportation to the citizens
of the Commonwealth. As such, the Commission recommends that the
Commonwealth:
Provide an additional $760 million of state and local funding annually to:

•
•
•

Put the existing public transportation systems on sound financial
footing and provide for targeted expansion.
Stabilize and expand service for Programs of Statewide Significance
and create a Service Stabilization program for community
transportation services.
Create a new Fixed Guideway initiative.

Community Transportation
Community transportation shared ride has its own patchwork quilt of funding
and program requirements. Providing modest additional funding would
stabilize service, but should only be considered as an initial step in addressing
cost growth for these systems. The Commission recommends that the
Commonwealth:
Evaluate community transportation to improve efficiency and
productivity of public and human service transportation through the
coordination of service and funding for long-term stability.
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Fixed Guideway Projects
PennDOT should apply the following guidelines in administering these new
funds:
1. Prioritize funds to match federal dollars for approved federal New Start
Projects.
2. Establish criteria and an evaluation process to prioritize funding for state or
non-approved federal New Starts Projects based upon the following
principles:
•

Investments in existing service areas have been optimized.

•

A return-on-investment analysis must be provided and show the public
benefit of the project.

•

Local dedicated funding commitment to pay for the non-federal/state
capital share and ongoing operating costs must be demonstrated.

•

Local technical ability and capacity to manage, construct and operate the
project must be demonstrated.

•

Require adoption of an integrated land use plan by local municipalities
that supports the fixed guideway project.

Local Funding Match
As part of streamlining transit funding structure, the Commission also
discussed the local transit funding participation. While local matching
requirements vary among Pennsylvania’s current transit programs, in the
aggregate, the current matching ratio is 85 percent state and 15 percent local.
This relationship is dramatically different in the rest of the country (35 percent
state/65 percent local) where local financial support is significantly greater due
to the availability of dedicated local taxes, something not available to
Pennsylvania local governments today. The Commission believes that local
governments should have a higher financial stake when making transit
decisions. Therefore, the Commission recommends the Commonwealth:
Require the local transit match for additional funding to be 25 percent.
When added to the aggregate local match requirement of 15 percent for
Pennsylvania’s current transit programs, the new aggregate local match is
20 percent.
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Exhibit E-3 provides a summary of the additional funding needed for these
programs.

Exhibit E-3
Additional Public Transportation Funding Recommended
Additional Funding
FY 2007-08

PROGRAM FUNDING
(In Millions)
State

Local

Total

$473

$158

$631

Programs of Statewide Significance

$28

$1

$29

Fixed Guideway Projects

$75

$25

$100

$576

$184

$760

Class 1 - 4

Total Additional Funding

Sources to Generate Additional State and Local Revenue
In deliberating over potential funding mechanisms, the Commission reviewed
the sources of revenue used to fund transportation in Pennsylvania plus other
states and local governments. The Commission’s Guiding Principles were used
to prioritize revenue sources. Revenue sources that are predictable and
inflation sensitive received first consideration. Traditional financial tools, such
as long-term debt, and new tools, such as public-private partnership income,
are also supported but with strict guidelines and limited use.
Options for Generating an Additional $576 Million Annually in State Funds
As with the highway and bridge funding discussion, there are many potential
revenue sources for the additional public transportation funding needs. The
Commission spent a great deal of time debating a set of revenue alternatives
including the Personal Income Tax, Sales Tax and Realty Transfer Tax that met
its Guiding Principles and addressed the additional public transportation
funding needs. The Commission examined historical trends and found that all
three taxes had good revenue-generating capacity and grow at least at the rate
of inflation.
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The Commission determined that the Realty Transfer Tax presents the best
option for generating additional funding. The county-by-county proceeds of
the Realty Transfer Tax more closely align with public transportation ridership
in the Commonwealth than either the Sales Tax or Personal Income Tax. Based
on this analysis, the Realty Transfer Tax is judged to be a reasonable surrogate
for a transit user fee. The Realty Transfer Tax generates approximately $65
million per 0.1 percent statewide. Therefore, the Commission estimates that
an increase in the Realty Transfer Tax of nearly 0.9 percent would be required
to generate $576 million annually.
The Commission recommends the Commonwealth:
Generate additional state dedicated funding for public transportation
programs by increasing the Realty Transfer Tax.
Options for Generating an Additional $184 Million Annually in Local Funds
The Commission recommends that local governments be given the ability to
support this increased transit funding. The Commission believes that transit
systems should continue to be locally controlled and, therefore, should be
supported with local funds. The Commission recommends that the General
Assembly:
Enact local enabling legislation for counties and/or municipalities to
raise additional local dedicated revenues limited to the support of transit
expenditures.
These dedicated local revenues will act as required local match and/or to
support local service initiatives or fare policies beyond the state supported
level. Finally, the legislation should allow for multi-county or regional taxing
authority since many systems operate on a regional basis.
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Because there is so much variation in local tax rates from different sources
across the state, the Commission suggests that three (3) tax sources be provided
to local jurisdictions to meet the local funding needs for public transportation.
Exhibit E-4 provides a summary of the approximate percentage increase needed
to yield the local need for each tax source.
Exhibit E-4
Local Revenue Options
Tax Mechanism

Estimated
Revenue Generation

Approximate Tax Amount
Required to Generate
$184 M

Sales Tax

0.1% = $141 M

0.13 %

Earned Income Tax

0.1% = $275 M

0.07 %

Realty Transfer Tax

0.1% = $ 65 M

0.28 %

In addition, the Commission recommends that counties and/or municipalities:
Be given the authority to generate additional local dedicated funding for
public transportation programs by enacting up to 0.25 percent sales tax,
0.20 percent earned income tax, and/or 0.50 percent local realty transfer
tax.

Other Options for Offsetting State Funding Requirements
The Commission also considered options other than traditional forms of
funding to reduce taxpayer burden. Those options, public-private partnerships
and bond financing are discussed below.
Public-Private Partnerships for Transit
The Commission has also examined the use of P3s for transit. This option could
reduce the overall tax burden required to fund public transportation if proceeds
from the lease of an asset would be used for transit purposes. The Commission
believes that there also could be opportunities for transit agencies to achieve
cost savings on projects through specific project management approaches. In
addition, innovative financing such as tax increment financing for transitoriented development could provide an additional funding source for
individual transit agencies. As such, the Commission recommends that the
Commonwealth should:
Permit use of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) for transit, as well as
highways and bridges.
Executive Summary
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Bond Financing
The Commission estimates that a certain portion of the $576 million state share
of the transit program is eligible to be financed through bonds. Bond financing
could be used for a portion of the additional state share needed for transit. If the
state bonded all state of good repair and new fixed guideways— $252 million —
the annual net funding need could be reduced from $576 million to $482
million. If bond financing is used, the Commission strongly encourages a series
of actions that protect the integrity of the total program over the long term.
Debt that is not properly supported by additional dedicated revenues and
strong financial oversight may create an unintentional crisis in the future. The
Commission recommends that the Commonwealth:
Explore the use of debt financing for capital projects as a way to reduce
the immediate need for increasing taxes.

Conclusion
Anyone who drives a vehicle or uses public transit can see where inadequate
funding for transportation has left Pennsylvania: thousands of bridges with
structural deficiencies, thousands of miles of roads with mediocre pavement
and public transit systems that do not fully meet customer needs. Without
taking the steps the Commission has outlined in this report, these conditions
will only worsen.
All of the studies and the Commission’s public input sessions made it clear that
now is the time to solve the funding crisis. A comprehensive change in
approach, structure and funding is required. The change the Commission has
proposed will be difficult and will take courage on the part of highway, bridge
and transit management and employees, communities, state legislators, local
officials, and transportation consumers.
In summary, first and foremost the Commission has outlined specific reform
recommendations that must be coupled with additional funding to make its
recommended funding solution sustainable. The Commission has outlined the
following key funding recommendations to provide a long-term package of
solutions to the transportation funding crisis that faces Pennsylvania’s highway,
bridge and public transportation systems.
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Public Transportation Key Funding Recommendations
•

Establish a new dedicated transit trust fund.

•

Replace the existing public transportation program.

•

Generate additional state dedicated funding for public transportation
programs by increasing the Realty Transfer Tax.

•

Enact local enabling legislation to raise additional local dedicated revenues.

Highway and Bridge Key Funding Recommendations
•

Raise approximately $750 million through enactment of an 11.5-cent liquid
fuels tax.

•

Raise approximately $150 million by increasing vehicle and driver licensing
fees.

•

Provide an increase of $65 million for local governments by increasing the
liquid fuels tax by 1 cent.

The Commission believes that implementing these steps requires a financial
commitment from all Pennsylvanians. For the average driver, the 12.5-cent
increase per gallon of gas, along with increases in driver and vehicle fees,
would amount to about $7 more per month. If the realty transfer tax were used
to fund the additional transit program, it would mean about a 1.2 percentage
point increase (0.9% state and 0.3% local) for property purchases. For example,
a home buyer would pay approximately $5 per month on a 30-year mortgage
for a $150,000 home purchase.
The choice seems clear. The people of Pennsylvania can invest more to correct
years of insufficient funding, inadequate business practices and instability in
transportation, or do nothing and watch transportation and all of its attendant
benefits to our way of life erode further. The Commission’s recommendations
will produce solid business practices, stabilize and grow transportation service,
and, at the same time, guard the taxpayers’ interests.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Pennsylvania’s public transportation and highway and bridge systems
are in crisis, both in terms of funding and deteriorating physical
condition. The Transportation Funding and Reform Commission was
created through an Executive Order of Governor Rendell to recommend a
long-term solution to prevent the crisis from becoming even more
expensive and difficult to solve. The funding crisis needs to be addressed
before the condition of our systems further worsen.
A transit funding crisis has been building for the last ten (10) years and has become acute over the
past four (4) years. The loss of federal operating funding and the reliance on limited, nondedicated state revenue sources coupled with the impact of inflation have resulted in operating
shortfalls of at least $240 million annually. Similar shortfalls in capital improvement funding have
produced an investment backlog of at least $210 million per year. The effects of these revenue
shortfalls have been exacerbated by the dramatic growth in costs for items such as fuel and
healthcare.
Complicating the issue further is the state’s transit funding structure, a patchwork quilt of
multiple programs, built legislatively and administratively over time to address a disparate set of
issues. Years of short-term fixes have resulted in a dysfunctional program structure that
unintentionally encourages poor long-term business practices. Transit agencies of every size and
character across the Commonwealth have been so challenged by the need to focus on survival that
they cannot optimize normal day-to-day service, let alone plan for their future needs.
Stopgap funding over the last eighteen (18) months has prevented sharp fare increases and
extensive service cuts and was intended to provide the opportunity to research and develop a
well-reasoned and reliable long-term funding solution. This temporary funding runs out at the
end of December 2006.
Unless a long-term solution is found, transit system users throughout the state will face significant
service reductions and fare increases. If these occur, congestion will increase, air quality will
suffer, and the condition and performance of the systems will deteriorate.
The state’s highway and bridge system is also in critical condition. It has been sustained by
preventive maintenance investments and aggressive programs to manage costs and improve
efficiency, but much of the network has reached the point where significant rehabilitation or
replacement is required.
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The economic consequences of a failing transportation system to our citizens, businesses, and
institutions are enormous – access to jobs, healthcare, and other essential services will be lost to
many Pennsylvanians. Transit-reliant employers and employees, senior citizens, and persons with
disabilities will lose the benefits of mobility. Businesses throughout the state supporting the
transportation industry will suffer. Transport of goods will become more difficult and costly to
Pennsylvania farmers, truckers, manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. Small businesses and
large corporations will find it increasingly difficult to move to or expand within the state without
access to a sound transportation network.

Governor’s Executive Order
Due to the urgency of this situation, Governor Rendell issued an Executive Order establishing the
Pennsylvania Transportation Funding and Reform Commission (Commission). The Commission’s
charge was to:
1. Conduct operational audits of Pennsylvania transit agencies to determine if opportunities exist
to implement cost efficiencies, revenue enhancements, and service improvements.
2. Study and recommend appropriate levels and sources of funding for transit, road and bridge
operating, and capital investment needs.
3. Evaluate and recommend adjustments to transportation funding structure including the
relationship of state and local funding shares.
4. Assess the structure of Commonwealth transit agencies and their boards, and options for asset
ownership and operation, including competitive contracting.
5. Examine the relationship of growth and development patterns and policies to the
Commonwealth’s transportation systems.
6. Identify opportunities to implement policies and programs employed across the country to
encourage development patterns easily served by transit.
Exhibit 1-B on page 7 presents the full Executive Order text. The Commission was responsible for
issuing a final report to the Governor and the General Assembly, containing its analysis and
recommendations, by November 15, 2006.
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Commission Members
The Commission consisted of nine members, five (5) of whom were appointed by the Governor
and four (4) of whom were appointed by the majority and minority leaders of the House and
Senate. Members of the Commission include the following individuals:
Chairperson: Allen D. Biehler, PE
Pennsylvania Secretary of Transportation
Jeffrey L. Brooks, Sr.
President
Transport Workers Union of America Local 234

Allen D. Biehler, PE

Honorable Richard A. Geist
State Representative and Majority Chair
House Transportation Committee
Beverly A. Harper
President
Portfolio Associates, Inc.

Honorable
Richard A. Geist

Alex G. Sciulli, PE

Beverly A. Harper

Honorable Keith R. McCall
State Representative and Minority Chair
House Transportation Committee
James C. Roddey
Chairman
The Hawthorne Group

Honorable
Keith R. McCall

Jeffrey L. Brooks, Sr.

Alex G. Sciulli, PE
Senior Vice President
Mellon Financial Corporation

James C. Roddey

Honorable
J. Barry Stout

Honorable J. Barry Stout
State Senator and Minority Chair
Senate Transportation Committee
Richard P. Voith, Ph.D.
Principal
Econsult Corporation

Richard P. Voith, Ph.D.

Approach Taken by Commission
The Commission’s kick-off session was held in July 2005, and since that time, 18 meetings have
been held at locations across the Commonwealth. Over the course of the Commission’s tenure,
numerous reports, documents, and presentations related to the Commission’s tasks were
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prepared. Expert witnesses also provided verbal and written
testimony, information, and guidance to Commission
members.
From the outset, Commission members understood that public
input would be a key component of their process and
deliberations.
A Commission web site provided the
opportunity for the public to submit written comments on the
importance of funding for highway/bridge and public
transportation in Pennsylvania. Significant time was devoted
during the public sessions from November 2005 through May
2006 to hear and accept verbal and written comments and
testimony from the public. A wide range of individuals and
organizations representing users, businesses, universities,
government agencies, and transit operators, provided insight
and opinions to the Commission through these forums.
In August 2006, the Commission issued a public brochure
conveying findings to-date; acknowledging the funding gap
for transit, highways and bridges; and requesting that the
public provide input on the findings and the preferred course
of reform and funding resolution. A variety of forums were
made available for communication, including a series of six (6)
Commission public sessions, held across the state in
September 2006, solely focused on public input.
In addition, the Commission has also reviewed the results of
other parallel efforts. A recent House of Representatives’ audit
of SEPTA concluded that the agency is in weak financial
condition even though its operating performance indicators
are on par with its peer agencies. The audit recommended
that SEPTA pursue dedicated funding to stabilize itself and
implement other recommendations in the report.

Commission Timeline

07.05

Commission
Kick Off

11.05
01.06
02.06
03.06

Public
Testimony
Received

05.06

05.06

Transit
Agency Audits

07.06

Identify
Reform
Options

09.06

Public Input

11.06

Final Report

Another study, by the Pennsylvania Economy League (PEL)1,
found that Pennsylvania faces a large gap between available
funding and transportation needs. The study also offers
several broad approaches to begin to address the funding need. These approaches align with the
Commission’s Guiding Principles and emphasize the regional role in transportation decisionmaking and funding that extends to providing taxing authority to regional entities to fund
transportation.
In addition, the PEL study suggests that Pennsylvania needs to fund
transportation with dedicated revenue sources that rise with inflation, explore Public Private

The PEL study was sponsored by the Associated Pennsylvania Constructors, 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania, the William Penn Foundation, the Allegheny Conference on Community Development, and the
Pennsylvania Environmental Council.
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Partnerships, and consider the prudent use of debt financing. All of these studies and the public
input the Commission received call for immediate action to solve the funding crisis.
As the Commission began its discussions, it
established a set of Guiding Principles that would
be used as the basis for its deliberations and
recommendations. Exhibit 1-A delineates those
principles.

Report Outline
In addition to the Executive Summary, the
Commission’s report contains nine (9) chapters
and a series of appendices. The nine (9) chapters
cover the following topics:
•

Chapter One – Introduction: Presents the
Governor’s Executive Order establishing the
Commission, introduces the Commission
members, and describes the approach taken
by the Commission in addressing the
Governor’s charge.

•

Chapter Two – Background: Provides a
historical
p e r s p e ct i v e
for
public
transportation, highways and bridges in
Pennsylvania; reviews the existing conditions
and current funding structure; and presents
transportation statistics.

•

•

Chapter Three – Transit Operational Audits:
Describes the process and approach taken
with the transit audits performed by the
Commission, explains the overarching themes
and issues raised by the audit findings,
summarizes the individual agency audit
results, offers comparative data of the audited
transit agencies, and presents the
Commission’s recommendations related to
optimizing transit operations.

Exhibit 1-A
Guiding Principles
•

Transportation must be
integrated with land use,
economic development, and
environmental policies,
programs, and goals.

•

The highest priority is to provide
for the mobility of all
Pennsylvanians, including
traditional groups who are transit
dependent, such as senior
citizens and persons with
disabilities. Optimizing the core
transportation network and
infrastructure is key to improving
mobility.

•

Stringent criteria must be used to
evaluate proposed increases in
capacity of the transportation
network.

•

Funding sources must be reliable,
dedicated, inflation-sensitive, and
adaptive to changing
environmental factors.

•

Funding level, structure, and
distribution must be responsive
to performance, reforms, and
needs.

Chapter Four – Growth and Development:
Summarizes the Commission’s findings and recommendations related to growth and
development issues for the Commonwealth as a whole, for highways and bridges, and for
transit.
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•

Chapter Five – Transit Structure and Governance: Provides the Commission’s findings and
recommendations related to structure and governance issues for the Commonwealth and for
transit.

•

Chapter Six – Transit Funding Structure: Examines the overall transit funding structure,
describes the current sources and distribution of funds, and presents Commission reform
recommendations related to funding structure.

•

Chapter Seven – Highway and Bridge Funding Needs: Describes the evaluation process used
by the Commission to quantify funding needs, presents the magnitude of funding needs by
scenario, offers opportunities to reduce funding needs through cost reductions, and presents
Commission funding recommendations for highways and bridges.

•

Chapter Eight – Public Transportation Needs: Describes the evaluation process used by the
Commission to quantify funding needs, presents the magnitude of funding needs by scenario,
offers opportunities to reduce funding needs through revenue generation and cost reductions,
and presents Commission funding recommendations for transit and other public
transportation programs.

•

Chapter Nine – Commission Recommendations: Provides a summary matrix of the reform
and funding recommendations found in previous report chapters, along with the type of
action required to be taken to implement such change.
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Exhibit 1-B
Governor Executive Order
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Chapter Two
Background
Introduction
This chapter reviews the historical development of Pennsylvania’s highway and transit systems
and reviews the challenges transportation faces.

Brief History
Highways
Through the years, Pennsylvania has understood the
importance of advancing transportation networks.
State government played key roles in developing
transportation, be it rudimentary turnpikes in the
18th century, canals and railroads in the 19th century,
and highways and aviation in the 20th century.
Tough, timely funding decisions made resources
available so improvements could be built.
In April 1925, Gov. Gifford Pinchot signed the law creating the dedicated Motor License Fund,
into which license fees and motor fuel taxes would be deposited. This far-reaching action ensured
that critically needed dollars for highway and bridge improvements would be immune from the
many demands for other government services and the likelihood that in tough times, money
would flow away from highways and bridges to other pressing needs.
Over the decades, succeeding Governors and legislators were willing to increase the revenue
stream, never an easy choice when American taxpayers demand government keep its financial
burden as low as possible. The first gasoline tax, a penny a gallon, took effect in 1921. Additional
penny increases came in 1923, 1927, and 1929, followed by a penny decrease in 1930. An extra
penny went back on in 1935, and again in 1949 and 1955. The tax was increased 2 cents in 1961,
followed by penny increases in 1970 and 1974. A two-cent increase came in 1979 and another
penny in 1983. The retail tax of 12 cents per gallon has not changed since then.
Facing the twin threats of reduced demand (because of supply restrictions) and inflation, the
Commonwealth in 1981 adopted a percentage tax, levied on the wholesale price of fuel. This Oil
Company Franchise Tax introduced a flexibility intended to maintain and grow resources. Starting
at an equivalent of 3.15 cents a gallon, the Oil Company Franchise tax was raised to 5.4 cents in
1983, 10.35 cents in 1991, and 13.8 cents in 1997. An escalator clause, pegged to the price of fuel,
Chapter Two
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was included in the original tax language
and engaged in a significant way for the first
time in 2005, adding the equivalent of nearly
4 cents a gallon in tax. The escalator feature
engaged again in 2006, adding another
penny. With the 2006 increase, however, the
escalator clause hit a statutory wholesale
price ceiling established in 1981.
Despite the 1991 and 1997 revenue increases,
the Commonwealth found the revenue
stream growing less than that of the General
Fund. In the meantime, the rising costs of
labor, pension benefits, health coverage,
construction, and fuel have further eroded
the available resources to maintain today’s
infrastructure. Exhibit 2-A summarizes the
highway and bridge funding sources for FY
2005-06.

Exhibit 2-A
State Highway and Bridge Funding
Dedicated Sources (100%)
MLF* Liquid Fuel Tax
MLF* Licenses & Fees
MLF* Other Revenue
Oil Company Franchise Tax
Other Fuel Taxes
Other Revenue Sources

$ 744
$ 899
$ 161
$1,294
$ 68
$ 267

TOTAL

$3,433
*MLF = Motor License Fund

As forward thinking as Pennsylvania leaders have been on
transportation financing issues, the political courage and innovation
were not enough to avoid all ruts and bumps along the way. When
the federal government in 1956 offered the prospect of underwriting
90 percent of the cost of a new network of national expressways,
Pennsylvania claimed its rightful share. The Pennsylvania
Department of Highways became a national leader building its
stretch of the Interstate system, to match forward looking
improvements it had started years earlier. In the decade before the
first dirt was tossed for interstates, the Pennsylvania Department of
Highways had been building the four-lane, high speed marvels of
the future between Harrisburg and York, through the Lehigh Valley,
and in the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh regions.
Pennsylvania leaders relied on borrowed funds to pay the
Commonwealth’s share of the Interstate building bill, but did not
include a funding stream to settle the debt. By the late 1970s,
Pennsylvania found itself stuck in a tough spot. Debt service was
consuming roughly 25 percent of budget. The financial weight hit
just as political and prosecutorial forces unleashed a torrent of
ruinous publicity about the new transportation agency, PennDOT, successor to the Highway
Department. A series of corruption prosecutions and the political fallout combined to prevent the
administration from persuading lawmakers or the public that more investment was crucial to
righting the transportation program.
During the mid-1980s, the Commonwealth committed itself to a Maintenance First philosophy,
which dictates that even the big projects be focused on rebuilding what’s in place rather than
12
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wowing the public with new routes. Most of the $1 billion-plus a year spent on private industry
construction contracts for major projects qualifies as maintaining and improving the existing
system.
Moving forward to the present, PennDOT has brought stringent fiscal discipline to its
organization along with strategic planning to address many of the highway and bridge needs
throughout the Commonwealth. While being very mindful of its past, PennDOT continues to be
innovative in its means of financially supporting the growing needs of the transportation systems
which it owns and maintains.
Size and Condition of Pennsylvania’s Highways and Bridges
Pennsylvania's state-owned highway system is the nation’s fifth largest in terms of roadway miles
and the third largest in terms of number of bridges. PennDOT has responsibility for 39,890 miles
of roadway, which handles 76 percent of the daily miles traveled on Pennsylvania roads. To place
these statistics in some context, the number of state-owned road miles in Pennsylvania is equal to
that of New York, New Jersey, and all New England states combined.
State-owned highways can be divided into four different classes:
•

National System of Interstate and Defense Highways (commonly known as Interstate
Highways).

•

National Highway System Non-Interstate Roadways.

•

Non-National Highway System Roadways with greater than 2,000 average daily trips.

•

Non–National Highway System Roadways with less than 2,000 average daily trips.

The number of Pennsylvania
highway miles by class is
depicted in Exhibit 2-B.
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15,000

13,714

Miles

In many other states, a
greater portion of the
burden for maintaining and
operating roadways rests
with local, not state
governments.
The
expansive size of the
Pennsylvania-owned
highway system has not
alleviated
escalating
congestion. Over the past
20 years, traffic on these
roads grew 63 percent,
accelerating the need for
repairs and improvements.

Exhibit 2-B
State-Owned Highways by Class
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Exhibit 2-C displays the growth in vehicle miles traveled over the last 20 years.
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Additionally, Pennsylvania highways are the prime routes for delivering goods between the
Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic and New England states. As a result, heavy truck traffic has grown
82 percent over this same period. Between 1998 and 2010, truck-carried freight is expected to
grow by nearly 32 percent, to 835 million tons a year compared to 634 million in 1998. In 2004,
trucks made up 21 percent of Pennsylvania’s interstate traffic, the highest percentage of any
neighboring state except West Virginia, which was 23 percent. Between 1998 and 2010, truckcarried freight is expected to grow by nearly 32 percent, to 835 million tons a year compared to 634
million in 1998. In 2004, trucks
made up 21 percent of Pennsylvania's
interstate
Exhibit 2-C
traffic, the highest percentage
Vehicle Miles Traveled
of any neighboring state except
Over the Last 20 Years
West Virginia, which was 23
70%
percent. These heavier vehicles
63% Cumulative Traffic
Growth Since 1983
60%
take a greater maintenance toll
on pavements and bridges
50%
(Exhibit 2-D). Pennsylvania’s
40%
annual vehicle registration fees
30%
range from $36 for passenger
vehicles to $1,800 for the
20%
largest trucks, reflecting the
10%
wear differential depending on
0%
vehicle size.
Year

Exhibit 2-D
Overseas Inland Trade
Truck Traffic on U.S. Highway Network (in 2020)

Source: “National Freight Movements: Trends/Issues/Forecasts/Policy Implication,” Office
of Freight Management and Operations, U.S. Department of Transportation, FHWA
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Of the total state-owned roads,
16 percent of the interstates
and major routes are in poor
condition. Thirty-six percent of
the lowest traffic volume
routes, many of which are
farm-to-market roads, are in
fair to poor condition. Beyond
the state system, Pennsylvania
municipalities
own
76,165
miles of roads that also have
enormous
needs.
The
Commonwealth
provides
approximately $330 million
annually to support local
government efforts to maintain
and improve locally-owned
roadways.
Though
the
Commission’s assessment is
focused on state needs, local
government associations have
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testified that local road needs are also
significant.

Exhibit 2-E
Structural Deficiency by Bridge Age

Percent Structurally Deficient (SD) Bridges

Number of Bridges

Of Pennsylvania’s 25,335 statemaintained bridges, overall 23 percent
8,000
100%
Total Bridges
6,938 90%
are structurally deficient, but the
%
SD
7,000
percentage varies by bridge age
80%
6,000
(Exhibit 2-E). Fifty-seven percent of
70%
5,000
these bridges are at least 40 years old,
60%
4,174
are approaching their useful life of 50
3,553
50%
4,000
3,099
years, and are due for substantial
41% 40%
2,750
3,000
36%
investments
in
preservation,
30%
1,848
2,000 1,624
1,349
22%
rehabilitation, or replacement. These
20%
19%
13%
1,000
conditions
exist
despite
the
10%
7%
Commonwealth’s ongoing attention to
1%
0%
0
0%
0 - 10
11 - 20 21 - 30 31 - 40 41 - 50 51 - 60 61 - 70
> 70
bridges. The 1982 Billion Dollar Bridge
Age of Bridge (Years)
bill created a dedicated fund for
bridges and included a capital budget
authorization for approximately 1,000
bridges at an estimated cost of $1.4
billion. The bridge improvement program nearly doubled over the last four years to roughly $500
million annually. Over the years, successive governors and the Legislature have followed this up with
many bridge authorization bills.
Woven throughout Pennsylvania’s transportation history is a thread of prudent investment
coupled with sound management. At particular junctures, the Commonwealth’s leadership made
tough decisions, setting up dedicated funds, adding to revenue, and rebuilding organizations with
an eye on furthering transportation. Between 1979 and 1983, an infusion of additional revenue
totaling roughly eight (8) cents a gallon was critical to translating management successes into
better pavements.
Funding remains a challenge to delivering much needed transportation services. Revenue likely
will not grow, inflation will continue to shred the best made budget plans, and demand for
improvements likely will not let up as vehicles multiply and the allure of personal mobility
deepens. The past all too clearly shows where inaction leads.
Transit
Personal mobility frames the American experience.
The land of the free where travel is limited only by
an individual’s available time and resources
distinguishes America from much of the world.
Wide open spaces beckon to be explored first and
then settled by a broadly prosperous citizenry. Even
for those not moving in, access generally is assured
as long as the individual has the personal means to
make the trip.
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Clearing routes for travel and commerce always topped the American to-do list, and private
companies were there to convey people and goods. The automobile age shifted the commercial
enterprise away from trip
provider to trip enabler. This
Exhibit 2-F
development also brought
Pennsylvania
Transit Service
government into the picture as the
by
Class
of
Operation
force that would be looked on to
ensure personally owned vehicles
would have a way of reaching
destinations. At the same time,
with its market diminished but
not obliterated, public transit
likewise would look to
government to guarantee
continued service where
automobile use was not practical.
Still, the transformation for public
transit has not been smooth. As
early as the 1930s, privately run
public transit felt the impact of
automobile use and hoped
innovation would keep its
customers. In that decade, the
presidents of transit companies
conferred and developed the streamlined trolley car, the Presidents’ Commission Car (PCC), to
hold and grow their customer base. Within 15 years though, the effort had failed, and trolleys
were disappearing across the country as Firestone Tire, General Motors, and Standard Oil joined
to purchase transit companies and shift their operations to buses. By the 1960s, the free enterprise
model for transit operation collapsed as more riders migrated to personal vehicles, and
governments stepped in. Federal aid started to flow, and states or regional authorities started
managing transit.
Pennsylvania’s 38 urban and rural fixed route transit systems and more than 35 community transit
systems serve all 67 counties and provide more than 410 million rides a year. Transit systems are
categorized into five different classes, primarily based on the number of vehicles operating during
peak periods:
•
•
•
•
•

Class 1: Operating 1,000 or more vehicles during peak periods.
Class 2: Operating more than 300 and less than 1,000 fixed route vehicles during peak periods.
Class 3: Operating less than or equal to 300 fixed route vehicles in the peak in urban areas.
Class 4: Rural.
Class 5: Community Transportation Services.1

1 Current

public transportation legislation does not include the term “Class 5.” For the purpose of this
document, Class 5 refers to community transportation that provides door-to-door and advance
registration service that is used primarily by senior citizens and clients of human service programs.
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Exhibit 2-G
Distribution of Transit Trips
by Purpose (FY2005-06)

Exhibit 2-F (see page 16) displays the transit class
operations that are provided in each county of
Pennsylvania.
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50%
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In Fiscal Year 2004-05, Pennsylvania transit agencies
offered 17.8 million hours of service and their
vehicles traveled over 243 million miles.

Exhibit 2-G shows the distribution of transit trips by
purpose. In urban areas, 57 percent of all trips on
public transit are work related, while in rural areas,
30 percent are to reach medical services and 25
percent to reach work. Forty-five percent of the
transit trips taken by persons with disabilities are to
reach jobs. Pennsylvania has a long history of
providing transit service to those with special needs.
Forty-four million rides were provided to senior
citizens in Fiscal Year 2004-05, and 44 percent of rural
riders are seniors. The Rural Transportation Program
for Persons with Disabilities operates in 43 out of 65
counties outside of Philadelphia and Allegheny
County.
In Pennsylvania, policy makers followed a far
different funding route for transit compared to that
taken for highways and bridges. Rather than the
innovative and imminently sensible Motor License
Fund that it created in 1925, Pennsylvania has relied
on a series of authorization and program
amendments enacted over 30 years between 1967 and
1997 for transit.
Each of these individual legislative initiatives was
intended to remedy a particular problem and lacked
integration into an overall transit funding program.
As a result, today’s complex program features a
myriad of program eligibility requirements, different
local matching fund requirements, and a variety of
other program specific funding limitations and
restrictions. Legislators, grantees, and even program
administrators have great difficulty understanding
the web of requirements and structures.

Other
7%
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Among the problems:
•

Since the adoption of Act 26 of 1991, intended as a significant improvement for transit funding,
annual General Fund Operating Assistance appropriations have not increased at the rate of
inflation. Faced with ever-rising expenses, transit managers have resorted to raising fares and
cutting services. In a move that undercuts future operations, transit agencies routinely have
forestalled capital investments to keep operations solvent.

•

The annual supplemental state money authorized for the Free Transit Program for Senior
Citizens, beginning in 1991 with the enactment of Act 26, has distorted the balance between
transit systems’ base fares and average fares. Many transit systems have increased their base
fares to the highest possible level to maximize their state reimbursement from the Lottery
Funded Free Transit Program for Senior Citizens. At the same time, the transit agencies have
provided a variety of discounted fares to prevent their higher base fares from adversely
affecting ridership. These actions have played havoc with transit agencies’ financial condition
and discouraged use by occasional riders.

•

The original state dedicated funding initiative, the Pennsylvania Transportation Assistance
Fund (PTAF), enacted as part of Act 26 of 1991, has not generated the anticipated level of
annual state funds. As a result of a number of revenue exemptions, PTAF has never annually
provided the $200 million expected in Fiscal Year 1991-1992. Today, over 15 years later, PTAF
only provides about $180 million of state dedicated funding for asset maintenance and capital
assistance. This compares to over $300 million if PTAF funding had annually grown at a rate
commensurate with inflation.

•

The supplemental state dedicated funding initiative, Act 3 of 1997, generates the same amount
of state funding today ($75 million), that it provided the year after it was enacted. If the $75
million legislative “cap,” which limits the annual amount of state Act 3 funding, were
eliminated, about $100 million of annual dedicated funding would be generated for operating
capital and asset maintenance. This legislation was enacted to hold systems harmless from
reductions in federal operating
assistance.
Exhibit 2-H

•

While virtually all highway and
bridge funding is dedicated, only 30
percent of state transit funding is
dedicated, as seen in Exhibit 2-H. The
lack of a stable, dedicated funding
source has contributed to the current
financial crisis faced by the state’s
transit agencies.

•
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An examination of total funding
received by transit agencies from
federal, state, and local sources shows
that Pennsylvania transit agencies
receive less public funding on a per
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passenger basis than the average of
peer agencies across the country.
Less than desirable capital fund levels and
the significant diversion of capital dollars
to operating asset maintenance work
against public transit. Bus fleets across the
state generally are replaced or overhauled
within schedules approximating asset
useful life, but infrastructure, facilities,
rail fleet, and technology assets often are
operating beyond useful life terms.
Transit in Pennsylvania is burdened with
a significant amount of deferred capital
investment.

Exhibit 2-I
State Public Transportation Funding
FY 2004-05 in Millions
Dedicated Sources (30%)
Dedicated PTAF
Dedicated Supplemental
Non-Dedicated Sources Annually
Appropriated or Determined (70%)
General Fund Operating Assistance
General Obligation Bonds
Lottery Funds & General Fund for Seniors
General Fund for Passenger Rail and Intercity Bus
General Fund for Other Programs (PWD, Job Access)
TOTAL

$ 179
$ 75
$ 254

$
$
$
$
$
$

295
125
158
7
4
591

$ 845

Pennsylvania invests approximately $845
million per year in operating and capital
funding for transit and other public transportation programs, leveraging an additional $500
million in federal and local investment. In Fiscal Year 2005-06, state funds for these purposes
came from a number of dedicated and non-dedicated sources as seen in Exhibit 2-I.
As subsequent chapters describe in more detail, the historic state funding approach for transit has
fallen short, in large part, because of short-term fixes, a non-stable funding base, an overall
funding structure that does not encourage efficiency, and the disproportionate financial
contribution of the state relative to local funding.
Combined with the federal government’s departure from its role ensuring adequate support for
public transit operating expenses, the haphazard state funding apparatus and the associated
problems outlined above have left public transit dangling over the abyss. Such was transit’s
precarious state that Pennsylvania had no option but to expand long-standing authority to shift or
flex federal highway dollars to cover transit needs. In 2005, a $412 million, multi-year “flex” kept
transit operating through the end of 2006. At a time when personal vehicle use continues to soar
without corresponding highway capacity expansion, and fuel prices and supplies are held hostage
to world-wide events, it is simply unthinkable to let public transit collapse.
Federal Authorization
Over the past two decades, the federal government has gone beyond merely providing states with
transportation dollars, but has tied program steps to the financial aid.
The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (“ISTEA”) established the
National Highway System (“NHS”) as a network of newly designated corridors of national
interest, comprised of about 150,000 miles of mostly existing highways, including the interstate
highway system.
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ISTEA also phased out direct Federal operating subsidies to transit
agencies in large urbanized areas, thus shifting the responsibility to
state and local governments. To ease the transition, the federal
government relaxed some restrictions on the use of its capital funds
for certain categories of preventive maintenance, otherwise
considered an operating expense, and permitted some transit
agencies near the cut-off population limit, to retain federal
operating dollars by specific legislative authorization.
The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21)
continued these themes, providing substantial increases in
transportation authorizations and guaranteeing specific levels of
funding. Stricter and more competitive standards for highway
expansion and transit new start projects were also employed. TEA21 established a new pilot program to allow limited conversion of free interstate highways to toll
facilities in conjunction with needed reconstruction or rehabilitation only possible with the
collection of tolls. The recently enacted Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFTEA-LU) builds on the foundation of ISTEA and TEA-21 and
provides the opportunity to use tolling and innovative finance to close the growing disparity
between funding and investment needs.
Pennsylvania’s highway and bridge system is supported with $4.67 billion of government funds.
Of that total, $1.24 billion comes from federal sources, and $3.43 billion comes from the
Commonwealth.
Federal support includes all Federal highway and bridge funds allocated by formula or provided
by discretion. The latest Federal reauthorization bill, SAFETEA-LU, gives Pennsylvania the lowest
percentage increase in highway and bridge funding among all states. Pennsylvania received a 19
percent increase in federal funding as compared to an average increase of 30 percent across the
country. If Pennsylvania’s increase had been equal to the national average, an additional $156
million per year would be received.
Demographic and Economic Conditions
The Commonwealth must consider its citizens’ needs and wants as it sets transportation goals
and priorities. The dimensions of the population are part of the equation. With 12.5 million
residents, Pennsylvania is the sixth most populous state.1 It ranks tenth in terms of population
density with an average density of 274 people per square mile.2 Since 2000, the state’s population
growth has been relatively flat as compared to the national average.3
Pennsylvania also has an older population, second only to Florida, with 15.3 percent of residents
65 years of age and older. This is three (3) percentage points higher than the national average.
About 23 percent of residents are persons 18 years of age and younger, which is two (2)
percentage points below the national average.4
1 U.S.

Census Bureau Web site, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/42000.html

2 IBID
3 IBID
4 IBID
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Median household income statistics indicate that Pennsylvanians have slightly lower incomes
than the national average ($42,952 per household in Pennsylvania vs. $43,318 per household
nationally). Per capita income data also points to a slightly less prosperous population than the
national average.
This demographic and economic data shows that significant population segments within
Pennsylvania rely on public transportation and that this need will continue.
For a few regions, such as the Lehigh Valley, where growth is projected, higher levels of urban
transit service will be required and the challenges of serving sprawling growth will become more
intense. As Chapter Four describes more fully, population shifts between urban and suburban/
rural areas also are expected to continue, making it more difficult for today’s transportation
infrastructure to serve tomorrow’s residential and business development patterns.
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Chapter Three
Transit Operational Audits
Introduction
The Governor’s Executive Order required the Commission to conduct “an operational audit of the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA), the Port Authority of Allegheny
County (PAAC) and such other transit agencies receiving funding from the Commonwealth as it
deems appropriate.”
The Commission decided to conduct a total of seven (7) operational audits, to produce a
comprehensive evaluation of Class 1 through Class 5—urban, rural, fixed route and demand
response agencies.1 In addition to SEPTA and PAAC, audits were performed on the Erie
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (EMTA), Lehigh and Northampton Transportation
Authority (LANTA), River Valley Transportation (RVT), Indiana County Transit Authority (ICTA)
and Union Snyder Transportation Alliance (USTA). Combined, these seven (7) agencies represent
approximately 93 percent of the passenger trips taken on public transit in the Commonwealth.
These are the first comprehensive audits undertaken by the Commonwealth. Audit findings were
used as a basis for developing the Commission’s reform and funding recommendations.
This chapter contains a description of the audit process and approach, a presentation of
overarching themes gleaned from examining the audit results as whole, summary audit findings
by agency, comparative statistics of the seven (7) audited agencies, and resulting reform
recommendations.

Key Recommendation
The Commission recommends that a series of reforms that encourage sound business
practices be implemented. Transit business practices are affected by not only
internal management practices, but also government administrative and legislative
requirements. The Commission has determined that improved efficiencies are
possible with changes in each of these areas.

1 Demand

response service is door-to-door or curb-to-curb service provided to individuals who reserve
space in advance.
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Process and Approach
The Commission relied on a team of industry consultants to perform
the transit audits. The team has specific knowledge and experience in
managing and advising transportation agencies across the country.
Each audit was performed with functional experts focused on the
following areas: governance, labor, procurement, technology,
operations and maintenance, and finance and planning, including
capital programming and implementation. The process is identified in
Exhibit 3-A.
Peer Identification
The seven (7) audited agencies are distinct organizations with different
structures, service levels, modal offerings, assets, purposes, goals, and
cultures. To properly evaluate such a variety of organizations, agency
peers in and outside of Pennsylvania were identified for each of the
audited agencies. Given the complexity of service at SEPTA and
PAAC, modal peers, as well as overall agency peers, were chosen for
rail, bus, and demand response operations. Peers were selected based
on the size of their operating budget and characteristics, including total
population, senior population, service area density, service miles, fleet
size, staff size, and modes of service offered.
Data Compilation
Both agency and external sources were used to compile information on
the seven (7) organizations and their peers. A standard list of reports,
documents, and operational and financial data were requested of each
agency, providing consistency and comparability for the analysis.
Information such as fare history and structure, level and type of
competitive contracting, board meeting minutes, revenue and expense
statements and employee counts were provided for the audits. The
primary external source used was the U.S. Department of
Transportation’s National Transit Database, where information on
many of the seven (7) agencies and their peers could be obtained.
Operational and financial performance statistics focused on efficiency
and effectiveness measures.
Analysis, Site Visits, and Findings
Preliminary data analysis was initiated in order to identify issues that
would be highlighted in discussions with the audited agencies.
Historical trend analysis, budget analysis, and peer comparative
analysis provided base information and identified outlier results where
additional in-depth research was required. A series of on-site visits to
each agency provided the ability to see assets and operations in action
and hold meetings directly with executive and management staff to
explore general audit items, raise specific issues identified in the
preliminary analysis, and reconcile data where needed. Follow-up
questions were then posed to each agency by audit area.
24
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Initial findings were prepared and presented to each agency and to the Commission. Summary
findings are presented in this chapter.

Overarching Themes and Issues
In examining the seven (7) individual transit audits, the Commission found both positive and
negative results. Best practices in a variety of functions were exhibited by many of the seven (7)
agencies. For example, RVT’s route analysis, service adjustments, and economic development
linkage to transportation; LANTA’s integration of
its strategic, capital, and service plans; SEPTA’s
route analysis, bus maintenance, operating budget
Exhibit 3-B
controls, and workers compensation management;
Overarching
Themes
and PAAC’s demand response service and boardmanagement limits of authority were deemed
exemplary by the Commission and worthy of
replication throughout the state.
The Commission has also identified areas for
improvement, where reform is warranted either
statewide or agency specific. Six (6) themes
emerged from the seven (7) audits (see Exhibit 3B). These themes helped the Commission focus its
attention on the fundamental problems facing
transit systems in Pennsylvania.
Findings related to these six (6) overarching issues
follow:

1. Transit operating expenses are
growing faster than operating
revenues.
2. Opportunities and obstacles
exist to improve transit
efficiency and increase
revenues.
3. More adequate financial and
operational analysis would
improve the transit decisionmaking process.

4. Funding level, structure, and
Transit Operating Expenses are Growing Faster
distribution presents
Than Operating Revenues
significant challenges.
Each of the seven (7) audited transit agencies has
experienced higher growth rates for expenses as
5. Unbalanced relationship exists
compared to revenues over the last 10 years.
between funding, governance,
Similar to other public and private organizations,
and decision-making.
healthcare and fuel costs have skyrocketed and are
expected to display volatile growth in the near
6. Except for funding, the current
term. Additionally, many of the transit agencies
state role is limited.
are also facing high growth in pension and
workers compensation costs. Given the existing
program obligations for a growing retiree pool,
improved cost performance will not be seen for a number of years even if aggressive actions could
be taken today. Exhibit 3-C compares inflationary growth with recent cost increases at the
audited agencies for high-growth accounts such as healthcare, pension, fuel, and workers
compensation. In contrast, Exhibit 3-D shows total expenses less high growth costs, and compares
the change over time to inflation. It clearly shows that the combined audited agencies have been
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able to keep costs other than fuel, health care,
pension, and workers compensation, below
inflation.

Exhibit 3-C
Inflation vs. High Growth Costs
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Exhibit 3-D
Inflation vs. All Other
Operating Expenses
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On the revenue side, fare structure and policy
have not been designed to keep pace with
inflation and deeply discounted programs are
often structured to increase ridership, not
revenue. Many transit agencies have taken
advantage of the senior fare reimbursement
offered by the Commonwealth, where
reimbursement is based on full fare rates.
Since an increasing number of riders use
discounted fare options, increases in full fare
rates minimally impact the paying ridership,
shifting the increase in revenue to state
sources. As the reimbursement method is
currently structured, Lottery Fund
contributions for senior riders are higher than
the average fare paid by other riders.

$1,000.0

The type of service offered also contributes to
growing operating costs. One-half of the
$500.0
state’s transit agencies offer fixed route service,
but all transit agencies provide demand
$250.0
response services. Demand response service is
$0.0
a door-to-door or curb-to-curb service
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
provided to individuals who reserve space in
advance on standard or specially-equipped
transit vehicles. Virtually all demand response
service is utilized by individuals with special mobility needs. Six (6) of the seven (7) audited
systems provide fixed route and demand response service. One Class 5 system providing only
demand response service was audited.
$750.0

Several government agencies, laws, and policies prescribe the eligibility requirements for demand
response services. For example, under the federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), service
complementary to fixed route services must be provided to individuals who are unable or have
extreme difficulty using regular fixed route services. Medical assistance consumers may receive
transportation to medical appointments under the Medical Assistance Transportation Program.
Additionally, under the Pennsylvania Lottery, the senior citizen shared ride program provides
reduced fares (15 percent of cost) to Pennsylvanians over 65 years of age using demand response
services.
Demand response service is a more personalized service, typically costing three (3) to eight (8)
times more per passenger than fixed route service. As the state’s population becomes increasingly
older and sprawl increases, the need and cost for increased demand response transit service
grows.
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Opportunities and Obstacles Exist to Improve Service Efficiency and Increase Revenues
Transit agencies across the state face many challenges in optimizing service delivery and financial
efficiency. Primary internal challenges are often poor analysis and local decisions or influences
that are focused on goals other than cost management. Similarly, primary external challenges are:
(1) existing state and local funding levels and structure, (2) higher costs required to serve
sprawling development, (3) an aging population that is growing in less dense areas where it is
more costly to provide service, and (4) desire to support life-line services.
The ability to successfully reduce costs is hampered by real challenges facing transit management.
Labor contracts present some limitations with regard to contracting out, part-time employees,
benefit packages, pension, retiree healthcare, and various work rules. State legislation protects
some non-represented employees, limits revenue generation, and increases procurement-related
costs. Federal laws, superseding state and local decisions, impact labor expenses particularly at
the state’s largest transit agency, SEPTA. These laws include costly “13C” transit worker
protection for transit agencies receiving federal grants, the Federal Employers Liability Act that
replaces Pennsylvania’s workers compensation provisions for railroad employees, and the federal
railroad retirement system which requires higher employer and employee contributions than
Social Security.
Transit agencies across the state have taken numerous steps to improve the efficiency of their
operations given the existing funding crisis. However, additional opportunities do exist to
increase revenue and decrease costs. Some of these opportunities may be contrary to current local
policies or historical approaches, and some will take effort and time to implement. It is clear to the
Commission that a partnership of effort must be undertaken to translate these opportunities into
successful results. State and local government legislators and administrators, transit agency
management and labor, and riders must all contribute to this effort.
•

By working to improve sub-standard routes across all modes or by eliminating the worst
performing routes, the Commission has estimated $19 million in annual savings can be
achieved.

•

As the largest component of operating costs, labor-related expenses must be examined by each
transit agency. Wage controls, health and pension plan restructuring, cost sharing, use of parttime employees, and contracting alternatives are critical issues for exploration and
implementation, particularly in organizations such as PAAC, where real labor costs are
considerably higher than peers and other Pennsylvania transit organizations and legacy
benefit costs are not expected to wane in the near future.

•

Reducing high fleet spare ratios, particularly for rail, and the extreme diversity of fleet model
and fuel types offers opportunities for labor, material, and fuel savings.

•

Improving weak inventory management processes and technology provides the opportunity
for cash savings of over $2 million per year and reduction of obsolete inventory.

•

Permitting the substitution of alternate project delivery and financing methods, in place of the
traditional publicly funded low-bid design, bid, build process, could decrease capital costs and
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accelerate capital project implementation; alternate options include design/build, design/
build/operate, and other variations of public-private partnerships.
•

Approximately one-half of the opportunities are revenue related. The key revenue action is to
regularly increase fare revenues to match the growth of inflation. This action alone is
estimated to produce an additional $19 million per year in annual benefit, $15 million of which
is generated by SEPTA.

It is important to note that, even if all recommendations are fully implemented, significant unmet
needs still will exist.
The Executive Order charges the Commission with reviewing the potential for competitive
contracting. Currently, the general model of asset ownership and operation throughout
Pennsylvania is local public agency ownership of support facilities, service facilities, and fleet,
with a material amount of service (10 percent), contracted out to private companies under agency
contractual oversight. Demand response service is most often the operational service that is
contracted out.
Smaller Pennsylvania transit agencies tend to contract out proportionately more of their fixed
route services than larger agencies. Additionally, Pennsylvania agencies contract less fixed route
service and more demand response service than the national average.
The Commonwealth historically has not interfered in local governing board decisions on what
services or resources an agency should competitively contract. SEPTA, however, is statutorily
required to report to the Commonwealth annually on its efforts in pursuing “Alternative Means of
Raising Revenue and Reducing Expenses,” including contracting out efforts. Both SEPTA and
PAAC are statutorily encouraged to look for opportunities to improve efficiencies.
The Commission assessed the experiences of other transit agencies nationwide and called upon a
diverse panel of experts in order to investigate the Governor’s charge regarding asset ownership
and operations, including competitive contracting. The Commission heard testimony at its
January 2006 public meeting about both the successes and failures of local, state, national, and
international policies; practices; and experiences with private operation of public transportation
services.
The Commission particularly focused on the perceived advantages and disadvantages for both
large and small transit systems of competitively delivering transit services and the factors
impacting successful experiences. Exhibit 3-E displays the typical factors that contribute to
competitive contracting success. Such factors include whether the labor market has capacity to
provide resources, whether service is expanding, agency management experience in and time for
contractor oversight and interface, and current in-house labor costs and contract status. In the
case of the expanding Denver Regional Transit District, where the state legislature mandated a
fixed percentage of contracted service with publicly supplied vehicles and maintenance, some
studies have shown a 16 percent savings in system expense. In Beaver County, Pennsylvania,
contractor cost increases and service interruptions resulted in converting contracted service to inhouse operations. In this case, a 2.5 percent savings in system expense was a reported outcome.
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Exhibit 3-E
Factors Contributing to Successful Private Contracting

Large Transit Systems
• Total in-house labor costs are
high.

Small Transit Systems
• Multiple responsible contractors
are available.

•

Consider wage rates, work rules,
and benefits.

•

Labor market has capacity
(unemployment up).

•

Compare to local market for
similar work.

•

•

Labor market has capacity
(unemployment up).

Infrastructure (physical and
management systems) not
developed.

•

Service is expanding and/or
layoffs not required.

•

Management has contracting
experience.

•

Careful planning of transition.

•

Management has capacity to
oversee contractor.

•

Management of service quality.

•

In-house labor costs are high.

•

Coordination between contractor
and rest of system.

Competitive contracting has been used for a wide variety of transit agency functions. The range of
competitive contracting practices includes operating a function within the system, such as vehicle
overhauls or ticket sales; operating a portion of the system, such as demand response service;
managing the employees of the system, as in Cincinnati; operating the entire system, as at the
Westmoreland County Transit Authority; and managing and operating the entire system, as is
done in the city of Washington, Pennsylvania.
Of this range of contract services, the greatest debate between management and labor over the use
of competitive contracting has been on contracting for the delivery of passenger services. There
are no restrictions in Pennsylvania law on management from doing so if there is no labormanagement agreement to the contrary. In agencies with collective bargaining agreements,
management may be required to meet with an affected union if it wants to discuss specific
outsourcing or competitive contracting even where the labor contract does not specifically restrict
contracting out bargaining unit work. This is the case under SEPTA’s agreement with its transit
unions.
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The Commission considered five (5) options in its deliberations regarding competitive contracting:
•

Mandate competitive contracting.

•

Prohibit future labor contracts that limit competitive contracting.

•

Mandate the evaluation of competitive contracting.

•

Provide funding incentives for competitive contracting.

•

Leave current policy of state non-interference with local decision making unchanged.

In conclusion, after the Commission reviewed existing transit agency competitive contracting
practices, it found that private competitive contracting has produced cost efficiencies in some, but
not all cases. The Commission further believes that there may be some applications whereby work
performed by internal transit agency workforces may be more cost-effective than that performed
by the private marketplace.
The Commission notes that of the state's two largest agencies, SEPTA's labor agreements permit
limited competitive contracting and PAAC's labor agreements are silent on the issue of
competitive contracting. The Commission concludes that if analyses are conducted fairly and
evenly, having the ability to explore private competitive contracting as well as insourcing, it will
help manage operating costs and maximum use of taxpayer revenue.
Therefore, the Commission recommends that transit systems evaluate competitive contracting, as
well as insourcing opportunities, for transit system operations. The Commission recommends that
SEPTA and PAAC be required and other transit agencies be encouraged to evaluate competitive
contracting opportunities through a formal procurement process at least once every four (4) years
and/or at the expiration of a contract, whichever is shorter. The assessment must consider the
system's labor costs compared to the private marketplace and provide opportunity for existing
labor union bargaining units to participate in the competitive process in a fair and equitable
manner. No advantages should be given to either the private marketplace or the existing
bargaining unit in making the assessment. Should a transit agency elect to use a private
contractor, any displacement of existing represented employees should be by attrition. To receive
state funds, a transit system may not have labor agreements that preclude competitive contracting
of revenue service.
When transit agencies have developed unique skills (such as vehicle overhauls) and can provide
these services to other public sector agencies, insourcing opportunities should be considered.
Insourcing opportunities should be fully analyzed to ensure that both the provider and recipient
of services financially gain in the arrangement and that costs are fully allocated.
More Comprehensive Analysis Would Improve the Transit Decision-Making Process
Audit findings reveal limited financial, planning, route and/or operational analysis at most transit
agencies. For some, it is the small size of the transit agency or the result of budget cutbacks,
minimizing resources devoted to such functions. For others, it is the result of differing policy or
philosophical approaches. No matter what the reason, inadequate analysis often results in
inefficient service and increased state subsidy requirements.
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In virtually all of the agencies audited, consistent linkages were not being made between strategic
plans, capital programs, and operating service plans. When analysis is performed, it is often done
to maximize state funds rather than optimizing all potential revenue sources. In effect, this
practice is encouraged as a result of the state’s program structure.
Capital investment prioritization is typically first driven by funding source structure and
availability, and secondarily driven by planning and need. Strong capital-related analysis is
absent in most transit organizations. Return-on-investment (ROI) analysis is largely missing for
capital investments, and capital program analysis generally does not consider long-term operating
impacts. This is particularly important for forecasting incremental subsidy requirements and for
incorporating capital investments that would improve financial performance.
The lack of up-to-date technology has hampered data collection and analysis, especially for fare
collection, network design, inventory management, and operational analysis. Capital investment
in technology is usually a low priority, given capital funding constraints.
Funding Level, Structure, and Distribution Present Significant Challenges
As more fully described in Chapters Six and Eight, the existing government funding levels and
structure provide transit agencies with significant
challenges.
Except for preventative asset
Exhibit 3-F
maintenance, federal operating funding for large
Use of Federal, State and Local
transit systems has been virtually eliminated.
Capital Subsidies
Additionally, state funding sources have been
stagnant or unpredictable, and local governments
are increasingly unable to support matching
Asset
requirements, despite the fact that local funding
Maint./Operations
42%
shares are quite small in comparison to other states.
Capital
Operating support is so limited that transit agencies
Projects
58%
are using significant portions of capital funds for
maintenance. This practice results in higher costs for
deferred capital needs. Exhibit 3-F displays the
portion of capital funds used for operating purposes
at the seven (7) audited agencies .
When Pennsylvania transit funding is compared to transit funding across the country, the peer
analysis showed that:
•

Total federal, state, and local funding on a per passenger basis for Pennsylvania systems is
generally lower than funding received by their transit peers. Class 1 (SEPTA) funding per
passenger is 20 percent less than its peers, and Class 3 funding per passenger is five (5) percent
less than its peers. The exception is Class 2 (PAAC), where funding per passenger is 60
percent higher than its peers.
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•

Transit agencies outside of Pennsylvania rely more heavily on local funding. Exhibit 3-G
displays the relationship of state and local subsidy funding for operations and capital in
Pennsylvania and the rest of the country.

•

Over 40 percent of transit agencies outside of Pennsylvania rely on local dedicated funding
and approximately 80 percent of the top 25 transit agencies rely on local dedicated funding.

•

The most prevalent local source of dedicated funding is the sales tax.

The Commonwealth’s funding structure adds additional challenges. Much of transit funding is
formula driven, providing no flexibility
for change, special circumstance, or
Exhibit 3-G
rewarding efficiencies.
Today’s
State vs. Local Operating
structure limits the ability for small
and Capital Contribution
agencies to add fixed route service and
precludes increases in subsidy to
U.S. (excluding PA)
Pennsylvania
Local
accommodate expansion.
More
13%
significantly, funding is not linked to
State
public policy, performance, or current
35%
need.

Local
65%
State
87%

Source: NTD

2

Historically, Pennsylvania funding
solutions have been sustained for five (5)
to seven (7) years before new legislative
actions occur. If the growth in all
funding sources does not keep pace with
the growth in operating losses and

capital costs, the funding solution will not be sustainable.
Unbalanced Relationship Exists Between Funding, Governance, and Decision-making
Both the individual audits and the examination of governance issues revealed that there is little
relationship between state and local transit funding, governance, and decision-making. For
example, though the state provides the vast majority of state and local funding, all transit boards
but one are wholly appointed by local officials.3 Decisions made by these local boards on fare
structure, service, economic development, pursuit of federal earmarks, and contractual
agreements directly impact the level of state funding required. Yet, these decisions are reflective
of local desires that may not match state policies, goals, or interests. Such decisions might be
different if more local funds were required or at stake.
Further disincentives are created due to the current local taxing structure which is limited by state
law and requires transit to compete for financial support with other locally funded services and
educational needs. As peer comparisons have shown, Pennsylvania local governments contribute
2 Data

reflects transit agencies required to report to the FTA.

3 The

one exception is SEPTA where local appointments represent two-thirds of the Board and state
appointments represent the remaining one-third of the Board.
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a relatively small portion of transit funding, primarily out of their general fund revenues. Stateimposed taxing limitations means that Pennsylvania local governments are unable to rely on local
dedicated taxes for transit as their out-of-state counterparts do.
On a regional and local level, similar inconsistencies in the relationship between funding,
governance and decision-making were found. RVT , for example, provides service to neighboring
municipalities with minimal or no financial contribution from such jurisdictions. ICTA in Indiana
County is supported in large part by ridership and service contracts with the local university, yet
there is no board member representing the university community. The most significant imbalance
is seen at SEPTA, serving Philadelphia and the surrounding Pennsylvania suburban counties of
Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery. With 80 percent of the riders, 40 percent of the
population, and 80 percent of the local financial contribution, Philadelphia only has 20 percent of
the board membership.
Except for Funding, the Current State Role is Limited
The state has historically taken a limited role in transit oversight despite its high level of financial
contributions. Pennsylvania transit funding legislation, and therefore administration, is primarily
focused on the distribution of funding, basic data collection, periodic performance reports, and
grants management. Deference has been given to local governments to manage transit service and
organizations regardless of local decisions on the pricing, quantity, and quality of services
provided and the resulting impact on state subsidies.
Funding pre-conditions are also incorporated in the state, enabling legislation governing PAAC
and SEPTA, including requirements for farebox recovery as a percentage of overall expenses.
Additional reporting directives for SEPTA require an annual report on efforts to “explore
alternative means of raising revenue or reducing expenses.”
Given the current financial crisis, the Commission believes that this minimal approach should be
replaced with greater oversight by the state and greater accountability by local governments and
the transit agencies. Among the practices that require change is the current performance review
process whereby individual transit agencies, rather than the state, are responsible for the
management of their own performance reviews.
Pennsylvania’s historic oversight role has been limited.
PennDOT’s Bureau of Public
Transportation has 27 staff members, responsible for an $845 million program. By comparison,
Virginia’s 32 transit staff members are responsible for a $250 million program, and Ohio’s 14
transit staff members are responsible for a $42 million program.
PennDOT is not the only arm of the state involved in and financially supporting transit. Other key
players include the Department of Public Welfare, that provides considerable state payments for
programs such as the Medical Assistance Transportation Program (MATP), and the Department of
Education, that directly and indirectly provides public transportation for school children. The
audits revealed that there is a lack of coordination among state agencies with regard to
transportation policies and operational requirements. This especially impacts transit agencies
providing demand response services, as each state department requires different operating
standards and administrative requirements. Furthermore, there are no statewide policies for and
analysis of total transportation spending.
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Summary Audit Findings: Individual Agency Results
Each transit audit report is structured in a similar manner, beginning with an executive summary
of key findings. Service area demographic and economic information provides a context for
transit agency operations, and is followed by a functional review.
The Governance section deals with issues such as organization structure, funding relative to
structure, vision, and strategy. Procurement and Contracting focuses on procurement decisionmaking, outsourcing ability and practice, and pooled purchasing. The Labor and Benefits section
contains material regarding employees, labor rates, labor agreements, benefit costs, healthcare,
and pension programs. The Operations section covers service levels, fare structure and policy,
ridership, fixed route service where appropriate, demand response service, and service for persons
with disabilities. Fixed route and demand response operations may further be broken into modal
divisions and/or functional divisions such as system design, scheduling, technology, and
maintenance. The Finance and Planning section describes revenue and expense growth, operating
loss, capital expenditures, cash balances, capital planning and budgeting, subsidy comparisons,
and performance measures.
Summaries of findings for each agency are outlined on the following pages.
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Findings: Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA)
SEPTA is a five-county Pennsylvania regional
transportation authority providing service to a
population of 5.1 million people. Service to the larger
tri-state metropolitan area includes connections to
Trenton, Newark, and Wilmington, in the neighboring
states of New Jersey and Delaware. It is the sixth
largest transit operation in the country, offering
multiple modes, including bus, trolleybus, light rail,
heavy rail (subway and elevated rail), regional/
commuter rail, and demand response services
operating under four separate divisions – City Transit,
Victory, Frontier, and Commuter Rail. In addition to
looking at similarly sized large transit operations, each
mode was audited separately and compared to peers
with similar operations. Key findings from the
operational audit follow:
General Trends
• Systemwide total revenue growth since 2000 is 2.2
percent per year, with fare revenue growth at 2.7
percent per year.
•

Operating expenses have grown 3.8 percent
annually since 2000, with labor related component
at 4.3 percent per year.

•

High average annual growth accounts are
healthcare at 9.5 percent and fuel at 9.6 percent
since 1996. (Exhibit 3-H)

SEPTA Peer Agencies
(Class 1)
Bus
MBTA – Boston, MA
WMATA – Washington, DC
Metro – Houston, TX
Heavy Rail
MBTA – Boston, MA
MARTA – Atlanta, GA
CTA – Chicago, IL
Light Rail
MBTA – Boston, MA
DART – Dallas, TX
MTA – Baltimore, MD
Commuter Rail
MBTA – Boston, MA

Fast Facts (2005)
Ridership
Vehicles
Vehicle Miles

Exhibit 3-H
SEPTA High Growth Expenses
$120.0

Avg. Annual Growth

Healthcare
Fuel

$100.0

9.5%
9.6%

334.5 Million
2,676
92.6 Million

Employees

8,864

Total Assets

$5.4 Billion

Total Revenues

$423.7 Million

Total Expenses*

$920.4 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$500.1 Million

* Includes $20.4 million in depreciation
Cost (Millions)

$80.0
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Peer Comparisons
• SEPTA is equivalent to or better than average
with respect to peers for all modes relative to
costs, costs per hour, and fare recovery.
• Heavy rail service is better than the peer average
for all tested operating and financial variables
other than average speed.
• Average speed is less than average for every
mode in comparison to peers, impacting quality,
quantity, and cost of service.
• Capital investment is lower than average with
respect to peers for commuter rail, light rail, and bus.
Governance
Fifteen-member board appointed by five (5)
counties (2 each), Governor (1), and PA General
Assembly (4).
• Board representation not reflective of geographic
or jurisdictional origin of ridership, population,
or subsidies.
• Mission and operations focused on controlling
the operating budget; limited focus on vision or
strategic planning.
•

Procurement and Contracting
• Demand response services outsourced to 8
providers with SEPTA responsible for oversight,
scheduling, and vehicles.
• Contracts out 2 fixed route bus services in outer
suburbs.
• Portions of operations outsourced, including
ticket sales, parking lot operations, components
maintenance, and snow removal.
• Labor agreements restrict contracting out; labor
generally prevails in grievances/arbitrations.

SEPTA Key Findings
Delivers efficient operations
compared to peers of its size.
Is keenly focused on
management of operating
budget.
Bottom-line financial
improvements can be most
significantly gained with
periodic inflationary fare
increases, average speed
increases, and capital
investments.
Has demands of aging
infrastructure that are
not being met.
Merits deeper analysis and
oversight of capital investments,
priorities, and processes.
Internal capacity constraints
related to large capital project
management.
Lacking proactive strategic
planning and community
interaction.
Regional support necessary for
implementation of system
optimization and cost
reductions.
Asset ownership and subsidy
arrangements create conflict.

Labor
Board does not reflect ridership
• 8,864 employees; reduced by over 800 employees
or local financial contribution.
since 1997.
• Eighty percent represented under 16 collective
Non-represented employees
bargaining agreements.
protected by state legislation.
• New labor contracts include higher co-pays and
first time contributions for healthcare and
pension.
• Regional rail labor contracts governed by federal legislation.
• Limited part-time bus operators under one contract.
• Significant ongoing efforts to find/retain labor.
• Starting bus driver and mechanic rates below U.S. transit industry avg.; top rates in line with
relative cost of living indices and peers; railroad transportation top rates below northeast
regional peer operations.
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•
•

Reduction of management employees difficult due to state legislation providing seniority/
bumping privileges.
No layoff provision in TWU contract.

Systemwide Operations
Has established service standards for every division and review process for detailed route
analyses which include financial indicators.
• Prepares annual route-by-route service plan and detailed modal analyses.
• Application of scheduling technology varies by mode.
• Community desires, local politics, and social considerations have been driving forces in some
route decisions rather than financial and operational analyses.
• Average fare is 64 percent of full fare; some distance-based fares; variety of fare programs and
media for each division.
• Fare outlets and equipment not user friendly.
• Significant portions of the system owned by Amtrak and City of Philadelphia, impacting
control, decision-making, and costs.
• Fare technology not yet modernized.
• Opportunity for improved
inventory management,
Exhibit 3-I
particularly for the reduction
SEPTA Ridership and Vehicle Miles by Division
of obsolete inventory.
•

Ridership

Operations by Mode
(Exhibits 3-I and 3-J)
• Bus Operations: Vehicle
Maintenance Information
System and work standards
create model of efficiency,
spare ratio of 15.8 percent,
well within FTA 20 percent
standard, vehicle location
systems now installed on most
buses should improve on-time
performance, 40-60 drivers
short each day (approximately
3 percent of total drivers),
which results in missed runs
and passenger pass-ups.
Challenges: Stop spacing,
rider refusal to use rear
doors, no parking
enforcement at stops, slow
on-board fare collection,
and difficulty in realizing
on-street transit priority
projects all contribute to
slow average speed. It is
estimated that a one (1)
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Vehicle Miles

Commuter Rail
14%

Commuter Rail
20%

Suburban
Transit
5%

Suburban
Transit
16%

City Transit
64%

City Transit
81%

Exhibit 3-J
SEPTA Ridership and Vehicle Miles by Mode
Vehicle Miles

Ridership

Commuter Rail
9%

Demand
Response
>1%

Commuter Rail
18%

Heavy Rail
26%
Bus
56%

Light Rail
8%

Demand
Response
11%

Heavy Rail
18%

Light Rail
4%

Bus
49%
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mph increase in the City Transit Division’s bus service could yield approximately $13
million in savings.
•

Commuter Rail Operations: Not maximizing use of automated scheduling and vehicle
maintenance software, most employees scheduled to work significant overtime, good on-time
performance close to 90 percent, rail pairings have not been comprehensively analyzed in 20 years.
Challenges: Historical system design, Amtrak dependence, federal rail requirements,
transit-oriented development and parking availability constraints, and deferred capital
investment.

•

Light Rail Operations: On-street conflicts create delays and increase costs, coverage and mode
topic of controversy since 1950s.
Challenges: Traffic enforcement and decreasing ridership on subway surface lines.

•

Heavy Rail Operations: Most efficient mode of system as measured by costs per rider.
Service coverage and station locations unchanged since early 20th century design though
population density shifts have occurred along routes, Norristown line spare ratio of 63
percent, some deteriorated station conditions.
Challenges: Deferred capital investment, implementing route extensions, new
stations, advancing transit-oriented development around stations.

Finance
Operating losses before government subsidy have grown at an average annual rate of 3.2
percent, comparing favorably to all other audited agencies and most closely tracking inflation.

•
•

Current operating deficit of $479 million; break even results after subsidies.

•

SEPTA is one of only two agencies required to meet a state-imposed operating ratio standard.

•

Strong operating budget management; benefits could be realized from stronger link between
capital investments and operating impacts.

•

Sophisticated use of financing for fleet and other asset purchases/improvements.

•

Critical vulnerability regarding future costs for Amtrak access and services.

•

No formal subsidy agreements with counties; complex City lease agreement impacts subsidy
arrangement.

Strategic Planning and Capital Program
• According to SEPTA, lack of strategic planning process is due to “fiscal uncertainty.”
•

Primary investments are focused on maintaining and replacing existing assets.

•

Limited pursuit of federal New Starts Program and other expansion projects evident from
investment of only one (1) percent of capital dollars for expansion.

•

Capital project budget overruns and absence of board-approved budget comparisons suggest
need for more stringent monitoring and analyses.

•

Some questionable capital investment decisions: timing, quantity, and priority.

•

Capital program implementation results indicate lack of internal capacity to manage large,
complex projects.
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Findings: Port Authority of Allegheny County (PAAC)
PAAC is a Class 2 transportation authority providing service to a
population of 1.7 million people located in and around Allegheny
County. It is the 21st largest transit operation in the country,
offering bus, light rail, incline, and demand response services. Key findings from the operational
audit follow:
General Trends
• Minimal integration with six (6) other
metropolitan area transit systems while region
is sprawling over past decade; modest crosscounty services.
• Ridership, on an average annual basis, has
declined 0.9 percent since 1996; ridership did
increase by 1.6 percent from 2004 to 2005.
• Average annual fares have increased by 4.7
percent since 1996, with fare revenue growing
at 1.6 percent per year.
• Operating expenses show average annual
growth at 3.7 percent since 1996; labor
component average annual growth at 5 percent.
• High average annual growth accounts are nonretiree healthcare at 9.8 percent, retiree
healthcare at 15 percent, fuel at 16.6 percent
and pensions at 175 percent.4 (Exhibit 3-K)

PAAC Peer Agencies
(Class 2)
Overall
METRO – Minneapolis, MN
GCRTA – Cleveland
RTD – Denver, CO
Bus
METRO – Minneapolis, MN
MARTA – Atlanta, GA
RTD – Denver, CO
Light Rail
MTA – Baltimore, MA
METRO – St. Louis, MO
GCRTA – Cleveland, OH

Exhibit 3-K
PAAC High Growth Expenses

Fast Facts (2005)

$40

Avg. Annual Growth

Non-Retiree Healthcare
Retiree Healthcare
*
Fuel
Pension

$35

Cost (Millions)

$30

Ridership

9.8%
15.0%
16.6%
175.2%

Vehicles

$25

Vehicle Miles

$20
$15
$10
$5
$0
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

66.8 Million
1,082
37.5 Million

Employees

2,992

Total Assets

$2.3 Billion

Total Revenues

$88.9 Million

Total Expenses

$294.4 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$206.4 Million

* 2000-2005
4 The

extraordinarily high growth rate stems from virtually no pension obligations in early years. Low
interest earnings and a growing retiree base has combined to produce large unfunded pension liabilities
which required increasingly large pension payments. Pension payments grew from $0.2 million in
FY1999-00 to $3.1 million in FY2004-05. Since that time, FY2005-06 pension costs increased to $12.1 million
and are anticipated to grow to approximately $20 million by FY2007-08.
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Governance
• Nine (9) -member board appointed by County Chief Executive.
• Model for delineating relative board/management roles and setting clear future vision.
• Focus has been to address community growth through system expansion within Allegheny
County.
Procurement and Contracting
• 100 percent of demand response service, including vehicles, outsourced to 11 providers.
• Small transit vehicle (STV) leasing practices not cost effective.
• Collective bargaining agreements are silent on contracting out fixed route services.
• 4.7 percent ($3.7 million) of maintenance outsourced.
Labor
• 2,992 employees has decreased annually by 2.5 percent since 2002.
• Ninety percent represented under three (3) collective bargaining agreements.
• Current ATU-85 contract extends through August 31, 2008 with restructured pension/service
requirement and one (1) percent employee health contribution.
• Operator wage rates historically higher than industry and statewide average; highest in U.S.
when accounting for cost of living.
• Retirees outnumber active employees; related costs to grow considerably over next 10 years.
• Uses binding arbitration process if an impasse is reached due to PAAC’s reading of 1992
judicial order, foregoing strike as an option.
• Retirees eligible to vote for union officers.
Systemwide Operations
No comprehensive database on running times, passenger loads and schedule adherence to
adequately monitor existing service and plan comprehensively.
• Financial results and subsidy requirement not computed by route or mode.
• Route evaluation based only on passengers per hour.
• No comprehensive service standards to guide staff on coverage/service levels for fixed route
planning.
• New fare collection technology would improve service planning.
•

Operations by Mode
Demand Response Operations: Demand response contract method and performance is
strong.
• Bus Operations: Route by route analysis should result in improved efficiencies in better
matching service to current commuter and development patterns, scheduling/productivity of
operators meets industry best practices (known as pay to platform ratio at 1.13), operating and
shop facilities undersized and outmoded.
• Light Rail Operations: Current system capacity underutilized; scheduling/productivity of
operators does not meet industry best practices (pay to platform ratio of 1.24).
•
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Finance
• Over past 10 years, operating losses before
government subsidy and excluding depreciation
have grown at an annual average rate of 4.9
percent.
• Current operating deficit of $205 million; break
even results after subsidies.
• PAAC is one (1) of only two (2) agencies required
to meet a state-imposed operating ratio standard.
• Strong operating budget management and
sophisticated use of financing.

PAAC Key Findings
Has strong demand response
services management.
Has highest transit wage rates
in the country when adjusted
for inflation. (Exhibit 3-L)
Needs to pursue more detailed
route-by-route analysis, with
focus on financial performance
indicators to better align service
to needs and effectiveness.

Strategic Planning and Capital Program
• Fifty-six percent of capital funds used for
operating expense purposes and debt service and
capital lease payments.
• Aggressive pursuit of new starts and other
expansion projects despite significant operating
deficits for existing services and shortfall in local
subsidies.
• Expansion investment needs have taken priority
over existing system capital needs.
• PAAC forecasts of annual capital needs are
insufficient to support existing assets.
• PAAC has used a portion of funds generated
from financing transactions as a local match for
capital projects given shortfalls in county capital
contributions.

Is challenged by high labor,
healthcare, and pension costs
for current and retired
employees. (Exhibit 3-M)
Is impacted by voting ability of
retirees for union
representatives.
Focuses effort on fixed
guideway development and
service expansion rather than
basic asset replacement
maintenance.

Exhibit 3-M
PAAC Annual Retiree Medical Costs

Exhibit 3-L
Wage Rate Adjusted by Cost of Living
$25.00

$20.0

13.7% Avg. Annual Growth

$15.0

$16.16

$16.04

$16.01
$14.43

$15.00

$14.20

$10.00

Cost (Millions)

Cost of Living Adjusted Avg. Wage

$20.50
$20.00

$10.0

$5.0

$5.00

$0.00
Pittsburgh
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Findings: Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority
(LANTA)
LANTA is an urban
transportation
authority providing
service to a population of 576,000 people located in
and around Lehigh and Northampton Counties. It is
a Class 3 operation offering fixed route bus and
demand response services. Key findings from the
operational audit follow:
General Trends
• Service area has markedly higher employment
and
population
growth
rates
than
5
state average.
• Ridership has increased 4.8 percent annually
since 2000.
• Average fare for fixed route service shows
annual decrease of 1.4 percent since 1997;
demand response annual growth of 6.5 percent.
• Fixed route operating expenses show average
annual growth of 9.1 percent since 1997; demand
response 7.7 percent.
• High average annual growth
accounts are health insurance (18.6
percent), workers comp 29.4 percent,
fuel 13.2 percent, and pension 8.7
$2.5
percent. (Exhibit 3-N)

MTTA – Tulsa, OK
GBTA – Bridgeport, CT
WRTA – Worcester, MA

Fast Facts (2005)
Ridership

Procurement and Contracting
Entire demand response operation
contracted out including
maintenance; LANTA owns fleet.

219

Vehicle Miles

6.8 Million

Employees

182

Total Assets

$46.3 Million

Total Revenues

$10.8 Million

Total Expenses

$22.2 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$11.4 Million

Exhibit 3-N
LANTA High Growth Expenses
Avg. Annual Growth

18.6%
29.4%
13.2%
8.7%

Healthcare
Workers Compensation
Fuel
Pension

$1.5

$1.0

$0.5

$0.0
1997

•

5.2 Million

Vehicles

$2.0

Cost (Millions)

Governance
• Bi-county representation equivalent
to ridership and service.
• Mission consistent with clear
strategic plans and goals.
• Focus of organization is on
increasing ridership.

LANTA Peer Agencies
(Class 3)

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Source: PennDOT
FY2006-07

5Lehigh

County, Northampton County, and Pennsylvania annual population growth is 5.9%, 7.8% and
1.2%, respectively, as per U.S. Census.
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Labor
• 171 full-time employees (11 part-time), 85
percent unionized.

LANTA Key Findings
Population, employment, and
ridership significantly increasing
compared to state averages.

•

New contract restructured pension and
requires employee one (1) percent health care
contribution.

•

Exceptionally
high-value
workers
compensation cost growth of 30 percent per
year.

Average fixed route fares deeply
discounted from full fares (48%).
(Exhibit 3-O)

•

Operators and mechanics hourly wages in line
with U.S. Transit and Pennsylvania class
average.

9.1% annual growth in fixed route
operating expenses, in part due to
service expansion.

•

Management succession at risk with four (4) of
five (5) top managers nearing retirement.

Operations
Service evaluation only measures
passengers per revenue hour; no
financial measures used.

•

•

Average fixed route fare is 48 percent
of full fare due to deeply discounted
structure.

•

Preventive maintenance program has
improved mechanical performance.

•

Average annual vehicle miles of
demand response services is up eight
(8) percent since 1997, compared to
fixed route of 4.5 percent.

•

•

No Automatic Vehicle Location,
Automatic Passenger Counters, fuel
tracking, or fixed route scheduling
technology used.

65% of 2005 capital dollars spent
on operations.

Exhibit 3-O
LANTA Average Fare
$1.75

$0.84

Base Fare

Avg. Fare

48 %
of
Base
Fare

Source: PennDOT

High bus spare ratio of 26.2 percent.

Finance
Sixty-five (65) percent and 25 percent of capital investment allocated to operations and asset
replacement, respectively.

•
•

Since FY1997, operating losses before government subsidy excluding depreciation, have
increased to $11.4 million from $4.6 million.

•

Cost for long-term transit center lease paid upfront with capital dollars in lieu of annual
operating lease payments.
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Findings: Erie Metropolitan Transportation Authority (EMTA)
EMTA is an urban transportation authority providing service to
a population of 282 thousand people located in and around Erie
County. It is a Class 3 transit operation offering fixed route bus
and demand response services.
Key findings from the
operational audit
follow:

EMTA Peer Agencies
(Class 3)

General Trends
• Service area population and employment flat
since 1997.
•

Fixed route ridership has decreased by two (2)
percent per year since 1996. (Exhibit 3-P)

•

Demand response ridership has increased by
three (3) percent per year since 2000.

•

Fares unchanged for fixed route since 1997.

•

Operating expenses for fixed route service show
average annual growth of eight (8) percent
since 1999. (Exhibit 3-Q)

•

TRANSPO – South Bend, IN
RMTD – Rockford, IL
WSTA – Winston-Salem, NC

Fast Facts (2005)
Ridership
Vehicles

Provides contracted school
transportation services; would
benefit from optimization analysis.

Employees

200

Total Assets

$37.9 Million

Total Revenues

$6.4 Million

Total Expenses

$12.3 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$6.7 Million

2,000

Full Fare/Multi-Ride
School
Senior
Other

1,800
1,600

Ridership (Thousands)

•

2.7 Million

Exhibit 3-P
EMTA Ridership

Mission viewed as being partner/
facilitator of local economic
development efforts but executed
with lean management structure.

Procurement and Contracting
• Provides demand response services
with internal staff.

111

Vehicle Miles

Capital investment in 2005 allocated 56 percent
to operations, 40 percent to asset replacement,
remainder to asset extension and preservation
and system enhancement.

Governance
• City (6) and County (3) joint
appointee board reflects relative
density of services.
•

2.8 Million

1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200
0
1996
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Labor
• 200 employees steady over 10 years.

EMTA Key Findings

•

Part-time operators on demand response only; fixed
route school service could benefit with part-time labor.

•

91.8 percent under collective bargaining, including
administrative staff.

•

No planner, financial analyst, HR director, or road
supervisor.

Not adequately staffed at
the management level.
Ridership has declined in 5
of the past 10 years.
Fares unchanged for fixed
route service since 1997.

Operations
• Ridership has declined in five (5) of the last 10 years;
no service reduction.
•

Lack of route planning based on performance
measures; operational statistics now being addressed.

•

Existing maintenance facilities exceed useful life
resulting in operating inefficiencies of approximately
$0.3 million per year.

Recognizes need for
improved network
efficiencies; efforts are
underway.

Finance
• Since FY 1999 operating losses, before government subsidies excluding depreciation, have
doubled, reaching $5.9 million in FY 2005.
•

Bottom line operating results since 2000, excluding depreciation expenses, have resulted in an
average $700,000 surplus a year after government subsidy.

•

Though fixed route fare revenues have declined, and operating expenses have grown at 8%
per year, demand response revenue has dramatically grown and federal and state subsidies
have kept pace with operating cost increases.

•

Limited capital planning integrated with service planning and operating cost impacts.

Exhibit 3-Q
EMTA High Growth Accounts
$1.8
Avg. Annual Growth

Healthcare
Workers Compensation
Fuel
LIFT Pension

$1.6
$1.4

15.1%
22.5%
24.7%
9.9%

Cost (Millions)

$1.2
$1.0
$0.8
$0.6
$0.4
$0.2
$0.0
1999
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Findings: River Valley Transportation (RVT)
RVT is an urban transportation authority providing service
to a population of 70,000 people located in and around
Lycoming County. It is a Class 3 operation, offering fixed
route bus and demand response services. Key findings
from the operational audit follow:
General Trends
• Population is decreasing in contrast to slight
statewide growth while employment is
increasing more in contrast to slight statewide
growth.
•

Annual ridership relatively stable at 1.3 million
while vehicle miles have been growing slightly
since 1996.

•

Fare revenue has increased annually by 3.7
percent, senior reimbursements by 6.8 percent
and total revenue by 4.2 percent.

•

•

RVT Peer Agencies
(Class 3)
ECT– Eau Claire, WI
STS – Sheboygan, WI
RPT – Rochester, MN

Fast Facts (2005)

Operating expenses show annual growth of 5.1
percent since 1996; labor-related expenses of 4.5
percent.

Ridership
Vehicles

High average annual growth accounts are
healthcare at 12.9 percent, fuel at 7.3 percent,
and advertising at 9.9 percent. (Exhibit 3-R)

City has overmatched funding
requirement; limited local subsidy
by jurisdictions outside of City.

Procurement and Contracting
• Fuel purchased through
Pennsylvania Education Joint
Purchasing Council (PEJPC) pool.

Employees

47

Total Assets

$24 Million

Total Revenues

$1.0 Million

Total Expenses

$3.1 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$2.1 Million

$400.0
Avg. Annual Growth

Healthcare
Fuel
Advertising

$350.0
$300.0

12.9%
7.3%
9.9%

$250.0
$200.0
$150.0
$100.0
$50.0
$0.0
1997
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791,027

Exhibit 3-R
RVT High Growth Accounts

Cost (Thousands)

•

Planning and investment decisions
integrated with land use, economic
development, and multijurisdiction comprehensive
planning.

30

Vehicle Miles

Governance
• City department with regional
strategic vision.
•

1.3 Million

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005
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Labor and Benefits
• Increasing use of part-timers.
•

Positive history of labor management relations.

•

Operators and mechanics hourly wages in line
with other PA Class 3 systems; operators at
U.S. Transit industry median, mechanics
below.

•

All benefits provided by City, negatively
impacting RVT workers’ compensation costs
due to consolidation with police and fire; steps
being taken to change cost allocation.

•

Labor incentives reflected in unusually high
attendance.

RVT Key Findings
Strong performance evaluation
and service adjustment program.
Average fare is 40% of base fare.
Since 2003, incentives and service
adjustments reversed declining
ridership trend.
Actions consistent with clear
strategic plan, vision, and mission.

Operations
• Strong performance evaluation and service adjustment program.
•

Recently reduced spare ratio to 27 percent.

•

Fixed route vehicle miles have grown
annually by 2.9 percent since 1996 due
to expanded suburban services.

•

Low peak to base ratio reflects
consistent service throughout day.

•

Scheduling efficiency reflected in low
overtime.

•

Only demand response service is ADA;
uses flexible fixed route for certain
ADA trips.

•

Only two (2) percent of riders pay full
fare.

•

Fixed route full fare doubled since 2001
to $2.00; fare incentives have reversed
declining trend in ridership.

•

Average fare 40 percent of full fare.
(Exhibit 3-S)

Exhibit 3-S
RVT Average Fare

$2.00

$0.80

Base Fare

Avg. Fare

40 %
of
Base
Fare
Source: PennDOT

Source:FY2006-07
PennDOT

Finance and Capital Program
Since FY 1996 operating losses before
government subsidy, excluding depreciation, have increased to $2.1 million in FY 2005 from
$1.3 million.
• Seventy-one percent of capital funds available for basic capital projects; remainder used for
operating expenses.
• Capital primarily allocated to facility expansions.
• Long-term leases paid up front with capital funds in lieu of annual operating costs.
•
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Findings: Indiana County Transit Authority (ICTA)
ICTA is a rural transportation authority providing service to a
population of 90,000 people located in Indiana County. It is a Class
4 operation, offering fixed route bus and demand response services.
Key findings from the operational audit follow:
General Trends
• Population (90,000) and employment (30,000)
generally constant since 1997.
•

Median household income below state
average with differential growing since 1999.

•

Ridership for fixed route service has
decreased 3.1 percent annually since 1996,
primarily due to the loss of a University
contract; demand response ridership 9.5
percent annual growth. (Exhibit 3-T)

•

Fares for fixed route service increased in
2002, 2004, and 2005.

•

Operating expenses show high average
annual growth of 12.9 percent since 1996 due
to demand response service increases; labor
component at 7.9 percent.

•

High annual growth accounts are purchased
services at 69.5 percent, health insurance at
11.5 percent, workers compensation at 11.0
percent and pension at 9.3 percent.

ICTA Peer Agencies
(Class 4)
DuFAST - Clearfield
County, PA
Endless Mtns. – Bradford, Sullivan,
Tioga Counties, PA
Schuylkill County, PA

Fast Facts (2005)
Ridership

281,029

Vehicles

28

Vehicle Miles

1.4 Million

Employees

35

Total Assets

$10.3 Million

Total Revenues

$1.6 Million

Total Expenses

$2.8 Million

Governance
• Seven (7)-member board appointed
by county commissioners.

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$1.0 Million

Diverse group but with 54 percent of
ridership from Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP), no board
representation.

Exhibit 3-T
ICTA Vehicle Miles

•

1,200,000

Fixed Route
Demand Response
1,000,000

•

Lost contract for special IUP park
and ride service in 2001 primary
reason for ridership loss.

800,000

Vehicle Miles

Procurement and Contracting
• Demand response subcontracted to
four providers with vehicles leased
from ICTA.

600,000

400,000

200,000

0
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Labor
• Thirty-five (35) employees, all non-unionized.
•

Overtime almost non-existent.

•

Operators and mechanics wages below U.S.
industry average.

ICTA Key Findings
Extensive use of part-time
drivers; overtime almost
non-existent. (Exhibit 3-U)

Operations
• Staff not focused on efficiency and effectiveness of
fixed route services; no route analyses.
•

54% of riders drawn from
Indiana University of
Pennsylvania.

Distance-based fare structure; IUP riders use prepaid fare cards.

•

Medical Assistance Transportation Program costs
of demand response services have increased
dramatically.

•

Inadequate record keeping for operating and
inventory data.

12.9% average annual growth
in operating expenses driven
by demand response service
increases.
Limited performance
standards and services.

Finance and Capital Program
Operating losses before government subsidy
excluding depreciation have increased from $0.5
million in FY1996 to $1.1 million in FY2005.

•

•

Uses RPO TIP process for capital programming, has no formal internal process.

•

60 percent of capital used for operating purposes.

Exhibit 3-U
ICTA Use of Part-Time Labor

ICTA

Average Across All Agencies (2004)
Part-Time
11%

Part-Time
41%
Full Time
59%

Full Time
89%
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Findings: Union Snyder Transportation Alliance (USTA)
USTA is a bi-county transportation organization providing service to a
population of 80,000 people located in and around Union and Snyder Counties. It is a Class 5
operator, offering only demand response services. Key findings from the operational audit follow:
General Trends
Two (2)-county service area has no population
growth, modest employment growth, and lower
average annual income than the statewide
average.

•

Governance
• Bi-county
elected-official board oversees
operation of demand response service through
parent social service agency primarily focused
on needs of low income population.
•

•

Insurance, healthcare, pension, workers
compensation, and professional services pooled
through county governments.
Uses state contracts for computers, equipment,
and tires.

Labor
• Total workforce of 36 is non-unionized.
•

50

Carbon County, PA
Centre County, PA
Mercer County, PA

No distinct transportation or transit mission.

Procurement and Contracting
• All vehicle maintenance contracted out.
•

USTA Peer Agencies
(Class 5)

Fast Facts (2005)
Ridership
Vehicles
Vehicle Miles

91,286
29
740,602

Employees

35

Total Assets

$1.8 Million

Total Revenues

$1.2 Million

Total Expenses

$1.2 Million

Fed/State/Local Operating Subsidy

$0

Workforce comprised of full- and part-time
drivers with average age in excess of 60 years.
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Operations
• Overall passenger trips have declined 1.4 percent
per year since 1996 while vehicle miles have
increased over two (2) percent per year.
•

No routine monitoring of service quality goals or
published service standards.

•

Virtually all assets are vehicles.

•

Ridership per revenue hour is high.

Finance
• Fares constructed to provide breakeven results.

USTA Key Findings
Budgets and manages
financial operations well.
Historically no formalized
long-range planning process;
current needs being studied.
Increase in vehicle miles
negatively impacting costs
but managing productivity
well with high ridership per
vehicle hour.

•

To achieve breakeven results, fares must be so high
that virtually no individual could afford a trip
without program sponsorship; and as fares increase,
programs operating on fixed budgets can afford
fewer trips for clients. The result is lack of access to
services.

•

USTA has managed these costs well despite inconsistent requirements for administration and
operations from various state transportation programs.

•

Budgets and manages well but would benefit from increased technical assistance.

•

Capital focused on vehicle replacement.
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Transit Comparisons
Following the completion of the seven (7) transit audits, a comparative analysis was prepared,
concentrating on demographic, economic, operational, and financial variables. A summary of
operational and financial measures is presented below.
Operational Measures
Typical operational measures for transit agencies include ridership, revenue hours (the number of
hours of service offered), vehicle, employees, and ridership per revenue hour. These measures are
displayed in Exhibit 3-V.
Of the seven (7) transit
agencies, SEPTA is
clearly
the
largest
operation, with four (4)
times as many riders as
the remaining six (6)
operations combined
and almost twice as
many revenue hours and
vehicles as the remaining
six
(6)
operations
combined. This level of
ridership
density
produces the highest
ridership per revenue
hour.
When SEPTA’s
individual modes are
examined (see Exhibit 3W), we find that the
ridership per revenue
hour ranges from a low
of two (2) for demand
response service to a
high of 108 for heavy rail
service.

Exhibit 3-V
Operational Measures: Seven Audited Transit Agencies
Transit
Agency
SEPTA
PAAC
LANTA
EMTA
RVT
ICTA
USTA

Ridership

Revenue
Hours

Vehicles

Employees

Ridership
per Revenue
Hour

334,529,158
66,845,481
5,157,700
2,816,421
1,256,222
281,029
91,286

6,491,645
2,986,825
384,000
214,701
48,672
19,467
18,276

2,676
1,082
238
109
31
28
28

8,864
2,992
171
196
46
35
35

52
23
13
13
26
14
5

Exhibit 3-W
SEPTA Ridership per Revenue Hour by Mode
Mode

Ridership per Revenue Hour

Bus
Light Rail
Commuter or Regional Rail
Heavy Rail (subway & elevated)
Demand Response

50
72
54
108
2

The only mode where SEPTA’s ridership per revenue hour is low is demand response service.
Dense traffic patterns of the city and a court order that requires SEPTA to have zero ADA trip
denials lead to this lower productivity.
When reviewing the operational statistics of the other six (6) agencies, RVT stands out as
generating a high ridership per revenue hour. This is a function of RVT’s aggressive marketing
programs, continued optimization process for service delivery, and discount fare policies. Though
seemingly low in comparison to the other transit operations, USTA’s ridership per revenue hour
value of five (5) is quite strong considering it is for demand response service. No other transit
agency in the group realized more than 2.5 riders per revenue hour for demand response
operations.
52
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Financial Measures
Key financial measures for
transit agencies include cost
per passenger, operating ratio
(the portion of operating
expenses covered by operating
revenues), and operating
subsidy per passenger
(federal, state, and local
subsidies used for operations).
These measures for the full
system are displayed in
Exhibit 3-X.6

Exhibit 3-X
Financial Measures:
Seven Audited Transit Agencies
Transit
Agency
SEPTA
PAAC
LANTA
EMTA
RVT
ICTA
USTA

Transit
Class

Cost per
Passenger

Operating
Ratio

Operating
Subsidy per
Passenger

1
2
3
3
3
4
5

$2.76
$4.40
$4.31
$4.38
$2.51
$9.89
$18.66

46.9%
30.2%
48.6%
52.2%
32.7%
59.0%
100.0%

$1.49
$3.07
$2.21
$2.09
$1.69
$4.05
$0

RVT and SEPTA lead the
group in low costs per passenger and low operating subsidy per passenger. Not unexpected are
higher costs per passenger for ICTA and USTA where demand response operations comprises
much or all of the service provided.
High operating ratios for both of these agencies are the product of ICTA’s reliance on University
passengers as well as ICTA’s and USTA’s significant state agency payments for the Medical
Assistance Transportation Program. Conversely, RVT has a relatively lower operating ratio
because it does not provide the shared ride service that garners revenue from state agency
payments. The low operating ratio at PAAC contributes to its relatively high operating subsidy
per passenger.

6 Senior

reimbursement revenues from the Lottery Fund and state agency payments for the Medical
Assistance Transportation Program are considered operating revenues and not operating subsidies.
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A comparison of average fare to base fare statistics is provided in Exhibit 3-Y on the following
page. Average fares as a percentage of base or full fares range from 40 percent to 199 percent. Low
percentages reflect deep discount fare structures while high percentages reflect distance based fare
structures.
In addition, a comparative analysis showing state operating grants, ridership, and population for
Classes 1-4 is shown in Exhibit 3-Z.

Exhibit 3-Z
Current Comparative Analysis - Class 1 through 4 Transit Systems
System/Class
Class 1 SEPTA
Class 2 PAAC
Class 3 Transit Systems
Class 4 Transit Systems
Grand Total

Operating Grants
$
326,669,019
$
126,984,225
$
40,411,391
$
9,514,680
$
503,579,315

Ridership
304,727,835
67,702,193
31,280,166
2,742,121
406,452,315

Population
3,728,909
1,753,136
3,765,653
1,724,837
10,972,535

Percent of Total
Class 1 SEPTA
Class 2 PAAC
Class 3 Transit Systems
Class 4 Transit Systems
Grand Total

Operating Grants
64.87%
25.22%
8.02%
1.89%
100.00%

Ridership
74.97%
16.66%
7.70%
0.67%
100.00%

Population
33.98%
15.98%
34.32%
15.72%
100.00%

Notes:
1. 2005-2006 Operating Grants from '05-'06 All State Funds includes Base Operating, Supplemental Operating,
Free Transit Funds (Class 1-4), and State Share of Non-operating Funds used for Operations.
2. Ridership based on 2004-2005 Statistical Report excludes Shared-Ride ridership.
3. Class 1, 2, 3 Population based on 2004-2005 Statistical Report and Class 4 Population based on U.S. Census 2000.
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Exhibit 3-Y
Base and Average Fare Estimates for FY 2006/07
BASE FARE

AVG. FARE

AVG. %

Class 1 - SEPTA
SEPTA - Transit
SEPTA - Commuter Rail

$2.00
$3.00

$1.40
$3.47

70%
116%

Class 2 - PAAC

$1.75

$1.24

71%

Class 3 - Other Urban
AMTRAN (Blair)
BARTA (Berks)
BCTA (Beaver)
CAT (Dauphin)
Capitol Bus
CATA (Centre)
CCTA (Cambria)
COLTS (Lackawanna)
EMTA (Erie)
Fayette County
HPT (Hazleton)
LANTA (Lehigh-Northampton)
LCTA (Luzerne)
Lebanon (COLT)
MMVTA (Mid Mon Valley)
Pottstown
RRTA (Lancaster)
SVSS (Shenango Valley)
Washington
RVT (Williamsport)
WCTA (Westmoreland)
YCTA (York)

$1.25
$1.45
$1.75
$1.50
$2.10
$1.25
$1.45
$1.25
$1.10
$1.00
$1.00
$1.75
$1.50
$1.00
$1.50
$1.25
$1.20
$1.00
$1.10
$2.00
$1.20
$1.30

$1.22
$1.07
$1.93
$1.25
$3.18
$0.59
$0.88
$1.11
$1.07
$1.05
$0.95
$0.84
$0.97
$1.12
$2.60
$1.21
$1.26
$0.53
$2.16
$0.80
$2.06
$1.19

97%
74%
110%
83%
151%
47%
60%
89%
97%
105%
95%
48%
65%
112%
173%
97%
105%
53%
196%
40%
171%
92%

Class 4 - Rural
ATA (North Central PA)
BTA (Butler)
Carbon County
CATA (Crawford)
CCTA-rural
DuFAST (Clearfield)
EMTA (Endless Mtns.)
ICTA (Indiana)
MCTA (Monroe)
Mid-County (Armstrong)
Mt. Carmel (Northumberland)
NCATA (New Castle)
STS (Schuylkill)
TAWC (Warren)
VCTO (Venango)
WCTA (Westmoreland)
YCTA (York)

$1.00
$1.00
$1.50
$1.00
$1.45
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.25
$1.00
$0.70
$0.75
$1.25
$0.75
$1.50
$1.20
$1.30

$1.11
$0.93
$1.20
$1.00
$2.88
$0.86
$1.83
$0.92
$1.30
$1.26
$1.20
$1.26
$1.38
$0.66
$1.38
$1.82
$0.90

111%
93%
80%
100%
199%
86%
183%
92%
104%
126%
171%
168%
111%
88%
92%
152%
69%
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Post-Audit Activity
Some changes have taken place since the audits were performed. SEPTA has consolidated its
capital organization to reduce costs and improve productivity, and more significantly, PAAC’s
new Executive Director has initiated a service redesign for the full system in anticipation of
significant service adjustments to more properly reflect area demographics and ridership trends.

Reform Recommendations on Optimizing Transit Operations
As a result of the seven (7) operational audits, the Commission has identified opportunities to
improve productivity, to increase revenues, and to decrease costs. These opportunities have been
translated into recommended actions for optimizing transit operations.
Overall Recommendation
The Commission recommends that a series of reforms that encourage sound business
practices be implemented. Transit business practices are affected by not only
internal management practices, but also government administrative and legislative
requirements. The Commission has determined that improved efficiencies are
possible with changes in each of these areas.
Transit Actions
The transit audits revealed that there are actions that can be taken across the state by
all transit agencies to improve financial efficiency, such as eliminating and/or
restructuring poor performing routes; reducing labor costs with the use of
technology, analysis, and part-time labor; and increasing revenues by instituting
regular fare increases.
1. Require Comprehensive Network Analysis and Planning
Make comprehensive network analysis and planning part of each transit agency’s standard
business practice by requiring transit agencies to (1) meet minimum PennDOT-established
operational and financial performance standards on an annual basis; and (2) engage an
independent transit expert to complete a full network design analysis at least once every five
(5) years; and (3) prepare a strategic plan at least once every five (5) years and link subsequent
service planning and budget preparation to plan results.
2. Review Fare Revenue Policy on a Regular Basis
Review transit agency fare rates and structure at least every two (2) years, and make
adjustments to ensure that passenger revenues are increasing in accordance with inflation.
Incremental local contribution above the minimum local match requirement may be
substituted for fare revenue increases.
3. Evaluate Competitive Contracting Opportunities via Procurement Process
The Commission recommends that SEPTA and PAAC be required and other transit agencies
be encouraged to evaluate competitive contracting opportunities through a formal
procurement process at least once every four (4) years in concert with the expiration of labor
contracts. The assessment must consider the system’s labor costs compared to the private
marketplace and provide opportunity for existing labor union bargaining units to participate
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in the competitive process in a fair and equitable manner. No advantages should be given to
either the private marketplace or the existing bargaining unit in making the assessment.
Should a transit agency elect to use a private contractor, any displacement of existing
represented employees should be by attrition.
When transit agencies have developed unique skills (such as vehicle overhauls) and could
provide these services to other public sector agencies, insourcing opportunities should be
considered. Insourcing opportunities should be fully analyzed to ensure that both the
provider and recipient of services financially gain in the arrangement and that costs are fully
allocated.
4. Reduce Labor Costs with Use of Technology, Analysis, and Part-time Labor
Reduce costs associated with labor by (1) using state-of-the-art technology, such as Automatic
Passenger Counter, Automatic Vehicle Locator and scheduling software, and analytical
techniques to optimize labor utilization and productivity; and (2) utilizing part-time
employees where appropriate.
5. Reduce SEPTA Costs Through Average Speed-Related Improvements
To significantly reduce SEPTA operating costs, improve the average speed of bus and rail
operations by (1) locally implementing “Transit Priority” actions, (2) reducing layover times,
(3) providing for signal prioritization or pre-emption, (4) reducing the number of bus and
station stops, and/or (5) investing in longer and higher platforms and other station
improvements.
6. Reduce Relatively High PAAC Labor Costs
Reduce the growth in high PAAC labor costs through productivity improvements and, upon
labor contract expiration, wage rate and benefit cost adjustments.
7. Improve Inventory Management with Technology and Analysis
Reduce cash outlays and obsolete inventory by using state-of-the-art technology and analytical
techniques to support inventory management.
8. Implement Recommendations Generated from Commission Audit Findings
Review Commission audit findings and implement additional recommendations for revenue
generation and efficiency improvements.
State Administrative Actions
State efforts to expand transit participation in state purchasing pools, establish state
policies for transit assets, and offer central state purchasing of transit vehicles are
examples of actions that would result in operating and capital spending reductions
for transit agencies across the state. The Commission’s specific reform
recommendations for state administrative actions follow:
9. Provide a Statewide Health Insurance Pool for Transit Agencies
Explore opportunities for transit agencies to join the state employee health benefit program.
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10. Expand Transit Participation in State Purchasing Pools
Incorporate transit agencies in state fuel purchasing, Strategic Sourcing, and state Department
of General Services purchasing programs.
11. Offer Central State Purchasing of Transit Vehicles and Equipment
Providing a central state purchasing and/or leasing mechanism that supports fleet and
inventory standardization.
12. Establish State Policy for Transit Assets
Direct PennDOT to develop policies and regulations to protect transportation assets, including
regulations regarding fleet standardization, maintenance, and life-cycle investment.
13. Explore the Opportunities for a Statewide Transit Pension Program
Explore the potential to form a statewide transit pension system or include transit employees
in the State pension plan.
14. Control High Spare Ratios Through Capital Funding Mechanism
Provide a capital funding mechanism that controls for inordinately high fleet spare ratios.
15. Standardize Community Transportation Administration & Operational Requirements
An inter-agency review of Community Transportation services, programs, and policies should
be performed to establish Commonwealth goals, determine the most cost-efficient and
sustainable methods and policies to achieve such goals, standardize administrative and
operational requirements for transportation programs across all state departments and
agencies, and recognize the overall cost to the Commonwealth of these transportation
programs.
16. Execute Formal Contracts with Local Governments for Funding
Require transit agencies to execute annual formal contracts for funding with all local
governments providing matching support.
State Legislative Actions
An important component of transit reform is the amendment or creation of new
legislation that will improve productivity, increase revenues, and decrease costs.
The Commission’s specific reform recommendations for state legislative actions
follow:
17. Provide Project Delivery Alternatives to Reduce Costs
Provide transit agencies with the ability to reduce capital costs by taking advantage of
innovative project delivery and financing options in accordance with PennDOT-established
policies, including (1) design/build turnkey construction, (2) design/ build/operate/maintain
construction, and (3) public-private partnerships.
18. Eliminate Legislated Controls Regarding SEPTA’s Non-Represented Employees
Eliminate current State legislation that protects SEPTA’s non-represented employees.
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19. To Reduce Costs, Waive, or Incorporate Financial Test for Pennsylvania Steel Act
Provide a transit waiver for the Pennsylvania Steel Act or amend legislation to incorporate a
financial test exception, as the Buy America Act provides, to protect transit agencies against
unacceptably high purchasing costs.
20. To Optimize Delivery Times and Reduce Costs, Waive, or Limit Separations Act
Requirement
Waive or limit the provisions of the Separations Act that require four-part bidding for capital
projects funded by the Public Transit Capital Assistance Program.
21. Prohibit Benefit Double-Dipping
Enact legislation clearly prohibiting the simultaneous receipt of pension and workers
compensation benefits.
22. Eliminate Performance Bonds for Goods and Materials
Eliminate the 50% performance bond requirement for vendors providing goods and materials
for transit agencies.
23. Eliminate Supervisory Conflict
Eliminate the ability for first line supervisors to be represented by the same labor union
representing those employees that they manage as they do at PAAC and SEPTA.
24. Clearly Enable Non-Transportation Revenue Generation
Clearly enable revenue generation by transit agencies from new revenue sources, both
transportation and non-transportation related, and eliminate existing advertising prohibition
placed on SEPTA regional rail.
More Far-Reaching Transit Actions
The Commission also recommends consideration of two (2) additional action items
for SEPTA that are more far reaching or “out-of-the box.” Both have been designed
to deal with major structural and organizational issues, and both would require
significant changes in traditional approach and practice.
25. Analyze Potential of New SEPTA Regional Rail Network Design
Analyze options, costs, and benefits associated with a dramatic redesign of the SEPTA rail
network that incorporates geographical ring structures, express service, and replacement of
some rail lines with light rail.
26. Significantly Revamp SEPTA Capital Program Management
Significantly improve capital program management at SEPTA by totally revamping
organization and slow internal practices and policies, including management decision-making,
budget adjustment, and procurement.
Alternatively, SEPTA could hire an outside
management team to produce similar wholesale changes.
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Chapter Four
Growth and Development
Introduction
In its examination of Pennsylvania’s growth and development patterns the Commission has found
the absence of a clear link between transportation and growth management and a lack of focus on
optimizing existing transportation infrastructure. The Commission believes this is a missed
opportunity to produce cost-effective mobility for Pennsylvanians.
There are two charges outlined in the Governor’s Executive Order to guide the Commission’s
investigation and analysis of more efficient patterns of development, as related to transportation.
The Executive Order states that:
•

The Commission shall assess the relationship of growth and development patterns and
policies to the Commonwealth’s transportation systems, particularly fixed rail systems.

•

In metropolitan areas around the U.S., policies are being put in place to encourage
development patterns that are easily served by transit and lead to fewer car trips and less
congestion. The Commission shall assess the opportunity to implement similar policies in the
Commonwealth.

This chapter explores the relationship between growth, development, and the transportation
systems that serve the Commonwealth’s mobility needs. The relationship is framed by analysis of
the most pressing issues, trends, and impacts that are occurring across the state, especially with
respect to highway congestion and the operating efficiency of rail and urban transit systems. (In
subsequent sections, this chapter outlines policies and programs across the country that seek to
improve the connection between development and transportation.)

Key Recommendations
Link land use and transportation through the implementation of “Smart
Transportation” design practices and preconditioning major capacity improvements
on a community land use/transportation vision that provides for sustainable
investments.
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Develop an incentive based funding program to link land use and multimodal
community investments through collaboration with partners including
municipalities, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Rural Planning Organizations,
and other interested parties.
Exhibit 4-A
Population Change in Pennsylvania

Background
Pennsylvania exhibits vast
disparities in areas of growth
around the state. As Exhibit 4-A
shows, population loss is more
prevalent in the western part of the
state, while steady growth in
bedroom communities to large
urban areas (New York City,
Philadelphia, Baltimore) are driving
growth in the northeastern,
southeastern, and south central
portions of the state.
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Exhibit 4-B
Pennsylvania Land Consumption
by Metro Area (1982-1997)

Sc

The overall population growth of the
state, however, has remained low in
recent years.
During the 1990s,
Pennsylvania garnered the thirdslowest growth among states, as it
grew by just 3.4 percent or 400,000
More importantly,
residents.1
throughout the state, the patterns
of new development, most notably
sprawling, low density retail and
residential areas, are impacting the
ability for transportation networks to
efficiently serve the expanding range
of trip origins and destinations. The
sprawling development trends in
light of a slow overall growth rate
reflect a population that is
redistributing itself.
In essence,
Pennsylvania’s population is
spreading out, and its core towns are
“hollowing out.”

Census, 2000
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Pennsylvania’s 15 major metropolitan areas in Exhibit 4-B. As many metropolitan populations
declined (most notably the Pittsburgh and Scranton areas) from 1982-1997, the land consumption
rate often outpaced the U.S. average of 1.3 acres per new household.
Sprawl results in growth in new suburbs and outer townships, while older boroughs and cities
struggle to maintain existing population. Employment opportunities have also moved out to the
suburbs, and, more often than not, the associated journey to work and personal trips in these
locations can only be accommodated by the automobile.

Growth Issues and Impact on Transportation Systems

Percent Change

The sprawling development
patterns that are occurring in
Exhibit 4-C
Pennsylvania’s communities often
Growth in Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled (DVMT) vs.
create negative transportation,
Growth in Population
social and environmental impacts.
Transportation impacts include
20.0%
increased travel times and trip
lengths on roadways, increased
15.0%
roadway traffic congestion,
dispersed suburban centers of
DVMT
employment and population, and
10.0%
Population
difficulties linking suburban
centers with transportation
5.0%
infrastructure.
Social and
environmental impacts include
0.0%
vacant urban industrial sites, loss
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
of open space, and concentrated
areas of poverty in urban areas.
These far reaching issues often
underlie the debate about controls on land use and development across the Commonwealth and
nationwide.
Sprawl-related transportation issues in Pennsylvania are best highlighted by an analysis of growth
in highway travel in comparison to the growth in population. As noted previously, the 1990-2000
population growth was 3.4 percent, however, the growth in vehicle miles traveled and mean travel
time to work grew by 18 percent and 17 percent, respectively. Exhibit 4-C displays population
growth vs. vehicle mile growth over the past 10 years.
Despite the patterns of slow growth that Pennsylvania experienced throughout the 1990s, the
number of new households outpaced the growth in population 6.3 percent to 3.4 percent,
respectively. Ninety percent (90%) of the new household growth occurred in suburban rural
townships. As a result, Pennsylvania had the third highest homebuilding rate in the country
despite its slow overall population growth. These new homes, built in previously undeveloped
areas, often lack existing adequate infrastructure including roads, transit, sewer and water, and
other community services.
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Exhibit 4-D
Change in Select Pennsylvania
Urban Areas 1990-2000

Exhibit 4-D confirms that in-state
migration patterns have trended
away from cities and urbanized
areas and shifted toward the
state’s rural areas and new
suburbs.
Decentralized
population growth patterns and
use of new technology have
caused employment to
decentralize as well. Transit needs
have shifted along with the
population, and the cost of
supplying the necessary level of
transit service to the outer
townships has grown due to the
increased cost of serving low
density areas.

Underutilization of the state’s
existing core infrastructure in
“hollowed out” areas decreases
the overall efficiency of the transportation network and increases the costs for highways and
transit. The need for new transportation infrastructure, covering larger areas with less population
density, has had serious economic consequences on Pennsylvania transit agencies. The
geographical spread of new development produces scattered trip origins and destinations which
are not well served by transit. This results in increased highway congestion and pressure for
further road capacity expansions in areas with little modal choice.
As these trends have developed, Pennsylvania has experienced an absence of coordinated land use
and transportation planning. This has resulted in little or no effort toward focusing growth
around existing transportation systems. Consequently, both highway and transit systems are
unable to respond efficiently to this growth. The Commission believes that a coordinated
planning effort should be made, balancing the needs of development and the transportation
network.
Managing the growth of sprawling development in Pennsylvania has been hampered by the
extensive fragmentation of local governments, which are responsible for land use planning and
management. Each of the over 2,500 municipal governments face different needs and compete for
economic development opportunities. As a result, regional cooperation is often sacrificed in favor
of local control over land use issues. Fragmentation also limits the capacity of individual local
governments to address the complex challenges of suburbanization, revitalization, and economic
development in terms of resources and expertise.
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Existing State Law and Policies
Pennsylvania has taken some steps to emphasize the importance of coordinated growth and
development. However, until state legislation and policies become more stringent or incorporate
significant incentives, a disconnect will remain between the intent of state initiatives and the shape
of ongoing development patterns. As an example, the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code
(MPC) encourages, but does not require, planning as a means by which future growth of the
Commonwealth may be managed on a local level. Recent amendments to the MPC now make it
easier for multi-municipal planning and promote local governments to regulate land use from a
regional perspective. While these coordination actions are authorized, they are not required.
Recent progress, however, has been made in Pennsylvania:
•

In 2000, Act 68 revisions to the Municipalities Planning Code authorized “Traditional
Neighborhood Development” that encourages new mixed use, traditional development
patterns often found in older small towns and villages across the Commonwealth.

•

In 2003, the Commonwealth’s Conference on Transportation and Land Use for Economic
Development resulted in a statewide action plan to guide discussion and implementation of
state agency policies to integrate transportation and land use. Similar regional conferences
have since been conducted, and development of regional action plans is currently underway.

•

In 2005, the Transit Revitalization Investment District Act (TRID) established enabling
legislation to encourage transit oriented development. TRID locations, within close proximity
to transit stations, are intended to support ridership and encourage denser and more walkable
communities. TRID development can create transit villages by stimulating public/private
partnerships, establishing value capture areas, and encouraging private sector investment near
the transit station. Since the enactment of the TRID Act, nine (9) TRID studies have been
approved by the state for funding.

•

Smart Transportation policies have recently been initiated by PennDOT that promote the design
and “rightsizing” of road and bridge projects to complement community goals and objectives.
These policies also promote local land use regulations that support development patterns and
street network designs often found in older communities. Such “sustainable design” practices
encourage efficient vehicular traffic, foster transit service opportunities, and encourage pedestrian
and bicycle travel. These policies reflect the importance of leveraging existing investments to
properly maintain the existing transportation system and provide sustainable solutions at a
reasonable cost.
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•

In October of 2005, Governor Rendell’s Economic Development Cabinet released the Keystone
Principles for Growth, Investment and Resource Conservation. These principles and criteria
are to be used by state agencies “to guide investment and support local growth and economic
development across the Commonwealth.”2 The Principles focus on providing:
♦

Funding preference to the reuse and redevelopment of previously developed sites.

♦

Making highway and public transportation investments in existing developed areas
that attract residents and visitors.

♦

Concentrating development so that it is integrated with existing or planned
transportation.

♦

Investing in businesses that are located near existing or planned transportation access.

♦

Planning regionally while implementing locally. The Keystone Principles rely on the
voluntary implementation by participating agencies.

The Keystone Principles have recently been adopted by state agencies, and many of the associated
new initiatives have just begun to take shape. Time will tell if real change occurs on the scale
needed to influence the transportation/land use balance. The Commission believes that these
initiatives have the potential for impacting growth and development across the Commonwealth.

Passenger Rail Systems
The Executive Order for the Commission requested that specific attention be placed on the
analysis of rail infrastructure in the Commonwealth. An extensive rail network is found in the
state’s largest two urban areas. These fixed assets, however, are not easily adaptable to
fragmented land use development. An assessment of SEPTA, PAAC, and the Amtrak Keystone
Corridor reveals that further intensification of land uses along existing rail corridors could
introduce transit supportive development that would further leverage these existing
transportation assets. There are other areas not specifically investigated by the Commission,
which are under consideration. These include commuter rail services to New York from Scranton
and Allentown.
The Commission investigated the current conditions of the following rail operations to document
the effectiveness of current service and illustrate its value as a transportation asset:
SEPTA Rail Service
There are currently three (3) fixed rail modes in the five (5) county Philadelphia region. These
include commuter rail, heavy rail, and light rail. Ridership on all rail lines totaled 144.9 million in
2005. Ridership on the commuter rail system has increased 2.7 percent annually since 1996. The
commuter rail network carries many passengers who originate their trips in less dense, rural and
suburban developments. For SEPTA the average population densities along its currently
2
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Press Release: “Agencies Announce Keystone Principles for Growth, Investment & Resource
Development” NewPA.com (2005).
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configured fixed rail network routes exceed
minimum density levels. However, growth
has been occurring well outside the traditional
end-of-line ridership catchment area, and
development patterns are often difficult to
efficiently serve with feeder bus-to-rail
services.

Exhibit 4-E
Average Population Densities
SEPTA
Heavy Rail Stations

18,390 persons/sqmi

SEPTA Commuter
Rail Stations
6,083 persons/sqmi
PAAC Rail Service
PAAC’s light rail system extends to the south
PAAC Light
of the Pittsburgh Central Business District.
Rail Stations
5,498 persons/sqmi
Ridership in 2005 was 7 million and has
declined 0.5 percent annually since 1996. The
PA Amtrak Stations
trend began to reverse in 2005 with some
(urban and rural)
5,736 persons/sqmi
ridership gains. The light rail system does not
currently encompass an area of sufficient
residential, commercial, or entertainment
density to maximize efficiency and draw riders out of alternative modes. The optimal density for
light rail transit services has been estimated at 15,000 persons per square mile. Current PAAC
light rail density is significantly less.
Expansion plans in concert with increased development along the right-of-way may increase
densities. In fact, expansion of light rail to the North Shore with its commercial, sports, and
entertainment venues promises several potential benefits. These benefits include expanding
ridership to existing venues and the increasing private investment in new North Shore and at
other points along the rail right-of-way.
State-Supported Amtrak Rail Service
Amtrak service provided within the Keystone Corridor between Philadelphia and Harrisburg is a
focal point of reinvestment in infrastructure. The results of a $145 million capital investment are:
•

Much improved ride quality and increased speeds up to 110 mph.

•

Reduced travel time by 30 minutes for express service and 15 minutes for all stop service.
Travel by the Keystone service is now faster than by automobile.

Overall, Pennsylvania intercity rail ridership in 2005 was over 4.9 million, with the Keystone
service experiencing significant ridership growth of 18.5 percent.
Growth and Land Use Trends Impacting Rail
The overall analysis of rail systems and their relationship to current growth and development
trends indicates that the existing densities served by rail in Philadelphia and on the Keystone
Corridor are appropriate. However, additional opportunities to direct growth along all
established rail corridors are not being realized. In fact, the trend in growth and development is
leading towards dramatic increases in rail operating costs as the ridership base disperses further
from the rail corridor.
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Park-and-ride facilities are developed at the farthest extents of service to capture low-density
growth. These facilities tend to compete for investment with transit-oriented developments that
seek to create high density, mixed land uses to serve more than just commuter needs around
station areas. For rail stations surrounded by large parking lots and congested arterials with
heavy traffic, additional environmental challenges may discourage residential development or
pedestrian access.
The Commonwealth’s rail systems have recently reported growth in ridership. However, there is
pressure to expand the rail network into new, low density areas which may result in an
underutilization and underinvestment in maintaining core rail services.

Best Practices
The Commission’s research included a review of the best mechanisms which have been used
nationally to manage growth and reduce auto travel. Not all of these mechanisms are appropriate
or applicable to Pennsylvania. The range of efforts being used to encourage development patterns
which reduce auto travel and optimize efficiency of existing transportation infrastructure includes
growth boundaries, growth moratoriums, targeted building codes, and site level zoning
provisions that influence travel behavior, transit oriented development, pedestrian-friendly design
for communities and activities centers, infill development in urban/industrial locations, and
incentives and fees. A summary and brief analysis is presented in Exhibit 4-F.
National policies to encourage development patterns that reduce auto travel can be divided into
three broad categories: growth management controls, economic development practices, and
incentives. The applicability of each of these policies for use by the Commonwealth may not be
consistent or even appropriate with our local government control of land use. Some of these tools,
however, may be adapted for Pennsylvania. While strict regulatory control on growth to curb
sprawl is not plausible, Pennsylvania may choose to benchmark and map current population and
development densities and encourage regional multi-government cooperation for planning and
implementating ordinances. Where the Commonwealth is significantly involved in an economic
development project, there is an opportunity to exhibit leadership. National best practices such as
pedestrian-friendly design, transit friendly site selection, or brownfields/infill redevelopment
preferences, should be encouraged. Conditioning approvals of state funding through use of the
Keystone Principles and Investment Criteria is a tool for state agencies to that end.
Several of the tools used in other jurisdictions are already being applied in portions of the
Commonwealth. To expand the use of growth and development best practices across
Pennsylvania, the Commission recommends establishing incentives to stimulate local attention to
transportation and land use concerns.
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Exhibit 4-F
Policies to Encourage Development Patterns that Reduce Auto Travel

Economic Development Practices

Growth Management

Policy

Examples

Analysis

Growth
Boundaries;
Regulatory
Controls

Regulatory controls on
growth in the interests of
curbing sprawl and
associated negative effects

Portland, OR;
Minneapolis-St
Paul, MN;
Lancaster
County, PA

Contentious measures often
viewed as increasing
automobile congestion and
housing prices

Growth
Moratoriums;
Traffic
Ordinances

Ordinances that regulate the
pace of new development to
ensure adequate capacity
and performance of existing
and new public facilities

Dallas, TX;
MD; WA; NH;
FL

If not uniformly applied,
these measures will simply
displace growth into
adjacent municipalities

Building
Codes; Site
Level Zoning

Specific provisions such as
parking restrictions &
reduction in building
setbacks influence transport
options and travel behavior

Portland, MN;
Bethesda, MD;
San Diego, CA

Requirements need to be
flexible with sufficient
economic incentives for the
type of development
desired

Transit
Oriented
Development

Growth is focused or
intensified in the immediate
vicinity of a transit route,
station or other service
node. Along with the higher
densities, TODs need
pedestrian and transit
friendly design
Structure a community or
activity center with
traditional town
characteristics of mixed
uses, walkable distances,
sidewalks & other design
features
Building on vacant parcels
within developed urban
landscapes and
redeveloping former
industrial sites

New Jersey
Transit
Villages;
Arlington, VA;
Philadelphia
Comcast
Center

The right blend of
demographics, amenities,
location and housing
market demand must be in
place in order to fully
capitalize on the benefits of
transit

Kentlands,
MD; Cagan
Crossings, FL;
Oak Hill,
Pittsburgh, PA

Reduce vehicle trips and
enhance bus transit
accessibility through design
and mixture of land uses

Philadelphia
Navy Yard;
Fruitvale
Village, East
Oakland, CA

Key strategy for addressing
economic development
needs while creating transitsupportive densities;
optimizes existing capacity
of transit systems

Pricing mechanisms may be
applied to alter existing
market conditions, acting as
development signals; may
directly or indirectly affect
land use and transportation

Tampa, FL;
Olympia, WA;
Montgomery
County, MD

Impact fees should be based
on a reasonable relationship
between services provided
and fees generated; Transfer
of Development Rights may
not work where
considerable sprawl exists

Traditional,
Pedestrian
Friendly
Design

Infill and
Brownfields
Development

Incentives

Description

Incentives and
Fees
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Commission Recommendations for Growth and Development Reform
As growth and development patterns change over time, so does the demand for transportation.
The Commission firmly believes that the optimization of the state’s transportation network as it
exists today and grows in the future must (1) be reliant upon strong links between transportation
and land use planning and (2) provide incentives should be provided to coordinate land use
development with the transportation system.
As with highways and bridges, growth and development issues are critical for transit operations
and planning. Growth should be targeted around established transit services to achieve optimal
efficiency.
The Commission’s reform recommendations for growth and development are centered around
process improvements and financial incentive programs. These are detailed below:
Link land use and transportation through the implementation of “Smart
Transportation” design practices and preconditioning major capacity improvements
on a community land use/transportation vision that provides for sustainable
investments.
1. Precondition Transportation Capacity Expansion
Precondition all significant highway and bridge, and transit capacity expansion projects on a
community land use/transportation vision and its consistency with existing comprehensive
plans. Require negotiated agreements between local governments and the state to ensure
appropriate land use controls are put in place to sustain the transportation investment into the
future.
2. Implement “Smart Transportation” in the Transportation Development Process
Apply “Smart Transportation” principles throughout all project planning and development
phases. Advance earlier identification of potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts.
Consider all modes of transportation in the transportation solution. Work with local
governments to determine project purpose and to identify appropriate scope, scale, and
context.
3. Strengthen Transportation and Economic Development Link
Strengthen the proactive involvement of PennDOT to link transportation investments with the
state’s key economic development programs by using the Keystone Principles and Criteria in
funding development projects.
4. Promote Use of Public Transportation
Create a statewide initiative to promote transit use through public outreach.
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Develop an incentive-based funding program to link land use and multimodal
community investments through collaboration with partners including
municipalities, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Rural Planning Organizations,
and other interested parties.
5. Link Capital Investment Decisions to Land Use/Transportation Planning Initiatives
Give priority to local government and transit agency investment projects that have
successfully executed state established land use/transportation planning studies and where
related investment occurs in existing and emerging town centers and regionally significant
corridors to optimize the existing transportation network.
6. Provide Incentives for Transportation Planning and Development
Develop an incentive funding program to support studies and the implementation of TRID,
Transit-Oriented Development, infill/brownfield development and multimodal options that
include bicycle and pedestrian, and investments in existing communities.
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Chapter Five
Transit Structure and Governance
Introduction
The Governor’s Executive Order directs the Commission to “assess the structure of the
Commonwealth’s transit agencies and assess whether changes to their underlying structure can
improve service, reduce costs, and increase efficiency. This review shall include board structure
and responsibilities and options for changes to asset ownership and operations, including
competitive contracting.” This chapter discusses:
•

Statewide roles for transportation governance for public transportation.

•

Findings particular to the impact on transit agency effectiveness and efficiency by agency
board structure.

•

Board responsibilities and asset ownership.

Competitive contracting issues and recommendations are presented in Chapter Three.

Key Recommendations
The Commonwealth’s decentralized public transportation structure works most
effectively with proactive technical assistance and oversight.

The governance structure of SEPTA should be examined by the Governor and
General Assembly. The size and composition of the SEPTA Board should be
reviewed for correlation to the system’s ridership base and local subsidy
contributions.

State Governance of Transit: Centralized vs. Decentralized
There are two basic approaches utilized in the United States for transportation governance at the
state level – centralized and decentralized. A centralized approach is where the majority of
responsibility for planning, operating, and maintaining significant transit facilities are controlled
at the state level. States that use this approach include New Jersey, Delaware, and Rhode Island.
A variation on centralized state governance exists in Maryland and Connecticut where a
Chapter Five
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centralized system manages the large urbanized-area transit agencies, while the smaller systems
are managed independently.
Pennsylvania represents a decentralized approach, where the state’s primary role is to ensure and
nurture cooperative efforts through statewide strategy, programming, and fiscal oversight of
distributed funds. Local autonomy by governments or authorities is exercised over priorities,
service, and capital investments. Additional examples of this approach are seen in California,
Colorado, Ohio, and Texas. While the governance of the majority of the nation’s surface
transportation system can be characterized as decentralized, a wide variety of hybrid structures
exist, spanning a continuum between nurturing and control of specific areas of concern.
Advantages and Disadvantages
There are advantages and disadvantages to both basic governance approaches. The advantages of
a state centralized structure include:
•

Economies of scale in purchasing of goods and services, administrative overhead, and
management.

•

Inter-jurisdiction integration of services between metropolitan areas and central cities.

•

Centralized technology and expertise.

•

Direct accountability for state funding.

The disadvantages of a state centralized structure include:
•

Less local control and accountability.

•

Increased difficulty integrating transportation services and projects with other local functions
such as human services, development projects, and local traffic planning.

•

Less responsiveness to changing local needs and desires.

•

Higher labor costs.

The advantages of a decentralized structure are the inverse of the centralized approach. They
include more responsiveness and accountability to local needs and desires and better coordination
and integration with local government programs and priorities. Similarly, disadvantages are less
accountability for state funds, increased difficulty coordinating among local governments and
jurisdictions, and duplication of some overhead functions.
Application to Pennsylvania
The transportation governance structure in the Commonwealth includes both the executive and
legislative branch and, like 37 of the 50 states, the statutorily created entity of the Department of
Transportation.
Assisting the Department of Transportation is the 15 member State
Transportation Commission (STC), tasked with shaping a transportation capital investment
program to ensure economic vitality of the Commonwealth.
Key components of the Commonwealth’s oversight of its transportation resources for highway
and transit are the STC-recommended state transportation improvement program (STIP) and the
ultimate budget authorization and appropriation of programs and funding by the General
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Assembly. The administration of that funding under the policies, laws, and regulations
established by the Governor and the legislature is the responsibility of the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation. It is noted, however, that federal funding for the larger urban
Class 1-3 transit agencies is distributed by formula and appropriation directly to the agencies,
thereby diffusing to some extent state oversight.
This Commission found that fully centralized governance of transit responsibilities was most
prevalent in smaller, densely populated states where it is easier to manage and exercise a
centralized statewide command and control operation of transit services.
In general, Pennsylvania exemplifies a decentralized state transportation governance structure,
with three primary exceptions. First, Pennsylvania employs a higher level of management,
operations, and maintenance authority. Second, Pennsylvania takes responsibility for some
provision of intercity bus and passenger rail services. Third, Pennsylvania gubernatorial and
legislative appointees are on the governing body of the state’s largest transit agency, SEPTA.
The Commission also found that states that provide similarly high levels of financial assistance for
public transportation operations play a stronger role than the Commonwealth in decisions and
governance through board control.
Options for Changes in the Commonwealth Role in Transportation Governance
The Commission reviewed a range of potential legislative and administrative changes regarding
the role the Commonwealth should play in transportation governance.
The Commission concluded that the decentralized governance structure was appropriate for
Pennsylvania. However, proactive oversight and technical assistance to strengthen transit
performance is warranted.

Governance Review of Transit Agencies
As part of its work, the Commission examined the governance structure of the transit agencies in
Pennsylvania as well as a number of peer agencies outside Pennsylvania. Numerous forms of
governance are used to direct and manage local transit systems in Pennsylvania and throughout
the United States. These range from departments of local government to various forms of
authorities.
The agencies selected as peers for the Commission’s seven (7) audited agencies were chosen based
upon demographic and operational similarities. While the primary use of peer agencies in the
audit process was for comparative analysis on financial and operational data, the composition of
peer governing entities clearly demonstrated the diverse forms whereby transit operations are
governed. Diversity in structure is equally evident among the smaller and larger agencies audited
by the Commission:
•

The single county operation at ICTA had three (3) Pennsylvania peer systems: a multimunicipal entity, a three (3) county operation, and a single county system directly managed by
a county.
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•

USTA, with its bi-county board of elected officials, was compared to three (3) single county
operations.

•

LANTA, a two (2) county authority, had peers which included a city owned and operated
system and a multi-jurisdictional regional authority responsible only for setting policy and
budget which contracts for management and operation of service.

•

EMTA, an authority serving city and suburban counties, was peered with a two (2) city system
and two (2) single city-centered systems.

•

Peer agencies used in the technical reviews of PAAC included a metropolitan authority, an
agency whose geographic coverage encompasses (7) seven counties, and a multi-jurisdictional
authority.

The Commission’s transit audit found that no single structure or form of governance was determined
to be, nor is recommended, as a “best model.” Instead, governance success is more dependent on the
cooperation, diligence, and actions of the board members and management team.
Board Selection, Composition, and Representation
As Exhibit 5-A shows, the Commission found that approximately 60 percent of the nation’s transit
agencies are overseen by an appointed board, with members appointed by the elected officials of a
single government or multiple
cooperating governments. The
next most popular governance
Exhibit 5-A
Transit Agency Board Selection
structure, reflecting 19 percent of
U.S. transit agencies, is a transit
organization officially aligned
National
Audited Agency
with a government entity or
Board Selection
Percentage
Structure Match
entities having a broader public
purpose than solely transit
SEPTA, PAAC, LANTA,
Appointed Members
60%
services. Two (2) of the seven (7)
EMTA, IndiGO
Commission-audited agencies fall
within this second category of
Officially Aligned with
structure, USTA and RVT.
Broader Government
19%
USTA, RVT
Other structures include agencies
Entity
with elected boards or advisory
boards only.
No Board
11%
None
To the extent that a governing
Mix of Appointed,
body is structured with a board of
Elected, and Advisory
10%
None
directors, what is the norm
Members
regarding board composition?
With the Pennsylvania agencies
audited by the Commission, it was found that for those that served more than one county, all but
one had board representation proportionate to funding and/or service provided:
•

LANTA’s 10-member appointed board is evenly split between the two (2) counties it serves.

•

EMTA, with service predominantly with the City of Erie, has a nine (9) member board
comprised of three (3) county appointees and six (6) city appointees.
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•

USTA has a bi-county board of elected officials with equal representation and equal funding
per county.

The one exception was SEPTA where board composition appears to be an anomaly and worth
citing. The composition of SEPTA’s 15-member board does not proportionately correlate with its
ridership base, density of service, population, or local funding subsidies. Eighty percent (80
percent) of the locally appointed board members represent geographic areas which generate
approximately 20 percent of the ridership.1 This same 80 percent of local members are appointed
by counties that contribute 20 percent of the local funding.
Two peer systems of SEPTA’s provide some enlightening comparisons. While regional commuter
rail operations are provided by other jurisdictional entities, the major transit agency serving the
Washington DC metropolitan area, WMATA, is governed by a board comprised of six (6)
members, two (2) each from the District of Columbia, Virginia, and Maryland. Assessments of
local funding from each are based upon formulas differentiated by mode. These formulas are
comprised of elements which include population and population density, ridership, and other
weighted factors appropriate to that mode such as revenue hours and miles, rail stations per
jurisdiction, and service type such as regional vs. non-regional. A comparison of Board
representation to three sample funding and demographic factors in shown in Exhibit 5-B.

Exhibit 5-B
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Board Representation Statistics

DC
VA
MD

Board
Representation
33.3%
33.3%
33.3%

Base Rail
Subsidy
Distribution
43.4%
25.4%
31.2%

Regional Bus
Subsidy
34.0%
29.4%
36.6%

Density
Weighted
Population
25.9%
34.0%
40.1%

While the data in Exhibit 5-B does not show an absolute alignment between board representation
shares and funding shares or demographics, the variance between board membership shares and
funding/demographic factors appears to be reasonably small.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County (METRO) centered in Houston, Texas is
governed by a nine (9) member board. Five (5) from Houston, two (2) selected by mayors of 14
other communities that are part of the METRO service area, and two (2) from Harris County. In
2005, Harris County and the City of Houston had an estimated population of 3.7 million and 2
million, respectively. With 56 percent of Board members representing the City, there is a clear
alignment of population with board representation as the City’s population amounts to 54 percent
of the County.
1 For

simplicity, City ridership is assumed to be equal to the City Transit Division ridership since SEPTA
does not maintain detailed customer data by county of residence.
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In conclusion, for both WMATA and METRO, board composition is generally representative of the
mix of funding, ridership, population, and/or services offered. Since that is not the case for
SEPTA, the Commission recommends that the governance structure of SEPTA be examined
further by the Governor and General Assembly to determine if the size and composition of the
SEPTA Board should be correlated to key financial, operational, and demographic factors such as
the system’s ridership base, local subsidy contributions, and population.
Board Responsibilities and Decisions
Local Pennsylvania transit boards are the ultimate decision makers for their agencies on labor
costs and contracts, fixed route fares, service levels, and most investment decisions despite the fact
that the preponderance of funding is provided by state and federal sources.
The allocation of roles between the governing board and management is generally set forth by
statute, articles of incorporation, bylaws, and senior management position descriptions. However,
there is a wide variance in interpretation and practice of these roles. The “Limits of Authority”
policy adopted by the PAAC Board is an exemplary policy document clarifying the relative roles
and responsibilities of the governing board and management. The Commission believes that each
Pennsylvania transit agency should review their stated and/or practiced roles on policy and
operating decisions in light of this model.
Where there is a commitment to an established agency mission and vision, board decisions on
service, investment priorities, and expenditures are significantly influenced and directed by that
vision, at times to the exclusion of other prudent considerations. For example, while the goal of
increasing ridership may be an appropriate goal for transit agencies, fare policies may be
structured to increase ridership and not passenger revenue. The Commission believes that transit
boards should institute periodic assessments of their effectiveness in optimizing financial results.
Board decisions are also heavily influenced by the existing federal, state, and local funding
structure. The Commission’s audit process found that, in many cases, expenditure decisions and
board approvals are based first on the available funding sources rather than on long-range
planning, cost benefit analyses, and needs assessments. The Commission believes that while this
practice was motivated by a short-term focus, seeking to maximize constrained resources, the
long-term interests of Pennsylvania’s transit operations must be motivated by detailed long-range
planning and analysis coupled with predictable dedicated funding.
Given the composition of most transit boards, agencies are often disconnected from local planning
and development decisions which may impact transit effectiveness and efficiencies. One
exception confirmed in the Commission’s audit is River Valley Transit, a city department where
the stated mission and direction is intertwined with the city’s economic development strategy and
efforts. The Commission believes that transit boards should work cooperatively with local
governments on development and transportation planning issues.
Finally, the Commission’s audit process found limited financial and operational analysis
performed at many transit agencies. Therefore, board members may not be making the most
informed decisions on critical issues such as cost management, service delivery, and capital
investments. The Commission believes that appointing authorities carefully consider the
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background and diversity of interests and experience of the board members it selects. Adequate
training of board members and top level managers should be a priority.
Asset Ownership
The Commission examined a number of options, such as those provided by APTA, for alternative
asset ownership and operating structure. Key options included centralized asset ownership,
increased control over existing assets, and selective ownership of new assets. Most transit
agencies hold title to the assets used in their operations. Exceptions include:
•

Agency use of innovative financing approaches, such as a sale and leaseback arrangement,
where title is held by the financier.

•

Fleet or facilities secured from another agency not involved in delivering the transit service.

•

SEPTA’s commuter rail operation which is substantially dependent on Amtrak-owned rights
of way, facilities, and controls.

•

City-owned facilities used by SEPTA’s City Transit and Regional Rail Divisions which are
subject to various complex management and lease agreements with the City of Philadelphia.
Such assets include the Broad Street Subway, Frankford Elevated Line, Airport High Speed
Line, and Market East Rail Station. The SEPTA-City lease arrangement is critical not only for
asset ownership and financing reasons but because it impacts the local funding match
provided by the City. The agreement has expired, and the parties have mutually agreed to
adhere to the provisions of the agreement until a new one is negotiated.

The audit did not uncover any differentiation in the condition of an asset attributable to its
ownership. Rather, the availability or constraints on governing board resources, the relationship
between the asset in question and the agency’s guiding vision and mission priorities, and the age
of the asset were more closely correlated to the need for asset improvement.

Commission Reform Recommendations for Structure & Governance
The Commission has concluded that there is no single best option for transit agency structure and
governance to improve service, reduce costs, and increase efficiency. The dedication, cooperation,
and actions of policy decision makers and management are the best indication of how well an
agency serves its mission.
Transit Agency Structure and Governance
Transit board membership should be reflective of key financial and ridership
stakeholders with board size that is manageable to optimize effectiveness.
1. Redefine SEPTA’s Public Hearing Threshold to be Consistent with Federal Regulations
Provide SEPTA with the ability to quickly react to the changing market, and redefine the
public hearing threshold to be consistent with federal regulations.
2. Establish Limits of Authority for Board and Management
Establish clear limits of authority between the transit board and management.
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3. Transit Boards Should Reflect Their Constituents and Be of Manageable Size
Board membership should be reflective of key financial and user stakeholders. Based on
industry research, board size should be a manageable size (seven (7) to nine (9) members) to
optimize board effectiveness.
The Commission notes by exception that SEPTA’s governance structure is unique in that the
makeup of its Board members is defined by law, the state has membership on the board, and
the City of Philadelphia has temporary veto power which complicates its governance.
SEPTA’s board composition and size lends itself to further study. The governance structure at
SEPTA should be examined by the Governor and General Assembly to determine if an
increased correlation of board composition to the system’s ridership base and local subsidy
contributions is warranted.
4. Determine State Role with Regard to SEPTA-City of Philadelphia Lease
PennDOT should evaluate the appropriate role for the state in the negotiation of a new
SEPTA-City of Philadelphia asset lease given the level of state funding and the current lease
provisions related to City financial obligations.
SEPTA’s governance is further complicated by the requirements of the lease agreement. Some
of the provisions give the City additional leverage over SEPTA, beyond what is related to the
leased assets, to influence fare, service, and budget issues. Any new agreement should only be
focused on provisions related to specific leased assets, and not provide the City with
additional authority over other aspects of SEPTA’s operations. Since the agreement was
executed before local matching requirements were established, new provisions should be
drafted to ensure that a transparent local contribution mechanism exists.
Commonwealth Structure and Governance
The Commonwealth’s decentralized structure for transit should move towards
increased oversight, increased asset protection, more reasoned investment decisions,
and provision of central procurement and analytical support.2

5. Increase PennDOT Capacity for Public Transportation Oversight and Assistance
Increase the Bureau of Public Transportation’s capacity for oversight, audit, analysis, planning,
and enforcement; and establish an analytical and technical resource within the Bureau of
Public Transportation to support planning, financial, and operational functions at transit
agencies.
6. Establish Innovative Finance Capability within PennDOT
Given the recommendations to aggressively focus on public-private partnerships and to
increase capital investment oversight, PennDOT should establish a new transportation finance

2 Additional
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and oversight function with responsibility for (1) financing transactions related to publicprivate partnerships (highways, bridges, transit, and other), capital expansion and New Starts,
rail capital programs, inter-city passenger rail and aviation; and (2) procurement and/or
leasing of fleet and other vehicles and equipment for transit agencies.
7. Explore Inter-City Passenger Rail Options
In light of expressions of interest to move management financial responsibility for intercity
passenger rail (Amtrak) to the states, PennDOT should begin exploring alternative passenger
rail service delivery and management options. Additionally, if a number of the large
passenger rail projects currently in planning stages come to fruition, then PennDOT should
explore management alternatives including the creation of a regional organization responsible
for managing all regional and inter-city rail operations in the state. The Commission
recommends that a separate effort be taken to examine the future impact of this endeavor to
the Commonwealth.
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Chapter Six
Transit Funding Structure
Introduction
The Governor’s Executive Order charged the Commission to study sources of funding and assess
“the need to adjust the methods by which funding is provided, the appropriate mix of state and
local funding, and the structure of state funding programs.”
This chapter reviews the overall state funding structure, the sources and distribution of state
funds, and the state and local funding relationship for transit. Today’s funding structure and
issues are highlighted as is the Commission‘s vision of what tomorrow’s transit funding structure
could and should be.

Key Reform Recommendations
Streamline Transit Funding Structure
Repeal current legislation and create new legislation to streamline the complicated
transit funding structure.
Establish Fully Dedicated Revenue Sources for Transit in a New Transit Trust Fund
Expand the current state dedicated structure to encompass all state transit funding
sources and create a new Transit Trust Fund to ensure that sufficient, inflationsensitive funding is provided annually.
Link Transit Funding to Need and Performance
Link transit funding to need and performance through changes in the conditions for
and distribution of funds.
Strengthen Transit Accountability
Strengthen the state’s role in the audit of transit agencies and provide for increased
accountability on the part of transit agencies and local governments.
Stabilize Programs of Statewide Significance
Strengthen other public transportation programs supporting regional transportation
services, individuals with special needs, rail safety, and demonstration and technical
assistance initiatives.
Establish a Fixed Guideway Expansion Program
Provide annual support for fixed guideway expansion projects, with stringent
investment requirements as determined by PennDOT.
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Overall Funding Structure
The state’s transit funding structure is a patchwork of multiple programs, built legislatively and
administratively over time to address a disparate set of issues.
Transit programs are complex to understand and administer, and, at times, incentivize transit
agencies to take actions that are inefficient or that cause an increased need for state support. This
is a function of both the overall transit funding structure and the lack of clear, consistent state
policies and goals related to transit.
Past modifications to the state’s transit subsidy programs have produced structural failures and
unintended consequences including nonsensical fare structures, weak asset maintenance practices,
and the inability to expand service in growing areas or reduce funding in areas where transit has
shrunk.
Unlike funding for highways and bridges, where financial support is provided through a
dedicated structure, only a small portion of transit funding is dedicated.
The Commission believes that the overall transit funding structure must be changed, and that a
dedicated funding structure should be established with streamlined programs and clear policies,
goals, and incentives.

Sources of Funds
Today’s transit funding structure relies on a myriad of revenue sources, such as General Fund
appropriations, Public Transportation Assistance Fund, Act 3, Lottery Fund fare assistance, and
the Federal Rural Capital and Operating Assistance program. In addition, there are a myriad of
specific revenue generators including the sales tax, bond proceeds and fees for car rentals, vehicle
leases, and tires. Unlike highway and bridge funding, the state revenue sources supporting transit
are not entirely dedicated.
Historically, this mass of funding sources has been unstable, unpredictable, and slow in growth.
Past funding increases have produced disappointing revenue results and have therefore not been
effective in adequately supporting transit needs. General Fund appropriations have been
stagnant; the Public Utility Realty Tax was inconsistent, unpredictable, and declining in value; the
Gross Receipts Tax was a weak substitute having never generated anticipated revenue levels; the
sales and use tax is capped; asset maintenance grants are capped; and bond funding is capped.
Since there are local matching requirements for state grants, these funding issues are mirrored in
the local subsidy structure as well.
Since FY2005, the Commonwealth has taken positive steps to address some of the weakness in the
transit funding structure. The problematic Public Utility Realty Transfer Tax funding was
replaced with an equivalent level of sales tax, a more stable and predictable revenue source. And,
for the first time in four years, the General Fund FY2005 and FY2006 budgets incorporated a two
(2) percent growth in transit funding.
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The Commission’s Guiding Principles are clear that transit should rely on a simple set of stable,
predictable, and inflation-sensitive revenue sources.

Distribution of Funds
While the source of transit funding is critical to sustaining a strong transit network throughout the
state, so is the distribution of those funds. The vast majority of current transit funding is provided
pursuant to a legislated set of percentages – that is, on an annual basis, each agency receives a set
percentage of the total available transit funds. The percentages were established almost fifteen (15)
years ago, based on the existing conditions and needs for that year, and have never been adjusted.
The distribution of funds is neither based on performance, nor is it based on any determination of
current need. There is basically no ability to expand or contract the funding base, including no
ability to provide new fixed route service in rural communities when it is operationally and
financially feasible.
Additionally, funding distribution does not shift with significant
demographic or market changes.
With shrinking federal operating funding and stagnant state funding, transit agencies in
Pennsylvania, similar to many across the country, have resorted to using capital funds for
operating purposes. Both the federal and state funding structures permit such use of funds for
approved “asset maintenance” purposes. In the state’s case, there are caps which serve to limit the
use of such funding shifts, but a significant amount of capital funding is used for asset
maintenance expenses. This has reduced the funds available for capital investment annually;
masked the true, growing need for operating support; and built a growing deferred capital
investment need.
The Commission believes that the distribution of transit operating funds should be based on need
and performance. A new distribution structure must be flexible to reflect changing demographics
and system characteristics, and should provide the opportunity to test or develop new service. A
formula-based approach for funding distribution will allow the Commonwealth to link funding
with policy goals to move people efficiently. The use of passengers and vehicle hours as the
driving formula variables provides that linkage.
Any new distribution structure should initially protect the individual transit agencies against the
loss of funds. Likewise, the new distribution formula should not guarantee a specific amount or
percentage growth since there is no history of using a formula distribution based on need and
performance. The Commission recommends that PennDOT be charged with developing the
formula distribution methodology and also be charged with the responsibility for making periodic
adjustments that may be needed as the program is implemented.
A similar approach was utilized for the distribution of capital funds for the State Transportation
Improvement Program for highways and bridges. This practice, seen as a national model, has been
in place for about 10 years. In particular, it utilizes a collaborative effort and funding flexibility to
address program needs beyond a base formula allocation of highway and bridge funds. The
Commission recommends a similar approach be incorporated in the decision-making process for
transit funding.
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State and Local Funding Relationship
As noted in Chapter Three, the state and local transit funding structure in Pennsylvania is vastly
different than in the majority of states across the country. Though virtually all service,
operational, and investment decisions are made locally, the preponderance of funding is provided
by the state. This is dissimilar to most transit agencies outside Pennsylvania where local dedicated
funding plays a more significant role.
This funding dynamic provides little financial incentive for local governments to aggressively
control costs and allows local goals and interests, which may be distinct from the state’s, to take
priority without accompanying financial responsibility. Given the experience across the country
and the findings from the transit audits, the Commission strongly recommends that the local share
of funding be increased.
The Commission recognizes that many local governments are struggling to support transit even at
current funding levels. State enabling legislation should be provided to allow local governments
to raise new dedicated funds for transit. This new funding base can also provide flexibility for
local governments. For example, a portion of new dedicated funds could be used as a substitute
for increasing fares and/or to provide service that satisfies local community goals.
A joint state and local effort to reform transit practices and provide additional financial support
will be required to address the financial crisis facing the state’s transit agencies.

Commission Recommendations for Transit Program Reform
The state’s overall transit program structure is dysfunctional and needs to be totally overhauled.
The new program should reflect a new state-local partnership, where local communities and
transit agencies manage their operations using effective performance measures and solid business
practices.
To address these issues, the Commission recommends that the state’s transit/public
transportation program structure be reformed in six (6) key ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamline transit program structure.
Institute a fully dedicated revenue structure.
Link transit funding to need and performance.
Strengthen accountability.
Stabilize public transportation programs of statewide significance.
Provide for fixed guideway expansions.

The Commission’s specific program reform recommendations follow:
Streamline Transit Funding Structure
Repeal current legislation and create new legislation to streamline the complicated
transit funding structure.
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1. Consolidate Multiple Transit Programs into Two (2) Programs
Replace the existing multiple transit programs with two (2) new programs – a Dedicated
Public Transit Operating Assistance Program and a Dedicated Public Transit Capital
Assistance Program.
2. Streamline Transit Operating Assistance
Streamline transit operating assistance by (1) combining General Fund mass transit assistance,
PTAF, Act 3, and Lottery Fixed Route Free Transit funds into a newly legislated single funding
source for transit operations; and (2) repealing all appropriate sections of existing public
transportation legislation.
3. Establish Needs Based Capital Program and Restrict Its Use to Capital Investments
Provide for the discretionary distribution of capital funds (a) pursuant to multi-year plans; (b)
focusing on safety, asset replacement, and state-of-good-repair investment and priority new
initiatives; and (c) requiring Return on Investment (ROI) and life-cycle financial analysis. No
longer permit the use of state capital funds for operating purposes without advanced approval
by PennDOT. Asset maintenance expenses must be supported with appropriate levels of state
operating assistance.
4. Replace Current General Fund Revenue Sources with a Revenue Neutral Dedicated Tax
Replace all current General Fund, PTAF, and Act 3 revenue sources for transit, with a revenue
neutral dedicated tax that is broad based and inflation sensitive — either the Sales Tax or the
Personal Income Tax.
5. Hold Harmless Provision for Operating Funds
Incorporate a hold harmless provision for the distribution of operating funding, including
funding for asset maintenance needs, that is set at Fiscal Year 2006-07 funding levels not
including the emergency federal flex funds. Such a hold harmless provision should be related
to the dollars of funding, rather than the percentage of funding, received by each transit
agency.
6. Hold Harmless Provision for Existing Transit Debt Service
Preserve provisions in current transit legislation that provide bond holder protection for
transit agency debt.
7. Program Transition
Provide for a limited transition period to move from today’s funding distribution and local
match requirements to the recommended new program to allow transit providers time to meet
new performance criteria.
8. Structure Multi-Year Master Grant Agreements
The Commission identified an additional opportunity to streamline the administration of the
public transportation program. PennDOT should structure 5-year Master Grant Agreements
for ongoing fixed route and demand response operations, with annual programs and budgets
tied to appropriations. This would replace the current time consuming practice of
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implementing annual agreements. These 5-year agreements will have the added benefit of
ensuring consistency from year to year.
Establish New Dedicated Transit Trust Fund
Include all state transit funding sources to ensure stable transit funding is provided
annually (similar to the Motor License Fund for Highways and Bridges).
9. Institute a Fully Dedicated Revenue Structure for Transit
Expand the current state dedicated structure to encompass all state transit funding sources,
except for the Lottery Fund, and create a new Transit Trust Fund.
10. Revenue Sources Should be Sufficient, Predictable and Inflation-Sensitive
Provide sufficient funding for transit operating and capital needs with the use of predictable
and inflation-sensitive revenue sources.
Link Transit Funding to Need and Performance
Link transit funding to need and performance through changes in the conditions for
and distribution of funds.
11. Distribute Operating Funds and Incentives Based on Need and Performance
Distribute operating funds based on a formula dependent upon transit agency passengers
(performance) and vehicle hours (need). The distribution results should be adjusted annually
based upon the actual values of the formula variables for the prior year. Provide a financial
incentive to transit systems that show significant performance improvement relative to the
previous year.
12. Require Minimum Performance Standards for Full Funding
To earn the full amount of operating funds available annually, each transit provider will be
required to meet minimum performance standards established by PennDOT, such as subsidy
per passenger, passengers per vehicle hour, and costs per vehicle hour.
13. Distribute Capital Funds Based on Need and Investment Results
Establish a discretionary, needs-driven allocation of capital funds based on multi-year capital
plans. Priorities should include funding for safety, debt service, equipment replacement, stateof-good-repair and high ROI projects.
14. Require Return-On-Investment, Life-Cycle Costing & Operating Impact Analyses
Require rigorous capital analysis as part of the capital planning and funding process, including
the requirement to perform ROI, life-cycle, and operating impact analyses. Encourage transit
agencies to devote a minimum percent of their capital budgets to technology and other
projects that produce operating budget benefits.
15. Impose Stringent Requirements for Expansion Funding
To receive state funds for expansion purposes, require a higher level of federal and local
funding participation, and demonstrate operating sustainability and a high return-oninvestment. Transit agencies that have met the minimum performance standards for their
existing operations shall be eligible for state expansion funding. PennDOT should seek to
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ensure that existing system capital needs are sufficiently funded before additional capital
dollars are used for expansion.
16. Tie Operating Support for Expansions to Transit Analysis of Net Costs and Current
Performance
Require transit agencies to produce a financial analysis of the operating impact of proposed
expansion projects and tie future state operating support for any approved expansions to the
transit agency’s original forecast of state funding needs to ensure agencies do not
underestimate operating costs and overestimate benefits of proposed new services.
Strengthen Transit Accountability
Strengthen PennDOT’s role in the audit of transit agencies and provide for increased
accountability on the part of transit agencies and local governments.
17. Strengthen PennDOT’s Audit Role and Transit Accountability
Three key actions should be taken to strengthen PennDOT’s audit role and increase transit
accountability:
•

Shift the funding and management responsibility of periodic transit performance reviews
from the transit agencies to PennDOT. Distribute results of such reviews to appropriate
state and local stakeholders.

•

Standardize accounting definitions, policies, and practices that are monitored and
regulated by PennDOT.

•

Require key data, defined by PennDOT, to be validated as part of each transit agency’s
annual independent financial audit.

18. Provide Financial Reserves Definition
Define the acceptable type and level of transit financial reserves.
19. Implement Action Plan Based on Audit Findings
Require transit agencies to implement action plans to respond to Commission and future
PennDOT audit and review findings, including implementation of revenue enhancement and
expense reduction opportunities identified by the Commission.
20. Tie State Funding to Performance
State funding should be conditioned on meeting performance criteria and adhering to grant
conditions such as:
•

Performance standards or administrative requirements.

•

State funds used within a set timeframe.

•

Funds used for approved purposes.

•

Receipt of full local match.
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Stabilize Programs of Statewide Significance
Strengthen other public transportation programs supporting regional transportation
services, individuals with special needs, rail safety and demonstration and technical
assistance initiatives.
21. Create a Service Stabilization Program for Community Transportation Services
On an interim basis, not to exceed three (3) years, provide an annual allocation to stabilize and
enhance community transportation system resources and services while the Commonwealth
reviews its strategies regarding transportation funding for human service programs. Funding
could be used for marketing, planning, technology, training, and/or emergency purposes
when fares are insufficient to support such expenses.
22. Expand the Rural Transportation for Persons with Disabilities Program
Expand the rural transportation Persons with Disabilities Program to the remaining
Pennsylvania rural counties over the next two (2) years.
23. Provide Continuing Support for Intercity Bus Service
Provide continuing support for Intercity Bus service across the state by providing inflationsensitive growth to program funding.
24. Increase Service and Continue Capital Improvements for Intercity Passenger Rail
Provide sufficient funding to support Keystone Corridor service from Harrisburg to
Philadelphia and for capital investments, including station improvements.
25. Strengthen Job Access, W2W, and TMA Programs
Replace lost federal funding for the state’s Job Access, Welfare to Work, and Transportation
Management Association programs.
26. Establish a Transit Support Program
Establish a Transit Support Program to provide PennDOT with the flexibility to support transit
emergencies, the capacity to perform the oversight and enforcement functions recommended
by the Commission, and the ability to provide analytical support to transit agencies.
Establish a Fixed Guideway Expansion Program.
27. Establish a Fixed Guideway Expansion Program
Provide annual support for fixed guideway expansion projects with stringent investment
requirements as determined by PennDOT.
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Chapter Seven
Highway and Bridge Funding Requirements
Introduction
Overall, the Commonwealth’s Highway and Bridge Program is not keeping pace with growing
investment needs due to infrastructure size, age, and dramatically escalating maintenance and
construction costs for items such as steel, cement, and petroleum. Since the last increase in state
highway and bridge funding in 1997, PennDOT has lost approximately $350 million of its
purchasing power due to inflation. This has significantly reduced the number of highway and
bridge projects that can be completed at existing funding levels; therefore, needed investments are
backlogged. Left unfunded, increasing numbers of structurally deficient bridges will result in
more weight postings and closings, which will disrupt commerce and mobility.
The Governor’s Executive Order requires the Commission to make recommendations regarding
the appropriate levels of funding for state road and bridge operating costs and capital
investments, and to determine if opportunities exist to implement cost efficiencies and revenue
enhancements. This chapter contains a description of the process that the Commission undertook
to determine such funding needs and the numerical results for defined investment scenarios.
This chapter also contains the Commission’s recommendations for addressing the identified
funding needs and describes the benefits of such new investment. Funding related issues such as
public-private partnerships are presented, as are potential revenue options designed to meet the
Commission’s Guiding Principles and recommended funding levels.

Key Funding and Reform Recommendations
Implement $120 million in annual efficiencies related to asset management, rightsizing initiatives, process streamlining, and use of innovative project delivery and
financing tools.

Provide additional funding for state-owned highways and bridges in the amount of
$900 million per year.

Provide additional funding for local-owned highways and bridges in the amount of
$65 million per year.
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Explore the use of Public-Private Partnerships as a way to reduce the need for
increasing taxes and to provide potential funding for key initiatives not
contemplated in the Commission’s recommended level of funding.

Investment Scenarios
To begin the evaluation process, the Commission constructed three (3) investment scenarios
reflecting distinct service levels, asset conditions, and outcomes — “Existing System
Preservation,” “Incremental Improvement,” and “Improved Mobility.”
Investment Scenario A, Existing System Preservation, includes only enough funding to maintain
and preserve today’s state highway and bridge network.
Investment Scenario B, Incremental Improvement, provides additional funding for select capital
enhancements and minor expansion beyond those investments required for Scenario A.
Investment Scenario C, Improved Mobility, provides a further level of investment for asset
improvements and limited capacity expansion.

Evaluation Process
As the direct manager of the state’s highway and bridge network, PennDOT was able to utilize
internal revenue, cost and procurement data in the process of forecasting funding need. Estimates
by investment scenario were compiled for five (5) component categories — Highway System
Preservation, Bridge System Preservation, Capacity Management, Safety and Capacity Expansion.
The Highway and Bridge System Preservation categories include the costs of maintaining and
replacing all highway and bridge related assets. Using PennDOT’s comprehensive data analysis
and management techniques, appropriate treatments (reconstruction, rehabilitation, betterment,
resurfacing) were determined for all pavements based upon pavement type, condition, and age.
For example, on the Interstate, reconstruction or major rehabilitation is warranted in the case of:
•

A full depth concrete pavement without structural overlay which is older than 35 years.

•

A full depth bituminous pavement with no structural overlay which is older than 20 years.

•

A composite pavement (bituminous surface with concrete base) which is older than 60 years.

•

A full depth bituminous pavement with cycle maintenance which is older than 40 years.

Improvement costs, including pre-construction and maintenance and protection of traffic costs,
have been incorporated into project cost estimates.
Emphasis has been placed on addressing structurally deficient bridges, recognizing the
continuous degradation of an aging infrastructure, and focusing bridge preservation activities to
extend the life of bridges. Bridge preservation efforts include eliminating leaking joints, repairing
damaged bridge components, painting, deck overlays, and scour-related repairs.
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Estimates include projections for anticipated deterioration of structures as well as rehabilitation
and replacement costs. Pre-construction activities, traffic control, and minor approach roadway
work have also been included.
The Capacity Management category includes those types of projects that utilize Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies to improve operational efficiencies on existing
infrastructure. Examples of these projects include advanced traveler information, regional
transportation management centers, key ITS devices and integration, as well as the retiming,
modernization, and interconnection of traffic signals. It is assumed that municipalities would
continue to retain ownership of traffic signals and that all future operating and maintenance costs
would continue to be borne by municipalities.
The Safety portfolio of projects focuses on the reduction of head-on crashes, hit-fixed-object
crashes, and run-off-the-road crashes. These accident types are the most frequently occurring.
Remediation of these accidents would include the placement of centerline and/or shoulder
rumble strips, median barrier, moving utility poles, and enhancing roadway delineation.
The Capacity Expansion category includes new roadways on new alignments and widening
existing roadways by adding lanes. Demands for bypasses and more capacity on existing
roadways far exceed available resources. Capacity expansion cost estimates were derived by
prioritizing the extensive list of proposed expansion projects and updating prior estimates using
the current, growing costs for materials and construction. In accordance with the investment
scenario definitions, capacity expansion needs were evaluated for investment Scenarios B and C.

Total Funding Needs
As noted in the description of the evaluation process, the funding needs for highways and bridges
were estimated through an analysis of five major program components. The definitions for each
component are presented in Exhibit 7-B on
the following page by investment
Exhibit 7-A
scenario.
Statewide Forecast of Additional
Highway and Bridge Needs
Forecast of Highway/Bridge Operating
Fiscal Year 2007-08
and Capital Needs
The projection of highway/bridge
A
B
C
operating and capital incremental needs is
Existing
the sum of forecasts for highway system
($Millions)
System
Incremental
Improved
preservation, bridge system preservation,
Preservation Improvement
Mobility
capacity management, safety and capacity
Highway Preservation
276
461
616
expansion. For ease of presentation, a
Bridge Preservation
184
249
314
single fiscal year, FY2007-08, is used to
Capacity Management
53
115
171
describe the resulting forecast, displayed in
Exhibit 7-A. In total, Scenarios A, B, and C
Safety Enhancement
23
38
63
show incremental funding needs of $536
Capacity Expansion
0
150
300
million, $1.013 billion and $1.464 billion
Unmet Need
536
1,013
1,464
respectively.
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Capacity Expansion
Construct new highways or
add lanes to existing
highways.

Safety Enhancement
Enhance safety features on
our roadways.

Capacity Management
Build a statewide Traffic
Management Center in
Harrisburg with upgraded
regional centers in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh over 5
years.

Bridge System Preservation
Reduce % of structurally
deficient bridges to the
national average.

Highway System
Preservation
Eliminate poor ride
quality in 5 years.

Deploy additional ITS devices in Harrisburg,
key locations and gaps on interstates and
expressways in Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, and key interstate/interstate
and interstate/expressway junctions in
rural locations over 10 years. Optimize/
modernize 900 signals per year.

500 miles of shoulder rumble strips, 150 miles
of enhanced delineation, 1,150 miles of
centerline rumble strips, 125 sites of guide rail
improvements, and the addition of turning
lanes at 5 sites.

Deploy additional ITS devices in
Harrisburg and in key locations
in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
over 10 years. Optimize/
modernize 600 signals per year.

350 miles of shoulder rumble
strips, 100 miles of enhanced
delineation, 800 miles of
centerline rumble strips, and 90
sites of guide rail improvements.

Approximately 1 new interchange, 3 miles
of new four-lane, and 5 miles of widened
expressway annually.

17 years

No additional projects.

Scenario C

Approximately 2 new interchanges, 6 miles of
new four-lane, and 10 miles of widened expressway annually.

750 miles of shoulder rumble strips, 225 miles
of enhanced delineation, 1,725 miles of
centerline rumble strips, 190 sites of guide
rail improvements, and the addition of
turning lanes at 7 sites and moving 375 utility
poles.

Deploy additional ITS devices in Harrisburg,
Allentown, Scranton; key locations and gaps
on interstates and expressways in
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh; Interstate/
interstate and interstate/expressway
junctions in rural locations over 10 years.
Optimize/modernize 1,150 signals per year.

15 years

For all highways carrying over 2,000 vehicles Eliminate poor ride quality on all roadways
per day and for 50% of the highways carrying and address inadequate roadway widths.
less than 2,000 vehicles per day.

Scenario B

20 years

For all Interstate and National
Highway System highways and
75% of highways carrying over
2,000 vehicles per day.

Scenario A

Exhibit 7-B Investment Scenarios for State-Owned Highways and Bridges
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Opportunities to Reduce Funding Needs
In its review of PennDOT’s ongoing work to more effectively manage the state’s highway and
bridge network, the Commission has determined that there are opportunities to enhance revenues,
reduce costs, and improve service. While some of these opportunities are not quick or easy to
implement, they are of a significant value and should be pursued.
The key highway and bridge business practice improvements recommended by the Commission
are focused on continuing existing and instituting new internal management and operational
practices at PennDOT. The Commission has identified three major areas of potential cost
reduction. The first is the development of further right-sizing and “Smart Transportation”
initiatives to properly and optimally size projects. This will reduce delivery time and costs by
scaling projects to fit the community fabric while considering land use issues and available
resources.
The Commission recognizes that PennDOT has also made strides in streamlining project delivery
and sees additional opportunities to further reduce the time it takes from project inception
through completion of construction. Achievements to date have enabled consultants to be hired
quicker, improved inter-agency coordination, and established programmatic agreements to
accelerate the permitting process. Additional efforts should reduce overall project delivery
duration and cost through enhanced coordination with resource and regulatory agencies in
performing preliminary impact studies and narrowing alternatives in the planning process.
The third opportunity is improving asset management practices to maximize the useful life of
assets. This will optimize the maintenance vs. capital investment balance by performing relatively
low cost maintenance and corrective treatments at critical times in a pavement or a bridge’s life to
extend or preserve the service life. This contrasts to a more reactive approach, caused by the lack
of resources, in which repairs to roadways and bridges are delayed until after they become very
poor in condition, when repairs are more expensive and time consuming.
By focusing on these areas of improvement, the Commission believes that PennDOT will be able
to reduce costs by approximately $120 million annually. Exhibit 7-C displays the estimated value
for the three (3) key components of savings.

Exhibit 7-C
Identified Annual Efficiencies for Highways and Bridges
Opportunities
Rightsizing/Smart Transportation
Streamlined Project Delivery
Asset Management
Total
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$85 million
$25 million
$10 million
$120 million
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Net Funding Needs
After accounting for opportunities to reduce operating and capital expenditures associated with
the state’s highways and bridges, the Commission was able to reduce the incremental funding
needs for the three (3) investment scenarios. The results are shown in Exhibit 7-D.
Exhibit 7-D
FY2007-08 Highway/Bridge
Incremental Funding Needs Net of Efficiencies
A

B

C

Existing System
Preservation

Incremental
Improvement

Improved
M obility

Highway Preservation

276

461

616

Bridge Preservation

184

249

314

Capacity Management

53

115

171

Safety Enhancement

23

38

63

Capacity Expansion

0

150

300

Identified Efficiencies

-120

-120

-120

Unmet Need

416

893

1,344

($M illions)

The incremental highway and bridge needs, ranging from $416 million for Scenario A to $1.344
billion for Scenario C represent annual amounts that would be generated from state revenue
sources.

Recommended Levels of Additional Funding for Highways & Bridges
Highway and bridge needs ranging from $416 million for Scenario A to $1.344 billion for
Scenario C were examined using PennDOT’s extensive asset conditions, asset performance,
maintenance, operating, and capital databases. The broadest alternative, costing an additional
$1.344 billion annually, would provide for the elimination of poor ride quality on all highways,
modernization of all traffic signals and a quicker reduction in the number of structurally deficient
bridges. While the Commission believes that these goals are ideal and desirable, it also concluded
that the cost to execute such a program was excessive and not reasonably attainable.
The Commission recommends an annual additional investment of $1.013 billion as represented by
Investment Scenario B, with a heavy focus on system preservation and targeted capital
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investments. When the identified $120 million in annual efficiencies are subtracted, the additional
funding need for highways and bridges is reduced to approximately $900 million per year. This
new investment in the state’s highway and bridge systems will:
•

Eliminate poor ride quality in five (5) years for all state highways carrying over 2,000 vehicles
a day and for 50 percent of highways carrying less than 2,000 vehicles per day.

•

Reduce the percentage of structurally deficient bridges to the national average in 17 years.

•

Modernize 66 percent of traffic signals over 10 years.

•

Install real-time traffic information and management systems in major urban areas.

•

Advance limited, targeted capacity expansion projects.

•

Implement additional safety features targeted to reduce fatalities by 25 annually.

Highway and Bridge Funding Recommendations
Potential Funding Solution
There are a number of ways in which highways and bridges are funded across the country. Much
attention, for example, is now being given to the potential for new revenue raising techniques such
as vehicle mile based levies, some of which require the use of advanced technology. The
Commission currently favors the state’s long-standing user fee approach that, according to a
number of assessments including those prepared by the Transportation Research Board, will
continue to provide a solid revenue base over the next 10 to 15 years. Revenue sources, such as
the motor fuels tax and motor vehicle registration and license fees, are a proven way to fund
improvements to our highway and bridge system, since new revenue alternatives are now only in
the testing and development phases.
The Commission understands that there are numerous ways to craft a funding solution. After
careful consideration, the Commission recommends generating an additional $900 million per
year for highway and bridges. This can be accomplished by raising approximately $150 million by
increasing various motor vehicle registration and license fees and raising approximately $750
million by adjusting the Oil Company Franchise Tax wholesale price floor and ceiling to a rate
reflective of current prices and/or adjusting the millage rate. These adjustments would translate
to an Oil Company Franchise Tax increase of approximately 11.5 cents per gallon.
Public-Private Partnerships
Public-private partnerships (P3s) encompass a broad range of possibilities, including leasing
existing assets such as the Pennsylvania Turnpike, tolling existing roadways, constructing and
financing critical capacity expansion on high priority congested corridors, and constructing new
facilities. The Commission believes that all such options should be explored and that principles
should be established to guide the analysis and structure of any such arrangements.
A public-private partnership may offer a number of financial, management, and risk-related
advantages, including the following:
•

Access to new sources of capital, thereby increasing available current or near-term financial
resources.
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•

Reduction of costs due to financial or other incentives for efficiency in project development or
project management.

•

Achieving investment benefits faster through acceleration of project completion.

•

Increase in competition through competitive procurements.

•

Increase in availability of management and technical resources.

•

Transfer of some portion of risk to the private sector.

Similarly, general disadvantages may include the following:
•

Reduction of long-term positive cash flow in return for upfront benefits.

•

Potential exclusion of small cost-effective firms.

•

Diminished ability to control levels of service or user charges.

•

Limited ability to improve parallel, nearby, or competing corridors.

•

Transfer of control to foreign entities.

•

For Pennsylvania, the need to waive or limit the provisions of the Separation Act requiring
four-part bidding for capital projects.

While P3 arrangements can offer a variety of advantages and disadvantages, the structure of a
program to manage and develop public-private partnerships can help to maximize the advantages
and minimize the disadvantages. The Commonwealth should, therefore, establish a strategy with
goals, structure, process, and limits for solicited and unsolicited proposals. Potential public
benefits and risks should be analyzed, and use of monetary proceeds should be limited to
transportation purposes.
Public Private Partnerships can reduce the need for increasing taxes and potentially provide
funding for key initiatives beyond those contemplated in the Commission’s recommended level of
funding.
Local Government-Owned Highways and Bridges
Although the Commission’s charter directed review and funding consideration for stateowned highways and bridges, the Commission received testimony confirming that counties and
municipalities are facing the same funding crisis for their roadways and bridges, and believes that
the transportation funding package should include a funding component for local roadways and
bridges.
Specifically, the Commission recommends that an additional $65 million be provided annually for
local-owned highways and bridges. This represents nearly a 20 percent increase over the state
funds provided today through the Motor License Fund. If the Oil Company Franchise Tax were to
be used for this source of funds, an increase of an additional 1 cent would be required.
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Recommendations for Highway and Bridge Reforms and Funding
Implement $120 million in annual Commission-identified efficiencies related to asset
management, “Smart Transportation”/right-sizing initiatives, process streamlining,
and use of innovative project delivery and financing tools.
1. Enhance Asset Management to Maximize Useful Life
Optimize the maintenance vs. capital investment balance by performing relatively low cost
maintenance and corrective treatments at critical times in a pavement or a bridge’s life to
extend or preserve the service life. This contrasts to a more reactive approach, caused by the
lack of resources, in which repairs to roadways and bridges are delayed until after they
become very poor in condition, when repairs are more expensive and time consuming.
Applying the right treatment to the right roadway/bridge at the right time will slow the rate
of deterioration and will extend the functional life.
2. Continue “Smart Transportation” Initiatives
Focus on integrating “Smart Transportation” initiatives into normal business activities.
“Smart Transportation” Initiatives are accomplished by addressing transportation
improvement needs with projects scaled to fit the community fabric in consideration of land
use and available resources. “Smart Transportation” initiatives and “right-sized” projects may
also have the added benefit of reduced delivery time as well as reduced cost.
3. Streamline PennDOT Project Delivery Process
Continue implementation of on-going efforts to simplify and make the project delivery process
more efficient by: (1) linking planning and NEPA so that relevant information is available
earlier in the process thus improving decision making and saving time and expense; (2)
leveraging technology to share information among resource agency databases; and (3)
expanding the use of Programmatic Agreements.
4. Provide Project Delivery Alternatives to Reduce Costs
Provide PennDOT with the ability to reduce capital costs by taking advantage of innovative
project delivery and financing options such as public-private partnerships and design/build
construction.
Provide additional funding for state-owned highways and bridges in the amount of
$900 million per year .
5. Provide an Additional $900 M Annually for State-Owned Highways and Bridges
Provide an additional $900 million annually for state-owned highways and bridges, generated
from two sources: (1) raise approximately $750 million by adjusting the Oil Company
Franchise Tax wholesale price floor and ceiling to a rate reflective of current prices and/or
adjusting the millage rate. This would translate to an increase of approximately 11.5 cents per
gallon; and (2) raise approximately $150 million by increasing various motor vehicle
registration and license fees.
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Provide additional funding for local-owned highways and bridges in the amount of
$65 million per year.
6. Provide an Additional $65 Million Annually for Locally Owned Highways and Bridges
Provide an additional $65 million annually for county and municipally-owned highways and
bridges. If the Oil Company Franchise Tax were to be used for this source of funds, an
increase of an additional 1 cent per gallon would be required.
Explore the use of Public-Private Partnerships.
7. Aggressively Explore the Use of Public-Private Partnerships
Aggressively explore the use of Public Private Partnerships as a way to reduce the need for
increasing taxes and to provide potential funding for key initiatives not contemplated in the
Commission’s recommended level of funding.
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Chapter Eight
Public Transportation Funding Needs
Introduction
The Governor’s Executive Order required the Commission to make recommendations regarding
the appropriate levels of funding for transit and other public transportation operating costs and
capital investments, and to determine if opportunities exist to implement service improvements,
cost efficiencies, and revenue enhancements.
This chapter contains the Commission’s
recommendations for addressing the identified funding needs, describes the benefits of such new
investment, and highlights funding related issues such as local matching requirements and the use
of debt. It is organized into the following sections:
•

Key Recommendations

•

Gross Operating and Capital Needs

•

Investment Scenarios

•

Opportunities to Reduce Funding Needs

•

Net Operating and Capital Funding Needs

•

Recommended Level of Additional Funding for Public Transportation

•

Public Transportation Funding Recommendations

•

Recommendations for Public Transportation Funding Reform

Key Recommendations
Revenue Neutral Exchange for Current Transit Funding
Replace all existing public transportation program funding sources (General Fund,
Public Transportation Assistance Fund, and Act 3) with one broad-based, dedicated
tax that grows with inflation. The Commission recommends a revenue neutral
swap, either the Sales Tax or the Personal Income Tax, to stabilize the funding base
of the current transit program. For Fiscal Year 2007-08, the amount is estimated to
total $589 million.
Retain the existing Free Transit Lottery (approximately $80 million), Shared Ride
Lottery Program (approximately $75 million), and Capital Bond ($125 million)
funding sources.
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Increase State and Local Funding for Public Transportation Programs
Provide an additional $760 million of state and local funding annually to:
• Put existing public transportation systems on sound financial footing and
provide for targeted expansions.
• Stabilize and expand service for Programs of Statewide Significance and create a
limited service stabilization program for (Class 5) Community Transportation
Services.
• Create a new Fixed Guideway initiative.
Simplify State and Local Shares for Transit Funding
Require the local transit match for additional funding to be 25 percent. When added
to the aggregate local match requirement of 15 percent for Pennsylvania’s current
transit programs, the new aggregate local match is 20 percent.
Enact local enabling legislation for counties and/or municipalities to raise additional
local dedicated revenues limited to support transit expenditures.
Explore the Use of Bond Financing
Explore the use of bond financing for capital projects as a way to reduce the need for
increasing taxes.

Gross Operating and Capital Needs
The Commission confirmed through transit system audits and public testimony that transit
agencies across the state have unmet operating and capital funding needs. On the operating side,
transit systems are faced with insufficient funds to address basic asset maintenance requirements,
changing ridership demand and local pressure to increase and/or improve service. On the capital
side, deferred capital investment over many years has resulted in aging, deteriorating assets that
require replacement, including rail infrastructure, vehicles, stations, and maintenance facilities. In
addition, the Commission found that new initiatives from small service extensions to larger fixed
guideway projects were unable to be funded.
There are a number of specific factors that drive these large operating and capital needs. Across
all classes and types of transit organizations, the double-digit growth accounts of fuel, healthcare,
pension, and workers compensation have and will continue to push operating expense growth
above inflationary levels. Concurrent with this expense trend is the trend of low to no growth in
government funding for transit relative to inflation, relative to expense growth, and relative to the
growth in the state’s General Fund.
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In addition, each transit class has specific issues
that also drive increased operating and capital
needs:
•

SEPTA’s Class 1 operation is particularly
impacted by the breadth of its assets, which
require appropriate maintenance and
replacement funds; the higher operating
and capital costs of Regional/Commuter
Rail; and historically deferred capital
investments due to lack of funding.

Public Transportation
Program Components
•

Transit Class 1—4

•

Programs of Statewide
Significance

•

Large Fixed Guideway Expansion
Programs

•

PAAC’s Class 2 operation is particularly
impacted by its high wage, benefit and pension costs, the breadth of its service offerings,
and its investment in expanded service which has brought increased demands for operating
and capital funding.

•

Class 3 transit systems tend to be particularly impacted by low fare revenue and
demographic trends.

•

Class 4 transit systems are typically impacted by demographic changes and travel distances.

For the purpose of this assessment, the Commission divided the state’s public transportation
program into three categories to determine the gross operating and capital needs:
•
•
•

Class 1-4 Transit Systems.
Programs of Statewide Significance (includes Class 5 Transit Systems: Community
Transportation Services).
Fixed Guideway Expansions.

Class 1-4 Transit Systems
SEPTA and PAAC represent the entirety of the Class 1 and Class 2 systems, respectively. There
are 24 Class 3 small urban systems and 20 Class 4 rural systems across the state.
Funding needs for transit Class 1-4 operations were quantified based on the data generated from
the seven (7) transit agency audits. Results were reviewed with PennDOT data to confirm
consistency. Operating and capital funding forecasts were prepared for the seven (7) agencies
using recent historic growth rates for revenue, expenses, and subsidy requirements. Where
warranted, historic growth rates were adjusted to reflect recent market changes. For example,
current market rates for fuel are significantly higher than historical rates, therefore the forecasted
growth for fuel does not rely on historical values. Similarly, historical levels of state funding were
adjusted to reflect an absence of emergency flex funds beyond December 31, 2006. When
inflationary adjustments were required, the analysis assumed an average annual rate of 3 percent.
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Millions

Class 3 and Class 4 statewide
Exhibit 8-A
values were determined by
Forecasted Operating Results
extrapolating the results of the
for Seven Audited Agencies
LANTA, RVT, EMTA, and ICTA
audits and forecasts. Passenger
trips, revenue hours, operating
$2.0
expenses, and operating deficits
$1.8
were the variables used to
$1.6
determine extrapolation factors.
$1.4
For each transit class, operating,
$1.2
asset maintenance, and capital
$1.0
forecasts were prepared for the
End Flex Funding
$0.8
existing
transit
system,
$0.6
enhancements to the existing
$0.4
transit system, expansion and
$0.2
debt service. When consolidated,
$0.0
asset maintenance sources and
FY05-06
FY06-07
FY07-08
FY08-09
FY09-10
uses were incorporated into the
operating category. Actual data
was used through the end of
Fiscal Year 2004-2005, the fiveyear forecast period encompassed Fiscal Years 2006-07 through 2010-11.

FY10-11

The Fiscal Year 2004-05 operating results for the seven (7) audited agencies show combined
operating revenues of $533 million and combined operating expenses of $1.26 billion. The
resulting deficit of $726 million was offset by federal, state, and local subsidies. Operating
revenue and expense forecasts through Fiscal Year 2010-11 show a growing operating gap driven
by dramatically rising health care, pension, workers compensation and fuel/propulsion costs (see
Exhibit 8-A). As the use of flex funding ends in 2007, the funding gap widens further.
From Fiscal Year 2007-08 to Fiscal Year 2010-11, operating revenues plus government operating
funding is forecasted to grow at 1.5 percent per year while operating expenses are forecasted to
grow at 5.6% per year. Using projected operating results for all Class 1-4 transit systems, it
estimated that the combined operating deficits, after receipt of government subsidies, grow to
approximately $510 million in Fiscal Year 2010-11, shown in Exhibit 8-B (see page 105).
Over the same period, statewide capital funding shortfalls are projected for each of the three
defined investment scenarios, as shown in Exhibit 8-C (see page 105).
Programs of Statewide Significance
Programs of Statewide Significance consist of a variety of public transportation programs
including Community Transportation Services, 16 intercity bus routes, 43 county rural
transportation programs for persons with disabilities, the Keystone Corridor Amtrak line from
Philadelphia to Harrisburg, Job Access Reverse Commute and Welfare to Work programs,
Transportation Management Association programs, the FTA Commuter Rail Safety Program,
research projects, and system technical assistance.
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Though not as large as transit agency needs, these programs of statewide significance are critical
to the state’s public transportation network. Current budget values were examined in light of
each program’s goals to determine if additional funding was warranted. A summary of the
program needs follows:
•

Community Transportation Services: stabilize and enhance community transportation
system resources and services.

•

Persons with Disabilities: expand the current program to all remaining rural counties.
Job
Access
Reverse
Commute, Welfare to Work, and
Transportation
Management
Association Programs: replace
lost Federal TANF (Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families)
funding.

•

Exhibit 8-B 1
Class 1- 4 Statewide Operating Deficit
Forecast for the Existing Transit System
$600

Intercity Bus: no change in
scope
but
provide
for
inflationary growth.
•

$500

Millions

$400

Intercity Passenger Rail:
increase operating service to
meet actual growing demand
and provide additional capital
for investments including station
improvements.

•

$300

$200

$100

$0
FY05-06

FY06-07

FY07-08

FY08-09

FY09-10

FY10-11

Exhibit 8-C
Class 1– 4 Statewide Capital Shortfall Forecast
$700.0

Audit and Enforcement:
provide
PennDOT
with
increased capacity to carry out
transit agency audits and
enforcement.

•

$600.0
$500.0

Millions

Rapid Response: provide
discretionary
funds
for
emergencies similar to the
highway program.
•

$400.0
$300.0
$200.0
$100.0
$0.0
FY06-07

1

FY07-08

FY08-09

FY09-10

FY10-11

This graph reflects deficits after the use of flex funds in FY2005-06 and FY2006-07.
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Exhibit 8-D
Incremental Operating and Capital Needs for
Programs of Statewide Significance

Operating

Capital

Persons with Disabilities

$

0.0M

$

1.0M

JARC, W2W and TMAs

$

9.5M

$

--

Intercity Bus

$

0.1M

$

--

Intercity Passenger Rail

$

1.0M

$

5.0M

Class 5

$

1.5M

$

--

Rapid Response, Audit,and Enforcement

$

9.9M

$

--

Total

$

22.0M

$

6.0M

Exhibit 8-D shows the FY2007-08 value of additional needs for Programs of Statewide Significance.
Fixed Guideway Expansions
There are currently a number of fixed guideway expansion projects that are at various stages of
consideration throughout the Commonwealth. Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Corridor One commuter rail in Harrisburg.
Schuylkill Valley Metro, Philadelphia Navy Yard, and Route 100 rail corridors in Southeastern
Pennsylvania.
Harrisburg-Altoona-Pittsburgh intercity rail service.
Scranton to New York and Allentown to New York intercity rail service.
Light rail service to Oakland and Pittsburgh International Airport in Allegheny County.

Significant work remains to determine which of these proposed projects will meet the Federal
Transportation Administration’s criteria for receipt of discretionary federal funding under the
New Starts Program. Nevertheless, the state currently does not have a capital funding source to
support such large projects.
The Fixed Guideway Expansion program is estimated to cost approximately $4 billion if the
projects in the state in the conceptual stages were to advance. Without knowing which projects
will be funded over the next 10 years, the Commission has assumed that some combination of
projects totaling $2 billion would proceed as federal New Start projects. It is further assumed that
the capital investment needs over the next 10 years for these transit projects will average $200
million per year. Given the new, reduced federal investment shares for New Start projects, the
Commission has assumed that the federal share would be approximately 50 percent of the total
annual need. The remaining 50 percent, or $100 million, would have to be borne by the
Commonwealth and local governments.
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Investment Scenarios
The Commission constructed three (3) different investment scenarios reflecting distinct service
levels, asset conditions, and outcomes. -- “Existing System Preservation,” “Incremental
Improvement,” and “Improved Mobility.”
•

Investment Scenario A, Existing System Preservation, includes only enough funding to
maintain today’s state public transportation network, covering transit operating deficits;
transit capital needs for basic asset replacement and state-of-good repair; and statewide
operating and capital needs for other public transportation programs.

•

Investment Scenario B, Incremental Improvement, provides additional funding for select
capital enhancements and minor expansion beyond those investments required for Scenario A.
Scenario B also funds any resulting net operating costs generated from this new capital
investment.

•

Investment Scenario C, Improved Mobility, provides a further level of investment for
significant asset improvements and major system expansions for fleet, facilities, infrastructure,
and technology, including any Fixed Guideway Expansion projects. Scenario C also funds any
resulting net operating costs generated from this higher capital investment level.

Each investment scenario
contains the forecast of
funding need for transit
Class 1-4, fixed guideway
expansion projects and
programs of statewide
significance. For ease of
presentation, a single fiscal
year, FY2007-08, is used to
describe
the
resulting
forecast in Exhibit 8-E.
Scenarios A, B, and C show
incremental total funding
needs of $497 million, $659
million, and $820 million,
respectively.
Operating
needs ranging from $292
million to $313 million, and
capital needs range from
$205 million to $507 million.

Exhibit 8-E
Statewide Public Transportation Needs
Fiscal Year 2007-08 State and Local Funding
A

B

C

Existing System
Preservation

Incremental
Improvement

Improved
Mobility

Operations

292

308

313

Capital

205

351

507

State and Local Unmet Need

497

659

820

($Millions)

Opportunities to Reduce Funding Needs
The Commission has determined that there are a number of opportunities to improve service
efficiency, reduce costs, and enhance revenues. While many of these opportunities are not quick
or easy to implement, they are of a significant value and should be pursued. It is only through the
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actions of all partners, including riders, transit management, labor, and government, that transit
systems will be able to take advantage of all opportunities to reduce funding needs, a critical
component of a sustainable solution.
The audit of seven (7) transit agencies provided the Commission with a list of general and agencyspecific opportunities for revenue increases and cost reductions. Each opportunity was assessed a
degree of implementation difficulty. Financial estimates for each opportunity were developed for
Fiscal Years 2006-07 through 2010-11. These forecasts were then adjusted by a percentage factor
that was related to the degree of difficulty.
Based on the difficulty of implementation, the Commission has estimated that the achievable
value of operating opportunities is over $55 million. These achievable “savings” are equivalent to
3.6 percent of all operating expenses in Fiscal Year 2007-08, and are estimated to grow to more
than 5 percent of all operating expenses by Fiscal Year 2010-11.
Operating efficiencies may be derived from technology investments, route optimization, and labor,
fleet, facility, inventory, and purchasing cost reductions. Of the expense oriented opportunities, route
optimization and labor cost reductions are the most financially significant. For example, the use of
standard technology and analytical techniques, along with more focused management, could improve
labor productivity at a number of transit agencies. In addition, some of these labor reductions could
be achieved through competitive contracting as discuss in Chapter Three.
Approximately one-half of the operating benefits are derived from revenue actions including
inflationary fare growth, rate restructuring, optimization of service contracts, and pursuit of nonpassenger revenues. Exhibit 8-F, presented on the following page, provides a list of operating
opportunities and the estimated values associated with each action.
Using the same methodology as
was used to determine funding
needs, the value of identified
opportunities for the seven (7)
audited
agencies
was
extrapolated to generate a
statewide transit estimate. Both
operating
and
capital
opportunities, totaling $62.52
million, were identified for transit
agencies across the state for Fiscal
Year 2007-08. A summary by
transit class and category is
shown in Exhibit 8-G.

Exhibit 8-G
Operating and Capital Opportunities to
Reduce Transit Funding Needs
Fiscal Year 2007-08 in Thousands

Labor
Network Improvements
Fleet
Technology
Purchasing
Fare Rates and Restructuring
Other Revenue
Other Expense
Total

Class 1

Class 2

1,386
8,767
0
824
3,798
17,141
1,327
425
33,668

792
13,878
150
0
2,710
4,164
455
0
22,150

Class 3
(662)
0
0
654
1,075
3,988
698
317
6,069

Class 4
0
503
0
0
165
0
0
0
669

Total
1,516
23,148
150
1,478
7,748
25,294
2,480
742
62,556

2 The

Commission’s initial report, issued August 2006, noted approximately $47 million in operating and
capital opportunities. Since that time, an additional $15.5 million in opportunities were identified.
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Adjust Small Transit Vehicle Maintenance Costs
Benefits of Speeding Up Bus Operations by 10%
Benefits of Speeding Up Rail Operations by 10%
Bus garage replacement
Conservatively increase fare revenue forecast based on recent ridership growth rates
Consistent Fleet
Consolidation of Maintenance/Admin Facility
Eliminate free downtown fares
Fare restructuring including eliminating deep discount fares
Fully Automate Scheduling and Dispatching
Increase planning, analytical and support staff
Increased Revenue from 10% Parking Growth
Increased Revenue from New Fare Collection System
Installation of AVL and APC equipment
Installation of fuel tracking system
Institute regular fare increases in track with economic indicators
Inventory Management Improvements
Labor Cost Reductions Upon Expiration of Labor Contracts
Maximize local subsidy by jurisdictions outside of the City
Network Improvements and Route Eliminations
Operating Benefit of SOGR Investments
Optimized Downtown Shuttle
Optimized School Revenue
Overtime Management Improvements
Pooling of purchases: fuel, goods, materials,…
Pooling of purchases: health care
Pursue maximization of alternate revenue sources: joint development, retail, advertising,…
Reduce Light Rail Vehicle Operator Labor to Meet PPR Standard
Reduce Light Rail Vehicle Maintenance Labor to Standard
Use of Part-time Labor for Fixed Route Service
Workers Compensation Management
Other Initiatives

Operating Opportunities
0
0
0
0
2,543
0
0
56
263
0
(132)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
54
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,168
3,965

150
1,320
603
0
2,906
0
0
116
526
908
(544)
34
0
91
14
18,901
0
0
13
18,647
452
26
111
1,623
1,493
2,512
1,799
198
594
117
64
4,795
57,469

155
1,360
621
233
3,271
53
246
119
526
935
(561)
36
1,032
94
14
18,901
2,200
3,174
13
19,207
1,432
27
114
1,671
1,538
2,588
1,901
204
612
121
66
5,749
67,649

159
1,400
639
240
3,637
54
253
123
526
963
(577)
37
2,064
96
14
18,974
2,266
3,455
13
19,783
2,492
27
117
1,721
1,584
2,665
2,010
210
630
124
68
6,176
71,947

164
1,442
659
247
4,007
56
261
127
526
992
(594)
38
3,096
99
15
39,082
2,334
3,309
14
20,376
3,637
28
121
1,773
1,632
2,745
2,070
216
649
128
70
6,621
95,940

Weighted Dollar Impact in $Thousands
FY06-07 FY07-08 FY08-09 FY09-10 FY10-11

Exhibit 8-F
Valuation of Identified Operating Opportunities
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Many of these opportunities will
be difficult to implement. Some
may be difficult to implement
without adequate funding and
some may not be looked upon
favorably
by
the
local
communities that the transit
agencies serve. However, tough
management decisions must be
made to optimize the existing
transit systems and difficult
policy decisions must be made
regarding what service the local
community
is
willing
to
financially support.
The Commission also recognizes
that while opportunities do exist
to increase revenues and decrease
costs, the value of such actions,
even if fully implemented, does
not come close to filling the
funding gap for transit. There
will still be a significant net
funding requirement that needs to
be addressed and should be
addressed.

Exhibit 8-H
State and Local Share of FY2007-08 Public
Transportation Funding Needs Net of Cost Efficiency and
Revenue Enhancements
A

B

C

Existing System
Preservation

Incremental
Improvement

Improved
Mobility

Operations

292

308

313

Capital

205

351

507

Identified Operating Efficiencies

-55

-55

-55

Identified Capital Efficiencies

-5

-5

-5

437

599

760

($Millions)

State and Local Unmet Need

Exhibit 8-I
State and Local Share of FY2007-08
Public Transportation
Funding Needs by Program
Operating

Capital

Total

Transit Class 1-4

$290

$401

Less Efficiencies for Transit Class 1-4

-$55

-$5

-$60

Adjusted Transit Class 1-4

$235

$396

$631

Programs of Statewide Significance
Fixed Guideway Expansions
Total

$691

$23

$6

$29

$0

$100

$100

$258

$502

$760

Net Operating and Capital Funding Needs
When the value of operating and capital opportunities is rounded to $60 million, the resulting
funding needs range from $437 million for Scenario A to $760 million for Scenario C, as shown in
Exhibit 8-H.

Recommended Level of Additional Funding for Public Transportation
The Commission considered a variety of factors which included decades of deferred capital
investment, the inability to address increasing service demands, and increasing demands for
mobility services for senior citizens, persons with disabilities, and other transit dependent
populations. After its analysis and discussions, the Commission recommends Scenario C funding
level of $760 million.
The bulk of this additional funding will require the support of state and local sources. However, a
portion associated with capital expansion projects may be funded with federal sources. Although
historically the federal government has provided as much as 80 percent of the capital investment
for approved expansion and new start programs, recent changes in policy and practice show a
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federal share more likely at 50 percent. The Commission has assumed that any approved new
start investments will be funded with federal, state and local shares of 50 percent, 37.5 percent,
and 12.5 percent, respectively.
Exhibit 8-I shows the resulting annual operating and capital funding needs from state and local
sources.
The resulting state and local investment of $760 million will:
•

Bring all transit systems to a state-of-good-repair, addressing all deferred capital needs,
within a 12-year period through the use of planned and reasoned capital programs.

•

Provide sufficient transit operating funding to support asset maintenance expenses.

•

Expand transit service in targeted areas and provide for some fixed guideway expansion.

•

Expand the Rural Transportation for Persons with Disabilities Program statewide.

•

Establish a service stabilization program for Community Transportation operations.

•

Replace funding for redirected federal dollars related to the Job Access Reverse Commute,
Welfare to Work and Transportation Management Association programs.

Public Transportation Funding Recommendations
The Commission’s public transportation funding recommendations address funding options for
transit Class 1-4 operations, programs of statewide significance, and fixed guideway expansion
projects. Additional recommendations are provided for companion funding issues including the
relationship of federal and local funding, and the use of debt as a cash management tool.
Revenue Neutral Exchange for Current Transit Funding
One of the Commission’s Guiding Principles is that “funding sources must be reliable, dedicated,
inflation sensitive and adaptive to changing environmental factors.” This principle should be
applied to any incremental funding as well as the existing funding base.
Therefore, the Commission’s first funding recommendation for transit Class 1-4 and Programs of
Statewide Significance is to replace the existing public transportation revenue sources (General
Fund, Public Transportation Assistance Fund, and Act 3) with one dedicated, broad-based tax that
grows with inflation, either Sales Tax or the Personal Income Tax. This revenue neutral exchange
of sources for Fiscal Year 2007-08 is estimated to be $566 million for transit Class 1-4 plus $23
million for Programs of Statewide Significance – a total of $589 million.
Programs of Statewide Significance
The Commission believes that a number of the smaller public transportation programs, that have a
large impact in communities across the Commonwealth, require additional financial support.
Among other investments, expansion of the Persons with Disabilities program, investment in
intercity passenger rail, service stabilization for Community Transportation programs, and
replacement of redirected federal dollars for Job Access Reverse Commute, Welfare to Work and
Transportation Management Association projects are critical to improving mobility.
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The Commission therefore recommends that an additional $29 million per year in dedicated
funding be provided for Programs of Statewide Significance, bringing the total support for this
category of public transportation to $52 million in FY2007-08.
Fixed Guideway Expansion Projects
As noted in the reform recommendations of Chapter Six, the Commission believes that more
stringent criteria should be applied in the consideration of any expansion project. In addition to
those recommendations, distinct standards should be applied by PennDOT in administering the
funds provided for fixed guideway expansion projects:
•

Prioritize funds to match federal dollars for approved federal New Start Projects.

•

Establish criteria and an evaluation process to prioritize funding for state or non-approved
federal New Starts Projects based upon the following principles:
ο

Investments in existing service areas have been optimized.

ο

A return-on-investment analysis must be provided and show the public benefit of the
project.

ο

Local dedicated funding commitment to pay for the non-federal/state capital share and
on-going operating costs must be demonstrated.

ο

Local technical ability and capacity to manage, construct, and operate the project must be
demonstrated.

ο

Require an integrated land use plan be adopted by local municipalities that support the
fixed guideway project.

With regard to funding levels, the Commission recommends that a dedicated funding stream in
the amount of $100 million per year be provided for fixed guideway expansion projects and that
PennDOT be responsible to distribute such funds under a discretionary and competitive program
as described in the Commission’s recommended program reforms (Chapter Six) and in the text
above.
State and Local Shares for Transit Funding
Transit operating support and basic capital support can be provided by state and local sources
while capital expansion investment is expected to be provided by federal, state, and local sources.
While local matching requirements vary among transit programs, overall, the state and local funding
shares today are respectively 85 percent and 15 percent. This relationship is dramatically different in
the rest of the country (35 percent state/65 percent local) where local financial support is significantly
greater due to the availability of dedicated local revenues, something not available to Pennsylvania
local governments today. Approximately 80 percent of local transit funding across the country is
provided with dedicated revenue sources, the key one of which is the sales tax.
Based on this knowledge and the belief that local governments should have a higher financial stake
when making transit decisions, the Commission recommends increasing the local transit match for
additional funding and providing local governments with the ability to support this increased funding through dedicated local taxes. Specifically, the Commission recommends increasing the local
transit match for additional funding from 15 percent to 25 percent. When added to the local match
requirements for the existing funding provided, the aggregate local match for all public
transportation programs will be approximately 20 percent.
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Additionally, the Commission recommends enactment of enabling legislation for a local dedicated tax
to be used for transit local match requirements, locally preferred transit service that performs below
state standards or for
substitute transit fare
revenues.
The tax
should be broad-based
Exhibit 8-J
and inflation sensitive,
State and Local Share Percentages FY2007-08
and
the
legislation
should allow for multi$Millions
Percent
county or regional taxing
State
Local
Total
State
Local
authority since a number
of
transit
systems
Existing Funding
796
143
939
85%
15%
operate across multiple
counties.
Additional Funding

Exhibit 8-J summarizes
Net of Efficiencies
the state and local share
recommendations
for
the major components
of public transportation funding.

473

158

631

75%

25%

Additional Tools and Cash Considerations
In deliberating over potential funding solutions, the Commission reviewed the sources of
revenue used for transportation in Pennsylvania and in other state and local governments, and
then returned to its Guiding Principles to prioritize such sources. Revenue sources that were
predictable and inflation-sensitive received first consideration. Traditional financial tools, such as
long-term debt, and new tools, such as public-private partnership income, are also supported but
with strict guidelines and limited use.
Currently, the Commonwealth’s transit agencies receive a total of $125 million annually in capital funding
from state bond proceeds. This level of bond-related funding has remained constant since 1998.
When examining the use of capital funds for transit, the Commission found that a significant
portion of the additional capital need may be eligible for bond financing. Approximately $252
million of the additional capital required from the state could be funded with bond proceeds, to be
used to bring transit assets to a state-of-good-repair and for any federally approved New Start
projects that require state matching funds. Much of this investment is for assets that have a useful
life of at least 20 years, equivalent to the length of the financing. In fact, many projects exceed a
30-year useful life.
Rather than suggesting to merely increase the state’s long-term borrowing without providing a
solution for the resulting debt service, the Commission conservatively suggests using a portion of
the new tax revenue generated for public transportation (approximately $158 million) to make
debt service payments. Cash benefits of approximately $94 million annually could be generated if
those new revenues are deposited in a reserve fund designed to meet future debt service
obligations. As with the potential for P3 income, the prudent use of debt would help to partially
reduce the need for increased taxation.
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The Commission, therefore,
recommends
that
the
Commonwealth,
in
its
construction of a funding
solution
for
public
transportation, consider the
cash benefits that could be
achieved
through
the
prudent use of debt. This
will reduce the need to rely
wholly on tax solutions in
addressing the transportation
funding crisis.
Assuming a new state-local
share relationship, Exhibit
8-K shows that the annual
state share of additional
funding needs is $482 million
if the use of debt is
incorporated into the funding
solution.
Potential Funding Solutions
As was noted with the
highway and bridge funding
discussion, there are many
ways to develop a funding
solution
for
public
transportation. The Commission,
therefore, presents a set of
revenue alternatives that
meets its Guiding Principles
and addresses the net public
transportation funding needs.
Exhibit 8-L shows the
revenue options assuming no
debt is used, and Exhibit 8-M
shows the revenue options if
debt is incorporated into the
funding solution.

Exhibit 8-K
State Share of Annual Additional Funding Needs
in $Millions
Transit Class 1-4

691

Programs of Statewide Significance

29

Fixed Guideway Expansion Projects

100

State and Local Additional Funding Need for Public Transportation

820

Less Efficiencies

-60

State and Local Share of Net Funding Need

760

Less Local Share

-184

Gross State Share
Less Cash Benefits of Debt

576
-94

Net State Share

482

Exhibit 8-L
Potential State Funding Solutions for Public
Transportation Assuming No Use of Debt
Approximate Tax Rates
Revenue Neutral Exchange

$589M

For Existing Funding Base
State Share of Additional Funding

.42% Sales Tax or
.19% Personal Income Tax

$576M

.89% Realty Transfer Tax or
.41% Sales Tax or
.19% Personal Income Tax

Exhibit 8-M
Potential State Funding Solutions for Public Transportation
Assuming Use of Debt
Approximate Tax Rates
Revenue Neutral Exchange

$589M

For Existing Funding Base
State Share of Additional Funding

.42% Sales Tax or
.19% Personal Income Tax

$482M

.75% Realty Transfer Tax or
.35% Sales Tax or
.16% Personal Income Tax

The Commission evaluated a range of specific revenue sources and found that the Personal
Income Tax, the Sales Tax, and the Realty Transfer Tax had good revenue generating capacity and
typically grow at rates at least equal to the rate of inflation. The Commission also found that the
Realty Transfer Tax presents the best option of the three, since the county-by-county proceeds are
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more
closely
aligned
with
public
transportation ridership.
Based on this
analysis, the Realty Transfer Tax is judged to
be a reasonable surrogate for a transit user fee.

Exhibit 8-N
Potential Local Funding Solutions for
Public Transportation Assuming No Debt

Sales Tax
.13%
The Commission also reviewed the revenue
Earned Income Tax
.07%
options that might be used to address the
Realty Transfer Tax
.28%
additional local funding requirements.
Because there is so much variation in local tax
rates across the state, it is suggested that local
jurisdictions be provided with an option to use any of three tax sources-- the Sales Tax, the Earned
Income Tax, and the Realty Transfer Tax. Exhibit 8-N provides a summary of the tax increase
necessary to raise the additional local share of $184 million.

The Commission recommends that counties and/or municipalities be given the authority to
generate additional local dedicated funding for public transportation programs by enacting tax
legislation to raise up to 0.25 percent in sales tax, 0.2 percent in earned income tax and/or 0.5
percent in realty transfer tax revenues. These higher caps are to provide more local flexibility
given variations among local taxing practices.
In conclusion, if the Commission’s recommendations regarding state inflationary revenue sources
and local enabling legislation are implemented, the responsibility to control operating costs will
rest with the local communities that manage and determine transit operating policy, practices, and
services.

Recommendations for Public Transportation Funding Reform
Strengthen the current funding base for public transportation by providing a
dedicated and growing funding base through a new Dedicated Transit Trust Fund.
Revenue sources that are broad-based, predictable and inflation-sensitive should be
considered for funding solutions. Taxes such as the Sales Tax, Personal Income Tax
and Realty Transfer Tax meet these guidelines.
1. Revenue Neutral Exchange for Current State Public Transportation Funding
Replace existing state transit funding from General Fund, Public Transportation Assistance
Fund, and Act 3 revenue sources with a dedicated, broad-based tax that grows with inflation.
This revenue neutral exchange of funds should be accomplished with either the Sales Tax or
the Personal Income Tax. For FY2007-08, this amount is estimated to be $566 million for
transit Class 1-4 plus $23 million for Programs of Statewide Significance—a total of $589
million.
2. Retain the State Lottery and Bond Components of Current Public Transportation Funding
Retain existing funding sources for the Free Transit Lottery Program ($80 million), Shared Ride
Lottery Program ($75 million), and Capital Bond Program ($125 million).
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Provide an additional $760 million of state and local funding annually ($576 million
from the state and $184 million from local governments) to:
• Put existing public transportation system on sound financial footing and provide
for targeted expansions.
• Stabilize and expand service for Programs of Statewide Significance and create a
limited Service Stabilization program for community transportation services.
• Create a new Fixed Guideway initiative.
Increase the financial role of local government, consistent with its decision-making
responsibilities, provide local governments with the ability to support increased
funding through dedicated local taxes, and maximize federal funding opportunities.
3. Provide an Additional $473 Million in Annual State Dedicated Funding for Transit Class 1-4
Programs
Increase dedicated state funding by $473 million annually to place existing transit systems on a
sound financial footing and to provide for limited, targeted transit expansion.
4. Increase State Annual Support for Programs of Statewide Significance by $28 Million with
Dedicated Revenues
Provide an additional $28 million per year in dedicated funding for Programs of Statewide
Significance, bringing the total support for this category of public transportation to $51 million
in FY2007-08. Additional funding will provide support for PWD, intercity bus, intercity
passenger rail, JARC, W2W, TMA, and Community Transportation programs.
5. Establish a $75 Million Annual State Dedicated Funding Stream for Fixed Guideway
Expansion Projects
Establish a state dedicated funding stream in the amount of $100 million per year for fixed
guideway expansion projects, where funds are distributed by PennDOT under a discretionary
and competitive program.
6. Provide Enabling Legislation for Local Dedicated Taxes to Support $184 Million in
Additional Funding for Transit
Provide enabling legislation for a local dedicated tax to be used for transit local match
requirements, locally preferred service that performs below state standards, or for substitute
fare revenues. The tax should be broad-based and inflation sensitive, and provide for
sufficient revenues to raise at least $184 million in additional transit funding. The legislation
should allow for multi-county or regional taxing authority since a number of transit systems
operate across multiple counties. Local governments should be given the authority to levy up
to 0.25 percent sales tax, 0.2 percent earned income tax, and/or 0.5 percent realty transfer tax
to support transit expenditures.
7. Use More Stringent Criteria for the Funding of Fixed Guideway Expansion Projects
PennDOT should apply more stringent criteria in its determination of funding distribution for
fixed guideway expansion projects. Priority should be given to those projects that have been
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approved as federal New Start Projects. Consideration should be given to local match, local
technical ability and capacity to manage, ridership projections, cost/benefit results, economic
impact, and land use plan.
8. Prudently Use Long-term Debt to Support Additional Capital Funding Needs
The Commonwealth, in its construction of a funding solution for public transportation, should
consider the cash benefits that could be achieved through the prudent use of debt. This may
reduce the need to rely wholly on tax solutions in addressing the transportation funding crisis.
9. Increase the Local Match Required for Transit Funding
Increase the local transit match for additional funding from 15 percent to 25 percent. When
added to the local match requirements for the existing funding provided, the aggregate local
match for all public transportation programs will be approximately 20 percent.
10. Eliminate Local Match Waivers
Remove existing legislative provisions allowing local match waivers.
11. Use State Funds to Leverage Federal Formula Funding
Require transit agencies to first use state funds to leverage federal formula funding before
applying such state funds to other federal programs or purposes.
12. Provide Matching Funds for Federal Earmarks to Compliant Transit Agencies
Provide state matching funds for federal earmarks only if the transit agency is meeting state
performance standards and criteria.
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Chapter Nine
Summary of Commission Recommendations
Introduction
This chapter consolidates, in one location, all Commission reform and funding recommendations
that appear in previous chapters. Each recommendation is accompanied by an indicator that notes
whether the recommendation requires legislative, regulatory/administrative or operational/local
action. The recommendations are organized under six headings:
Chapter Three - Transit Operational Audits
Chapter Four - Growth and Development
Chapter Five - Transit Structure and Governance
Chapter Six - Transit Funding Structure
Chapter Seven - Highway and Bridge Funding Requirements
Chapter Eight - Public Transportation Funding Needs
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

X

X

Chapter Three - Transit Operational Audits
1 Require Comprehensive Network Analysis and
Planning (pg 56)
2 Review Fare Revenue Policy on a Regular Basis (pg
56)
3 Evaluate Competitive Contracting Opportunities Via
Procurement Process (pg 56)

X
X

X

X

4 Reduce Labor Costs with Use of Technology, Analysis
& Part-time Labor (pg 57)

X

5 Reduce SEPTA Costs Through Average Speed Related
Improvements (pg 57)

X

6 Reduce Relatively High PAAC Labor Costs (pg 57)

X

7 Improve Inventory Management with Technology
and Analysis (pg 57)

X

8 Implement Recommendations Generated from
Commission Audit Findings (pg 57)

X

9 Provide a Statewide Health Insurance Pool for Transit
Agencies (pg 57)

X

10 Expand Transit Participation in State Purchasing
Pools (pg 58)

X

11 Offer Central State Purchasing of Transit Vehicles and
Equipment (pg 58)

X

12 Establish State Policy for Transit Assets (pg 58)

X

13 Explore the Opportunities for a Statewide Transit
Pension Program (pg 58)

X

14 Control High Spare Ratios Through Capital Funding
Mechanism (pg 58)

X

15 Standardize Community Transportation
Administration & Operational Requirements (pg 58)

X

16 Execute Formal Contracts with Local Governments
for Funding (pg 58)
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

X

X

Chapter Three - Transit Operational Audits
17 Provide Project Delivery Alternatives to Reduce Costs
(pg 58)

X

18 Eliminate Legislated Controls Regarding SEPTA’s
Non-Represented Employees (pg 58)

X

19 To Reduce Costs, Waive or Incorporate Financial Test
for Pennsylvania Steel Act (pg 59)

X

20 To Optimize Delivery Times and Reduce Costs,
Waive or Limit Separations Act Requirements (pg 59)

X

21 Prohibit Benefit Double-Dipping (pg 59)

X

22 Eliminate Performance Bonds for Goods and
Materials (pg 59)

X

23 Eliminate Supervisory Conflict (pg 59)

X

24 Clearly Enable Non-Transportation Revenue
Generation (pg 59)

X

25 Analyze Potential of New SEPTA Regional Rail
Network Design (pg 59)
26 Significantly Revamp SEPTA Capital Program
Management (pg 59)

X

Chapter Four - Growth and Development
1 Precondition Transportation Capacity Expansion (pg
70)

X

2 Implement Smart Transportation in the
Transportation Development Process (pg 70)

X

3 Strengthen Transportation and Economic
Development Link (pg 70)

X

4 Promote Use of Public Transportation (pg 70)

X

5 Link Capital Investment Decisions to Land Use/
Transportation Planning Initiatives (pg 71)

X

6 Provide Incentives for Transportation Planning and
Development (pg 71)
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

Chapter Five - Transit Structure and Governance
1 Redefine SEPTA’s Public Hearing Threshold to be
Consistent with Federal Regulations (pg 79)

X

X

2 Establish Limits of Authority for Board and
Management (pg 79)
3 Transit Boards Should Reflect Their Constituents and
Be of Management Size (pg 80)

X
X

4 Determine State Role with Regard to SEPTA-City of
Philadelphia Lease (pg 80)
5 Increase PennDOT Capacity for Public Transportation
Oversight and Assistance (pg 80)

X
X

X

X

6 Establish Innovative Finance Capability within
PennDOT (pg 80)

X

7 Explore Inter-City Passenger Rail Options (pg 81)

X

Chapter Six - Transit Funding Structure
1 Consolidate Multiple Transit Programs into Two
Programs (pg 87)

X

X

2 Streamline Transit Operating Assistance (pg 87)

X

X

3 Establish Needs Based Capital Program and Restrict
Its Use to Capital (pg 87)

X

X

4 Replace Current General Fund Revenue Sources with
a Revenue Neutral Dedicated Tax (pg 87)

X

5 Hold Harmless Provision for Operating Funds (pg 87)

X

6 Hold Harmless Provision for Existing Transit Debt
Service (pg 87)

X

7 Program Transition (pg 87)

X

8 Structure Multi-Year Master Grant Agreements (pg
87)
9 Institute a Fully Dedicated Revenue Structure for
Transit (pg 88)
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

Chapter Six - Transit Funding Structure
10 Revenue Sources Should be Sufficient, Predictable
and Inflation-Sensitive (pg 88)

X

11 Distribute Operating Funds and Incentives Based on
Need and Performance (pg 88)

X

X

12 Require Minimum Performance Standards for Full
Funding (pg 88)

X

X

13 Distribute Capital Funds Based on Need and
Investment Results (pg 88)

X

14 Require Return-On-Investment, Life-Cycle Costing &
Operating Impact Analyses (pg 88)

X

15 Impose Stringent Requirements for Expansion
Funding (pg 88)

X

16 Tie Operating Support for Expansions to Transit
Analysis of Net Costs and Current Performance (pg
89)

X

17 Strengthen PennDOT’s Audit Role and Transit
Accountability (pg 89)

X

18 Provide Financial Reserves Definition (pg 89)

X

19 Implement Action Plan Based on Audit Findings (pg
89)

X

20 Tie State Funding to Performance (pg 89)

X

21 Create a Service Stabilization Program for
Community Transportation Services (pg 90)

X

22 Expand the Rural Transportation for Persons with
Disabilities Program (pg 90)

X

X

23 Provide Continuing Support of Intercity Bus Service
(pg 90)

X

24 Increase Service and Continue Capital Improvements
for Intercity Passenger Rail (pg 90)

X

25 Strengthen Job Access, W2W and TMA Programs (pg
90)
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

Chapter Six - Transit Funding Structure
26 Establish a Transit Support Program (pg 90)

X

27 Establish a Fixed Guideway Expansion Program
(pg 90)

X

Chapter Seven - Highway and Bridge Funding Requirements
1 Enhance Asset Management to Maximize Useful Life
(pg 99)

X

2 Continue “Smart Transportation” Initiatives (pg 99)

X

3 Streamline PennDOT Project Delivery Process (pg 99)

X

4 Provide Project Delivery Alternatives to Reduce Costs
(pg 99)

X

5 Provide an Additional $900M Annually for StateOwned Highways and Bridges (pg 99)

X

6 Provide an Additional $65M Annually for LocallyOwned Highways and Bridges (pg 100)

X

7 Aggressively Explore the Use of Public-Private
Partnerships (pg 100)

X

X

X

Chapter Eight - Public Transportation Funding Needs
1 Revenue Neutral Exchange for Current State Public
Transportation Funding (pg 115)

X

2 Retain the State Lottery and Bond Components of
Public Transportation Funding (pg 115)

X

3 Provide and Additional $473 Million in Annual State
Dedicated Funding for Transit Class 1-4 Programs
(pg 116)

X

4 Increase Annual Support for Programs of State-wide
Significance by $29 Million with Dedicated Revenues
(pg 116)

X

5 Establish a $75 Million Annual State Dedicated
Funding Stream for Large Fixed Guideway Expansion
Projects (pg 116)

X
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Action Type
Legislative

Regulatory/
Administration

Operational/
Local

Chapter Eight
6 Provide Enabling Legislation for Local Dedicated
Taxes to Support $184 Million in Additional Funding
for Transit (pg 116)
7 Use More Stringent Criteria for the Funding of Fixed
Guideway Expansion Projects (pg 116)

X

X

8 Prudently Use Long-term Debt to Support Additional
Capital Funding Needs (pg 117)

X

9 Increase the Local Match Required for Transit
Funding (pg 117)

X

10 Eliminate Local Match Waivers (pg 117)

X

X

11 Use State Funds to Leverage Federal Formula
Funding (pg 117)

X

12 Provide Matching Funds for Federal Earmarks to
Compliant Transit Agencies (pg 117)

X
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